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Summary
Due to a change in what leading clients demand from the architecture, engineering and
construction (AEC) industry, the AEC industry has to work more efficient. A possible solution
is to apply knowledge management (KM) within the organisation. However, the problem with
traditional KM techniques used in the AEC industry is that they demand too much
maintenance and they only store but do not share information within the organisation. With
the development of Building Information Modelling (BIM), a new possibility to create a
knowledge management system has emerged. BIM provides a unique source of information
as it generates and manages the data created during the building life cycle. This unique source
of information can be converted into knowledge by means of data mining.
The problem this research has focused on, is that the current design process of the AEC
industry is inefficient. One of the reasons is that the knowledge management systems (KMS)
within the AEC industry do not meet the requirements necessary to be effective. The design
process is very broad and has multiple tasks that can be made more efficient with KM. As this
research is based on the limitations of the research done by Hoogeveen (2015), the KMS
developed in this research has the same tasks, namely cost prediction in the early stage of the
design process.
Hoogeveen (2015) proved part of this concept by using a data mining approach to predict the
costs of datacentres, however he did not use the actual BIM models in his data mining process.
In this research BIM models are used for automated data extraction for the data mining
process. This data mining process is used to create a knowledge management system for
conceptual cost estimation for residential buildings.
Based on this problem definition the following main research question has been drafted: “Can
the use of a knowledge management system using BIM data and the data mining process
create a more efficient process of cost estimation for residential buildings?” To answer these
question a knowledge management system was created based on a literature review, which
was tested with collected data.
In the literature review it was found that knowledge management can be defined as a tool set
for the automation of deductive or inherent relationships between information objects,
corporate users and business processes. To understand knowledge management, at first it
had to be understood what knowledge is. Knowledge is defined as refined information, which
means that it has meaning. Knowledge can be divided in two forms, tacit or explicit
knowledge. The main difference between tacit and explicit knowledge is that explicit
knowledge is documented, where tacit knowledge is implied. However, for knowledge to be
useful for KM it needed to be made explicit. Especially because the goal of KM is to create new
knowledge. This can only be done by combining multiple forms of explicit knowledge.
The suggested source for KM in this research is BIM. BIM is an intelligent simulation of
architecture that exhibits the following six key characteristics, digital, spatial (3D), measurable,
comprehensive, accessible and durable (Campbell 2006). The main product of BIM is a BIM
model which is a virtual prototype of the designed building. A BIM model is characterized by
building components that include data that describe how they behave and are consistent and
non-redundant data (Eastman et al., 2011). There are two types of BIM models, a BIM model
with a proprietary file format and a BIM model with an universal supported standard,
generally the IFC file format. In this research the IFC data format was used.
5

To convert the data within the IFC models to knowledge the data mining process was used.
Applied to the problem of converting data within the IFC model to knowledge in form of a
system to estimate the costs of residential buildings in the early stage of the design process,
the data mining process consists of the following steps:
1. Understanding and defining the problem
2. Collect necessary data
3. Convert non-IFC BIM models to the IFC data format
4. Convert the IFC models to a dataset
5. Add the corresponding costs
6. Clean the dataset
7. Select a useful subset
8. Engineer a useful data mining algorithm
9. Use the algorithm
10. Evaluate results with numerical prediction measures
11. Redefine data and problem
12. Use the generated model for cost prediction
The main obstacle within this research was the extraction of the information from BIM models
into a dataset. In theory it should be possible to extract all physical data of the buildings from
the BIM models. However during the practical implementation, the current quality of the BIM
models provided problems, which have been solved by creating an extraction script that was
made specific to overcome these problems.
However after applying the data mining algorithms on the dataset, no usable relations
between the data could be found. It was proposed that the dataset was too small and that
there was too much variation in the design of the buildings as both apartments and houses
were used in the dataset. To test this assumption, addition data were collected from project
analyses available in databases. These additional data have been used to create two new
datasets. One dataset, where all the data of both the original data and the new data were
combined and another dataset with only one type of buildings in the dataset, namely
apartments.
These new datasets were tested by applying the same data mining process. From the results
it could be concluded that the made assumptions were correct. The dataset with all the data
showed that more data give a more consistent result, where the dataset with only apartments
shows that the accuracy of the prediction are acceptable for conceptual cost estimation if only
one type of building is used in the dataset.
To test the usefulness of the results, the results were used to estimate the costs of the
buildings within the dataset. Although the results were close enough to use the generated
cost estimation model to calculate a conceptual estimate for building project, the cost
estimation model was only tested on the dataset that was used to create the model, so it
should be noted that it is yet unclear how precise the model will be on unseen data.
Answering the research question, literature review has shown that the data mining process is
an effective tool to create a knowledge management system and that BIM data have a great
potential to serve as the data source. However during the practical implementation it became
clear that there are both qualitative and quantitative problems with the available BIM models.
Additional data were added to test viability of the data mining process for cost calculation for
6

residential buildings. With this additional data the data mining process could predict the costs
of buildings within the dataset precisely enough to be a conceptual cost estimate. Nonetheless
until the qualitative and quantitative problems of BIM data are solved the knowledge
management system will still need the manual input of additional data to be able to estimate
the costs of residential buildings.
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Samenvatting
Door een veranderde vraag binnen de bouwsector worden bouwbedrijven gedwongen om
efficiënter te werken. Een mogelijke oplossing is het toepassen van kennismanagement (KM).
Echter de traditionele kennismanagementtechnieken die gebruikt worden binnen de bouw
voldoen niet. De reden is dat ze teveel onderhoud vragen en dat de kennis alleen kan worden
opgeslagen en niet gedeeld worden binnen de organisatie. Door de opkomst van Building
Information Modelling (BIM) zijn er nieuwe mogelijkheden ontstaan om een KM systeem te
maken. BIM is namelijk een unieke bron van informatie gezien het data genereert en beheert
gedurende de hele levensloop van het gebouw.
Dit onderzoek richt zich op het huidig ontwerpproces in de bouwsector, welke inefficiënt is.
Een van de redenen hiervoor is dat de kennismanagementsystemen niet voldoen aan de eisen
die nodig zijn om effectief te zijn. Gezien de omvang van het ontwerpproces zijn er veel taken
te onderscheiden in dit proces. Dit onderzoek zal zich focussen op het calculeren van de
bouwkosten in het vroege stadium van het ontwerpproces. Hiervoor is gekozen omdat dit
onderzoek voortborduurt op een eerder onderzoek van Hoogeveen (2015) en daarbij verder
ingaat op de beperkingen van zijn onderzoek.
Hoogeveen (2015) bewees gedeeltelijk de werking van een kennismanagementsysteem dat
gebruik maakt van BIM, door data mining toe te passen op data over de bouw van datacenters.
Hij maakte daarbij echter geen gebruik van de daadwerkelijke BIM modellen. In dit onderzoek
worden BIM modellen gebruikt om op geautomatiseerde wijze data uit de BIM modellen te
halen en deze te gebruiken in het data mining proces. Daarbij zal dit proces gebruikt worden
als kennismanagementsysteem voor de conceptuele kostencalculatie voor woningen.
Gebaseerd op de bovenstaande probleemstelling is de volgende onderzoeksvraag opgesteld:
“Kan het gebruiken van een kennismanagementsysteem, dat BIM data en het data mining
proces gebruikt, zorgen voor een efficiënter kostencalculatieproces voor woningen?” Om
deze vraag te beantwoorden is een kennismanagementsysteem ontwikkeld, gebaseerd op de
kennis uit een literatuurstudie. Deze is daarna getest met projectdata die tijdens dit onderzoek
verzameld zijn.
In de literatuurstudie wordt kennismanagement gedefinieerd als een set met handvaten voor
het vinden van relaties tussen informatieobjecten, personen en bedrijfsprocessen. Om
kennismanagement te begrijpen moet eerst begrepen worden wat kennis is. Kennis is
gedefinieerd als verfijnde informatie die een betekenis heeft. Kennis kan gescheiden worden
in twee vormen, ‘impliciete’ en ‘expliciete’ kennis. Het grootste verschil tussen de twee
vormen van kennis is dat ‘expliciete’ kennis gedocumenteerd is, waar bij ‘impliciete’ kennis er
vanuit gegaan wordt dat deze er is. Voor kennismanagement is alleen ‘expliciete’ kennis
nuttig, zeker gezien het doel is nieuwe kennis te genereren. Dit kan namelijk alleen door het
combineren van ‘expliciete’ kennis.
In dit onderzoek wordt voorgesteld om BIM te gebruiken als bron voor kennismanagement.
BIM is een intelligente simulatie van de architectuur dat de volgende karaktereigenschappen
heeft: digitaal, ruimtelijk (3D), meetbaar, allesomvattend, toegankelijk en duurzaam
(Campbell, 2006). Het gebruik van BIM resulteert in een BIM model. Een BIM model is een
virtueel prototype van het ontworpen gebouw. Er zijn twee typen BIM modellen, BIM
modellen met een bestandsformaat van de leverancier en BIM modellen die een open
9

standaard als bestandsformaat hebben, vaak het IFC bestandsformaat. In dit onderzoek wordt
gebruik gemaakt van het IFC bestandsformaat.
Voor het omzetten van de data in het IFC model naar kennis om kosten te calculeren is het
data mining proces toegepast. Dit proces bestaat uit de volgende stappen:
1. Probleem begrijpen en definiëren
2. Verzamelen van de benodigde data
3. Omzetten van alle BIM modellen naar IFC modellen
4. Omzetten van IFC modellen naar een dataset
5. Kosten van gebouwen toevoegen aan dataset
6. Opschonen van de dataset
7. Een bruikbare subset selecteren
8. Ontwikkelen van een bruikbare data mining algoritme
9. Gebruik maken van het algoritme
10. Evalueren van resulteren met statistische indicatoren
11. Herdefiniëren van de data en het probleem
12. Het gegenereerde model gebruiken voor kostencalculaties
Het grootste knelpunt in dit onderzoek was het geautomatiseerd omzetten van de informatie
in BIM modellen naar een dataset. In de theorie wordt omschreven dat het mogelijk is om alle
fysieke informatie over de gebouwen in een BIM model geautomatiseerd om te zetten naar
een dataset. Echter gedurende de praktische implementatie bleek dat de huidige kwaliteit van
de BIM modellen problematisch is voor het geautomatiseerd omzetten van de data in BIM
modellen naar een dataset. Om dit knelpunt te op te lossen is een script geschreven dat
specifiek de problemen oplost voor de modellen die beschikbaar waren tijdens dit onderzoek.
Een ander probleem kwam aan het licht tijdens het gebruik van de gegenereerde dataset in
het data mining algoritme, aangezien er geen bruikbare relaties in de data gevonden konden
worden. Verondersteld werd dat dit probleem ontstond doordat de dataset te klein is en dat
de dataset meerdere type woningen, appartementen en huizen, bevat. Om deze
veronderstelling te testen zijn extra data verzameld uit publiekelijk toegankelijke
projectanalyses van bouwprojecten. Deze extra data zijn gebruikt om twee datasets te
creëren. Een dataset die bestaat uit alle data van zowel de oude dataset als de nieuw
verworven data en een dataset die ook bestaat uit de oude dataset en de nieuw verworven
data, echter met alleen de data van appartementen.
Deze datasets zijn gebruikt in hetzelfde data mining proces. Uit de resultaten kan worden
geconcludeerd dat de gemaakte aannames correct zijn. De dataset met alle data gaf zeer
consistente resultaten, waar de dataset met alleen appartementen liet zien dat het
gegenereerde model precies genoeg de kostencalculatie kan maken voor conceptuele
kostencalculaties.
Om te testen in hoeverre het gegenereerde model bruikbaar is, is het gegenereerde model
toegepast op de dataset. Hoewel het model kostencalculaties maakte die dicht genoeg bij de
daadwerkelijke kosten zitten voor een conceptuele kostenraming, is het model alleen getest
op data die ook gebruikt zijn om het model te genereren. Het is daarom nog onbekend hoe
precies het model zal werken op nieuwe, ongebruikte data.
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Om de onderzoeksvraag te beantwoorden, de literatuurstudie heeft aangetoond dat het data
mining proces een effectief hulpmiddel is voor het creëren van een kennismanagement
systeem en dat de BIM data veel potentie hebben als databron. Echter, tijdens de praktische
implementatie werd duidelijk dat er problemen zijn met zowel de hoeveelheid beschikbare
BIM modellen als met de kwaliteit van de beschikbare BIM modellen. Door extra data te
verzamelen was het toch mogelijk om het data mining proces succesvol toe te passen en
bruikbare resultaten te krijgen. Echter, zolang de kwantitatieve en kwalitatieve problemen
met BIM modellen niet zijn opgelost kost het handmatig invoeren van de data te veel tijd om
het calculatieproces efficiënter te maken.
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Abstract
Due to a change in what leading clients demand from the architecture, engineering and
construction (AEC) industry, the AEC industry has to work more efficient. Knowledge
management (KM) has a great potential to make the design process of the AEC industry more
efficient. Nonetheless the traditional knowledge management systems (KMS) do not meet the
requirements necessary to be effective. Therefore new types of KMS are needed. A possible
solution is to combine the potential of BIM and data mining into a KMS. The main scope of
this research is to develop a KMS based on BIM and data mining and test the effectiveness of
this KMS.
One of the most important aspects of the data mining process is the dataset that is analysed.
To create such a dataset from BIM models a tool is created to automate the extraction of data
from the BIM models into a dataset useful for data mining. This has led to insights about the
current state of both the quality and quantity of BIM models. After the application of the data
mining algorithms on the dataset it is suggested that the amount of available BIM models has
to increase for the KMS to be successful.
To test this statement, additional data has been collected from publically available data. These
data have been added to the dataset and the data mining process has been applied on the
newly created dataset. It could be concluded that if the quality of the BIM models meets the
necessary standard, the KMS system can be successful as long as enough BIM data is available
and this BIM data is about buildings of a similar type.
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1.

Introduction

Leading clients in the architecture engineering and construction (AEC) industry are
increasingly demanding higher quality products at a low cost. They demand a high reliability
in quality and delivery on the required date (Brown & Adams, 2000; Stewart & Spencer, 2006).
To achieve this change in demand, the construction time of the building projects has to be
reduced while the quality has to be improved. As a result of this, companies within the
construction process are forced to improve their efficiency as it is the ratio between input and
output.
Because of the unique nature of every construction project, the construction process is
difficult to standardize. Every project needs different solutions (Van der Aalst et al., 2002).
Although this might be true, only 20% of all engineering activities done by experts within the
building project are tasks with no pre-existing solution (Koskela, 2000). One of the reasons
why this percentage is so low is because the knowledge gained within the organization is not
shared. This leads to the re-engineering of a design solution while the solution already exists
within the organization. Calkins, Egging and Scholz (2000) stated that when the architecture,
engineering and construction (AEC) industry would achieve to systematically managing the
acquired knowledge, they could use this knowledge for 80% of all the design tasks, which
would lead to a reduction of process time.
The reuse of knowledge would improve the efficiency of the construction process. But in order
to be able to reuse this knowledge, this knowledge has to be captured and stored. One of the
solutions to achieve this is by using an effective Knowledge Management System (KMS)
(Konukcu & Koseoglu, 2012).
Many companies around the world recognize the advantage of Knowledge Management (KM).
KM will not only lead to a more efficient process, it is also crucial for companies to sustain
their competitive advantage (Alavi & Leidner, 1999). This is the case in the upcoming years,
when a large percentage of the skilled workforce will retire from work, which will lead to a lot
of lost knowledge. Researchers at the Sloan Center on Aging & Work at Boston College (Sweet
& Pitt-Catsouphes, 2010) examined the effect of the aging workforce within the construction
industry. In this research they concluded that one of the major concerns is how to transfer the
existing knowledge to lesser experienced workforce. Given that KM provides a way to transfer
this knowledge to sustain competitive advantage and leads to more efficient processes, it is
hard to see why KM is rarely implemented adequately within construction firms.
The reason behind this is that traditional KM techniques used in the AEC industry have some
shortcomings (Deshpande, Azhar & Amireddy, 2014). According to a research of Wong (2006)
one of the most critical success factors of KM is that the chosen KMS is a very dynamic system
that can easily capture and transfer knowledge and requires little maintenance. Most
techniques used in the AEC industry, like standards and best practise guides and post practice
reviews, require paper based documentation. This requires a lot of KM maintenance and it
only achieves that knowledge is captured, not shared within the organisation (Dave & Koskela,
2009).
As stated above, KM is only effective when the system demands little maintenance effort and
is easy to access, both to capture and to store knowledge. This is why data from Building
Information Modelling (BIM) have a great potential for KM because “BIM is the process of
generating and managing data during the building life cycle” (Jan, Ho, & Tserng, 2013) and it
25

is already implemented in lots of building projects (Ho, Tserng & Jan, 2013). As the result is
that BIM data are a unique source for KM as they provide a way to capture and store the
information created during a project.
As stated by Jan, Ho and Tserng (2013), the development in BIM provides a way to share
information about projects. When BIM is applied adequately within a project, the project uses
a central database where all information about the project generated by the different
stakeholders within the process is stored. As this database is accessible to every project
member with an internet connection, the data within the database can also be easily updated
and transferred to other stakeholders.
Although BIM allows stakeholders to share and store information about projects, it stores no
knowledge. However data can be transformed into information and information into
knowledge according to the widely accepted theory of knowledge hierarchy (Kebede, 2010).
This knowledge can be used to create new knowledge when it is made explicit and combined
with a other form of explicit knowledge (Nonaka, 1994). This means that if one is able to
convert the information stored in the BIM database, in the form of BIM models, to explicit
knowledge it can be used to gain new knowledge, by finding relationships between the
different forms of knowledge that are made explicit.
Hoogeveen (2015) recognised this potential of converting BIM data into knowledge. In his
research Hoogeveen used the data mining process, to create new knowledge in the form of a
model to estimate the costs of building projects. The data mining process is a process in which
information, in the form of data which are located in databases, is converted into knowledge.
This is also called knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) (John, 1997).
Due to limitations in his research, Hoogeveen (2015) did not actually extract the information
used in the process from BIM data. He used the data in the form of PDF files and extracted
these data manually. This is problematic because for a KMS, in order to be effective, the
system has to require little maintenance. So for a KMS to be effective, the information located
within the BIM data needs to be extracted into knowledge automatically. Another limitation
is the kind of building projects used in his research. In his research Hoogeveen used
information about datacentres and converted this into knowledge in the form of a model that
can predict the total costs of ownership for datacentres. As datacentres have relatively simple
designs and the designs do not significantly differ from each other, they are pretty uniform.
This makes datacentres uniquely qualified for cost prediction based on data mining
(Hoogeveen, 2015), but unlikely to deliver general knowledge that allows usage outside the
domain of datacentres. Given both these limitations, the presented study will focus on the
creation of a KMS that automatically extracts information from BIM models and will use this
KMS for cost prediction of residential buildings.
In Summary, due to a change in what leading clients demand from the AEC industry, the AEC
industry has to work more efficient. A possible solution is to apply KM within the organisation.
However, the problem with traditional KM techniques used in the AEC industry is that they
demand too much maintenance and they only store but do not share information within the
organisation. With the development of BIM, a new possibility to create a KMS has emerged.
BIM provides a unique source of information as it generates and manages the data created
during the building life cycle. This unique source of information can be converted into
knowledge by means of data mining. Hoogeveen (2015) proved part of this concept by using
a data mining approach to predict the costs of datacentres. This study will focus on the
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unproven part, to extract the information in BIM models into knowledge automatically. It will
also explore whether or not this concept is also applicable to predict the costs of buildings
with a less general design as datacentres.

1.1. Problem definition
1.1.1. Problem analysis and limitations
The problem this research will focus on, is that the current design process of the AEC industry
is inefficient. One of the reasons is that the knowledge management systems (KMS) within the
AEC industry do not meet the requirement necessary to be effective. Theoretically a
combination of BIM and the data mining process can provide a KMS that is effective and make
the design process more efficient. The design process is very broad and has multiple tasks that
can be made more efficient with KM. As this research is based on the limitations of the
research done by Hoogeveen (2015), the KMS will focus on the same tasks, namely cost
prediction in the early stage of the design process.
Although a combination of BIM and the data mining process can theoretically provide a KMS,
the data mining process has to be able to recognise patterns within the data. This concept has
only be proven with a very standardised type of building, specifically datacentres. To test if
this concept can also be used for less standardised building types, another building type
should be used. For this research BIM data of residential buildings were available. Therefore
this KMS will be focussed on residential buildings.
The objective of this research is:
“To realize a more efficient process of cost estimation for residential buildings”.

1.1.2. Problem definition
Based on the research object the problem definition is defined:
“Can the use of a knowledge management system using BIM data and the data mining
process create a more efficient process of cost estimation for residential buildings?”

1.1.3. Research questions
In order to achieve the research objective of this research and to answer its problem definition
the following research questions are specified.
Research question 1:
-

Which are the steps the data mining process consists of?

As the goal of this research is to use the data mining process as a KMS it is useful to know
what the steps are within the data mining process.
Research question 2:
-

Does the IFC data format contain all the necessary data to extract a dataset for the
data mining process?

The IFC data format will be used as the BIM standard for this research. This was chosen
because this makes it possible to use BIM models created with all BIM authoring tools that
are generally used in the AEC industry as they all support the model to be exported to the
IFC data format. Also the IFC data format is becoming the Dutch BIM standard as both
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companies are starting to mutually agree on using the IFC data format is the only format
to share BIM models (BIM basic information delivery manual, 2016) and the government
is starting to demand the IFC data format for integrated contracts such as Design, Build,
Finance, Maintain and Operate (DBFMO) contracts (Central Government Real Estate
Agency, 2013). Although this makes the IFC data format the logical format to use it still
needs to be determined if all required information can be extracted from the IFC data
format.
Research question 3:
-

Is the current BIM models modelled with a high enough quality to automatically extract
a dataset for the data mining process?

The effectiveness of the data mining process depends on the quality of the dataset. This
dataset is extracted from the BIM models and therefore if the quality of the BIM models
is not high enough, the data mining process will not work.
Research question 4:
-

1.2.

Can the data mining process be used to predict the cost of residential buildings in the
early stages of the design process?

Research approach

This research consist of both a theoretical and practical part. In the theoretical part a
knowledge management system will be suggested to create a cost estimation model for
residential buildings, based on the literature. The use of this system will be tested in the
practical implementation. After both parts are carried out it will be concluded if the proposed
system is effective.

Figure 1: Research model
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1.3. Practical and theoretical relevance
1.3.1. Theoretical relevance
The theoretical relevance of this research is to further explore the current possibilities and
limitations of knowledge management using data mining and BIM data. This research
continues the research of Hoogeveen (2015) in which BIM data and data mining were used to
predict the costs of a building project. It aims to give knowledge about the possibilities outside
the domain of datacentres. It also explores the potential of the current BIM models to extract
data automatically by using an extraction tool for cost prediction and the potential
improvement that should be made in the quality of the BIM models before it can be successful.

1.3.2. Practical relevance
The practical relevance of this research is to explore the possibility of an alternative way to
create a cost estimation in the early phase of the design process. If the KMS can be automated
the labour time for cost estimation will be greatly reduce. This leaves more time to do tasks
that add value for the client.
For a data mining process to work effectively, the input data have to be of a high enough
quality. In this research the quality of the BIM models is addressed. It will provide insight in
the current quality of the BIM models and in how this quality can be improved to be useful in
a data mining process.

1.4.

Reading Guide

This research consists of both a theoretical approach and a practical implementation. The
report starts with an introduction of the problem and the derived research questions.
Thereafter a literature review is given, which is followed by a practical implementation with
system development and application. The report ends with the conclusions and
recommendations.
Chapter 1 elaborates the motivation of the research. The research objective, research
problem and research questions are given. Also the research approach, theoretical and
practical relevance and the reading guide are given.
Chapter 2 gives an introduction to the literature review. It explains in more detail how the
literature research is structured.
Chapter 3 provides an overview in knowledge management. It elaborates what knowledge
management is, and what the current state of knowledge management is within the AEC
industry.
Chapter 4 gives more background information about the combination of big data and BIM. It
explains how big data and data mining are related to each other and how the data mining
process is structured. It also provides a review of BIM and explains the potential of BIM as a
source for data mining. In addition it also explores the Industry Foundation Classes.
Chapter 5 describes the implementation of the data engineering part of the data mining
process. It explains in more detail how data engineering should be executed. During this
chapter also an overview of the practical implementation problems identified during data
engineering is given.
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Chapter 6 describes the implementation of the data analytic part of the data mining process.
It explains in more detail how data analytics should be executed. For this chapter also an
overview of the problems with the practical implementation is given.
Chapter 7 discusses a critical evaluation of the presented research.
Chapter 8 provides the conclusions of this research. In this chapter the research questions and
problem statement are answered.
Chapter 9 elaborates the recommendations for implementations and the possibilities for
further research in combination of data mining, BIM data and knowledge management.
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Problem statement

Part II:

Theoretical review

Part III:

Practical implementation

Part IV:

Conclusions and recommendations
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2.

Introduction literature review

In the problem statement part of this research the research questions were defined. Some of
these research questions can be answered by the literature review. In this part of the report
the research question Which are the steps the data mining process consists of? will be
answered.
As this research is a continuation on the research done by Hoogeveen (2015) most of the
literature used in his research can be used for the literature review of this research. Especially
on the topic of knowledge management much of the literature review is based on Hoogeveen.
This literature has been verified by finding additional literature and by critically reviewing the
used literature. For other topics the literature of Hoogeveen (2015) is also useful, however as
this research has a different focus more research on these topics was necessary.
The literature review will start with a chapter about knowledge management. This chapter
will explain what knowledge is and how it can be managed. Thereafter it will be explained how
BIM data can be used as a knowledge source when using the data mining process.
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3.

Knowledge management

The change from an industrial society to a knowledge based society has let knowledge to be
the most important resource of a company. With this movement it has become more
important to share knowledge within a company (Johannessen, Olaisen & Olsen, 2001). The
reuse of existing organizational knowledge attained by previous experiences can reduce time
spent on problem solving and increase the quality of work and therefore results in competitive
advantage. This makes managing the knowledge within the organization very important. It is
especially important for AEC-based organizations, because of the high amount of engineering
tasks, as these are highly knowledge and experience driven (Deveraja, 2015). As knowledge is
the most important asset of companies, companies must leverage their knowledge in order
to maintain their sustainable competitive advantage.

3.1.

Definition of knowledge management

Knowledge management (KM) is difficult to articulate and quantify because it contains
elements of disciplines of both “hard” and “soft” sciences (Abaljaber et al., 1998). There is no
consensus on what KM is. As the research of MIT (Abaljaber et al., 1998) shows, different
articles give different solutions of KM. In the same research a small alteration of the definitions
of Frappaolo and Toms (1997) is proposed: "KM is a tool set for the automation of deductive
or inherent relationships between information objects, corporate users and business
processes".
As knowledge management is about knowledge it is important that there is an understanding
of what knowledge is and how it can be obtained. In the following section it will be made clear
where knowledge comes from, how it can be defined and which types of knowledge exist.

3.2.

From data to knowledge

An understanding of the concept of knowledge and knowledge taxonomies is important
because theoretical developments in the knowledge management area are influenced by the
distinction among the different types of knowledge (Alavi & Leidnet, 2001). The concepts of
data, information and knowledge are closely related (Kock et al. 1997), and it is commonly
known that knowledge has a higher level than information, and information has a higher level
than data (Tuomi 1999). Data are symbols that represent the properties of objects and events
without any added interpretation or analysis. They simply exist and have no significance
beyond its existence (in and of itself). They can exist in any form, usable or not. They do not
have meaning of their selves (Ackoff, 1989; Ackoff, 1999). Davenport and Prusak (2000)
indicated that “data are a set of discrete, objective facts about events”, and “provide no
judgment or interpretation and no sustainable basis of action”. Data are syntactic entities and
patterns without meaning, and exist in usable or non-usable forms without any significance
beyond the existence (Aamodt and Nygård 1995; Bellinger et al. 2004). Data have no
meaningful relation to anything else, since they are missing a context (Uriarte, 2008).
Information is data that have been given meaning by way of relational connection. This
meaning can be useful, but it does not have to be so. Aamond and Nygård (1995) explain
information as structured data with meanings, which is generated from the interpretation
process of data. Ackoff (1990) defined information as “data that are processed to be useful,
providing answers to ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘where’, and ‘when’ questions”.
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Knowledge is refined information. Knowledge is the appropriate collection of information, in
such way that its intention is to be useful. Knowledge is a deterministic process. When
someone "memorizes" information, then they have amassed knowledge. This knowledge has
a useful meaning to them, but it does not provide for, in and of itself, an integration such as
when it would infer further knowledge (Ackoff, 1990; Aamond and Nygård, 1995).
In summary, data are a carrier and storage of information and knowledge, and a media for
information exchange and knowledge transfer (Kock et al. 1997). Kock et al. (1997) indicated
that information is descriptive and related to the past and the present, while knowledge can
be used to predict the future within a certain limit. The role of knowledge is to facilitate the
processes of transforming data into information through data interpretation, deriving new
information from existing through elaboration, and acquiring new knowledge through
learning (Aamodt and Nygård 1995).

3.3.

Tacit and explicit knowledge

Nonaka (1994) has identified two dimensions of knowledge in organizations: tacit and explicit.
According to Nonaka, the tacit knowledge is rooted in action, experience, and involvement in
a specific context. Tacit knowledge is comprised of both cognitive and technical elements
(Nonaka, 1994). The cognitive element refers to an individual’s mental model consisting of
mental maps, beliefs, paradigms and viewpoints. The technical component consists of
concrete know-how, crafts and skills that apply to a specific context. Tacit knowledge consists
of professional expertise, individual insights and experience, and creative solutions (Pozzali &
Viale, 2015).
Junnarkar and Brown (1998) suggest that “tacit knowledge is that which is implied but not
actually documented”. In other words knowledge can be tacit not because one is unable to
articulate it, but because it has not been documented yet. This perspective is very useful
because it suggests that some tacit knowledge may be more valuable when made explicit than
other. The goal of knowledge management would not be to explicate all tacit knowledge but
to assess first the existing tacit knowledge and determine that which has the most value
before trying to make it explicit.
The explicit knowledge is articulated, codified and communicated in symbolic form and/or
natural language. Most explicit knowledge exists in forms of technical or academic documents,
like manuals, mathematical expressions, copyright and patents. This ’’know-what’’ or
systematic knowledge is readily communicated and shared through printed documents,
electronic methods and other formal means. Explicit knowledge is technical and requires a
level of academic knowledge or understanding that is gained through formal education, or
structured study. Explicit knowledge is carefully codified, stored in a hierarchy of databases
and is accessed with high quality, reliable, fast information retrieval systems. Once codified,
explicit knowledge assets can be reused to solve many similar types of problems or connect
people with valuable, reusable knowledge (Smith, 2001). Sharing processes often require
major monetary investments in the infrastructure needed to support and fund information
technology (Hansen et al., 1999).

3.4.

Knowledge conversion and creation

Next to the tacit-explicit distinction of knowledge another distinction between dimensions of
knowledge was identified by Nonaka (1994). These dimensions, individual and collective (or
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social) knowledge, in combination with the tacit-explicit dimension can be used to distinguish
different kinds of knowledge conversion and creation.
Nonaka (1991) dimensioned four types of knowledge conversion on the SECI model. These
four types are socialization, externalization, combination and internalization. ‘Socialization’ is
converting individual tacit knowledge to group tacit knowledge. In the type ‘externalization’
tacit knowledge is made explicit. The type ‘combination’ is conversing separate explicit
knowledge to systematic explicit knowledge and ‘internalization’ is the conversion from
explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge.

Figure 2: SECI model of knowledge conversion (Nonaka, 1991)

As this research has as goal to convert information saved in BIM data, which is explicit, to new,
well documented knowledge in the form of a tool to predict the costs of a building, this
research will focus on the type ‘combination’.

3.5.

Goal of knowledge management

In the previous four sections, knowledge and knowledge management have been discussed.
It has been made clear what knowledge and knowledge management are and why knowledge
management is important. However what the actual goal of knowledge management is, has
not been discussed yet. The goal of knowledge management (KM) is to connect knowledge
providers and knowledge seekers to provide value creation and create sustainable
competitive advantage (Abaljaber et al., 1998; Alavi & Leidner, 2001). Sustainable competitive
advantage can be achieved through resources that are valuable, rare and imperfectly imitable.
This resources can be property-based or knowledge based. Property based resources are
legally controlled by a specific firm where knowledge based assets are protected because they
are often subtle or difficult to understand or copied by outside observers.
In a study by Davenport, De Long and Beers (1997) four business objectives that fulfil the goal
of KM are identified, namely:
1.
2.
3.
4.

To capture knowledge;
To improve knowledge access;
To enhance the knowledge environment;
To manage knowledge as an asset.

Capturing knowledge can be achieved by creating KM repositories. These consist of structured
documents with knowledge embedded in them, stored in a way that they may be easily
retrieved. Better access to knowledge can be facilitated by improving the processes of
knowledge transfer between individuals and between organizations. By proactively facilitating
and rewarding knowledge creation, transfer and use of an enhanced knowledge environment
can be achieved. Knowledge should also be managed as an asset, and can be achieved in
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multiple ways. For example some companies include their intellectual capital in the balance
sheet, where other leverage their knowledge assets to generate new income or reduce costs.

3.6.

Current state of AEC knowledge management

In the section below a review of the current state of knowledge management within the AEC
industry is given. Much is based on the review given by Hoogeveen (2015). Also additional
literature was found, both to verify the work done by Hoogeveen and to expand the review.
Knowledge is one of the most important assets of an AEC firm (Deshpande, Azhar, & Amireddy,
2014; Dave & Koskela, 2009; Woo et. Al, 2004) and since most of the firms knowledge is
created during the lifecycle of a project, managing this generated knowledge is important. AEC
firms mostly used to rely on individual tacit knowledge and experiences gained through
previous projects. Since the last decade, more attention has been given toward KM (AlGahtani & Ghani, 2010; Weippert & Kajewski, 2007; Kanapeckien et al., 2010).
AEC firms have both explicit and tacit knowledge to manage (Woo, Clayton, Johnson, Flores,
& Ellis, 2004). In the past, most research in the AEC industry has been focused on explicit
knowledge. Explicit knowledge examples in the AEC are specifications, reports, procedure
manuals, drawings and documents management systems (Al-Gahtani & Ghani, 2010).
Around 2004, a shift in attention from managing explicit knowledge to managing tacit
knowledge can be found (Kamsu-Foguem & Abanda, 2015). The management of tacit
knowledge requires other techniques, such as lessons learned to record personal tacit
experiences, post project reviews, databases of best practices, web-based communities,
decision support systems, collaborative internets, and Communities of Practice (CoP)
(Deshpande, Azhar, & Amireddy, 2014; Tibaut & Jakosa, 2015; Woo, Clayton, Johnson, Flores,
& Ellis, 2004; Al- Gahtani & Ghani, 2010; Kanapeckiene, Kaklauskas, Zavadskas, & Seniut,
2010).
Techniques like post project reviews were introduced to convert tacit knowledge to explicit
knowledge. However these techniques are very time consuming and therefore unlikely to be
effective. Even when the reviews are done properly, these documents are often stored in
archives, serving no purpose and are not easily and universally accessible (Dave & Koskela,
2009). Recently, most of the scientific research has focussed on managing tactic knowledge
and mostly human interaction (Al-Gahtani and Ghani, 2010). This movement in research
seems to be directed towards managing tacit knowledge for processes and experiences (Woo,
Clayton, Johnson, Flores, & Ellis, 2004; Dave & Koskela, 2009).
Woo et al (2004) focused on developing a web based knowledge navigator. It allows experts
to search for knowledge and facilitates communication with other experts. Hence it enables
socialisation. Dave and Koskela (2009) stated that the general consensus in the literature is
that the AEC industry fails to retain project knowledge for future reuse. They also develop a
system to enable social interaction between experts to capture tacit knowledge in the form of
experiences, and make it explicit in the form of best practices with a database.
Lately, different tools of KM are integrated with BIM. Many of these tools are used to
graphically represent the captured knowledge. Ho, Tserng and Jan (2013) developed a BIMbased knowledge model where experiences are graphic representations via objects and
aspects of BIM models. Liu et al (2013) developed a similar model, where tacit experts’
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knowledge was made explicit by using lessons learned techniques. These were linked to a BIM
model, to improve the sharing of knowledge between engineers.
Lin (2014) created a 3D Construction BIM-based Knowledge Management system, called the
CBIMKM system. This BIM-based KM system focused the representation of knowledge for all
participants in a project. The CBIMKM system is similar to traditional expert ‘yellow pages’
and document management module, where stakeholders can search on a topic, via a search
engine, to obtain the knowledge in the form of a BIM object with an explanation provided by
the design expert.
Grover and Froese (2016) assessed the usefulness of a BIM-based social platform to manage
tacit knowledge. Such application, which in generally is called SocioBIM, facilitates the sharing
of collective skills, expertise, understanding and knowledge throughout the life cycle of the
project. Again, the BIM application is to graphically represent the captured knowledge.
Ding, Zhong, Wu and Luo (2016) suggested a combination of BIM, ontology and semantic web
technology to manage the knowledge of construction risks. Their suggested method facilitates
the knowledge reuse during the construction risk analysis process. The risk database is created
via documents and the BIM model serves as a graphical representation. So again the BIM part
of the KM tool is to visualise the knowledge. However it uses the information within the BIM
model to link automatically the existing database and the object within the building design to
analyse the risks involved in the building process.
In the last couple of years, the implementation of big data in tools for KM has emerged. Bilal
et al. (2016) presented a review of the current state of big data within the AEC industry. In this
review a couple of (possible) KM tools were presented. Generative design (GD) is one if the
possible application given. GD aims to automatically generate a design based on specified
design objects. However this idea is still very conceptual. Another possible application is the
generating knowledge using clash detection within BIM to provide guidelines for early design
review. Again this is still very conceptual and much development within the field is necessary.
A more feasible way for implementation in short term is to predict the performance of
building. As this predictions have a high dimensional dataset, big data application can provide
solutions to analyse the performances (Bilal et al., 2016; Mathew, Dunn, Sohn et al., 2015). In
the next chapter it will become clear why the application of big data is suitable for this
application.
Another feasible implementation is to analyse the social networking with big data. As
mentioned above, tools have been created with BIM to provide an application platform for
experts within an AEC project. This communication can be analysed with big data for
automatically classification of best practises mentioned in the social networking tool (Bidal et
al., 2016).
Bidal et al. (2016) also mentioned possibilities for the future. Most of them were combining
BIM model with big data to create new knowledge. Cost prediction with big data however was
not mentioned in the review of Bidal et al. (2016). But in a graduation thesis Botter (2013)
created a model to calculate project costs based on historical project data. Botter reviewed
multiple different techniques to calculate the project costs. Although the term big data is
never mentioned within the research report the used techniques to analyse the data are
similar to the big data techniques. As a conclusion the usefulness of historical project data to
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calculate the project costs was stated. Another conclusion was that BIM should be integrated
in the process to make it less time consuming.
These findings on the trend of KM focus in the AEC can be confirmed by Rezgui et al. (2010).
The authors did research regarding the evolution of KM in the AEC sector. They stated that
the evolution of KM in the AEC could be divided in three generations. The first generation
focused on capturing explicit knowledge via document-based knowledge (e.g. CAD drawings).
The second generation was directed on the codification of knowledge in the form of BIM and
associated data. In the third generation, the use of BIM was vacated and the focus was
converted to capturing tacit knowledge, this resulted in systems to encourage the sharing of
tacit knowledge. Walker (2016) also did a research on the evolution of KM in the AEC sector
and concluded that with the emerge of big data, the new competitive advantage can be
created through big data. This new possibility has led to the development of tools that use big
data in KM.
Summarizing, the development of KM within the AEC industry can be defined in four
generations, the three generations as defined by Rezqui et al. (2010) and the new generations
defined by Walker. The first generation aimed on capturing explicit knowledge, the second
generation used the emerging of BIM to capture both tacit and explicit knowledge. In the third
generation the focus was on capturing tacit knowledge. With the new possibilities of big data
new possibilities for KM were discovered. A new generation is emerging, which offers many
possibilities to generate new knowledge. Especially the combination of BIM models and big
data has a lot of potential for KM. However to date, little practical application has been
created.

3.7.

Conclusion knowledge management

In this chapter it has been shown that KM is very important. KM can be defined as a tool set
for the automation of deductive or inherent relationships between information objects,
corporate users and business processes. To understand knowledge management, at first it has
to be understood what knowledge is. Knowledge is defined as refined information, which
means that it has meaning. Knowledge can be divided in two forms, tacit or explicit
knowledge. The main difference between tacit and explicit knowledge is that explicit
knowledge is documented, where tacit knowledge is implied. However, for knowledge to be
useful for KM it needs to be made explicit. Especially because the goal of KM is to create new
knowledge. This can only be done by combining multiple forms of explicit knowledge. In the
AEC industry great attention has been paid on KM. Rezqui et al. (2010) defined three
generations of knowledge management. In this research a fourth generation is suggested, KM
with big data. Already multiple researches have been conducted to explore this subject.
However few of those researches resulted in practical implementation.
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4.

BIM data as knowledge source

In the last decade, Building Information Models (BIM) have been successfully used to enhance
the performance of AEC projects. BIM is a “shared knowledge resource for information about
a facility forming a reliable basis for decisions during its life-cycle; defined as existing from
earliest conception to demolition” (NBIMS, nd). It has improved communication of the design
between various stakeholders by enabling the identification of clashes ahead of time, by
enabling the simulation of the construction sequence and improving the communication
between various craft subcontractors and the general contractor (Deshpande, Azhar &
Amireddy, 2014). Building information models are inherently parametric, data-rich, object
based representations of the facility being designed and constructed. Alternately, building
information models can be conceptualized as centralized, interconnected data stores which
can contain design and some construction information about the various disciplines within a
construction project. This centralized and integrated nature of the design information can
potentially provide a very context rich platform for the capture, storage and dissemination of
the knowledge generated during the design and construction processes. One of the
requirements of an effective knowledge management system is its ability in communicating
and preserving knowledge effectively across various stages of a construction project (Dave
and Koskela, 2009). Because BIM models can be used over the whole span of the construction
project and even evolve and are able to capture the knowledge as soon as the knowledge is
created, BIM models are uniquely qualified as a knowledge source (Deshpande, Azhar &
Amireddy, 2014).
Although BIM models are great knowledge sources, the knowledge within these models is not
explicit. Therefore BIM models can be seen as sources of embedded knowledge. Embedded
knowledge is knowledge locked in processes, products or artefacts (Argote & Ingram, 2000).
Even though embedded knowledge can have an explicit form, such as BIM models, the
knowledge itself is not explicit, the implications of the embedded knowledge are not
immediately clear. (Gable & Blackwell, 2001).
To be able to use the embedded knowledge as a source for knowledge management, the
knowledge itself has to be made explicit and usable. To do so, big data techniques will be used.
What big data and the associated technique are will be explained in the sections below.

4.1.

Big data

Big data is an abstract concept. At present, although the importance of big data has been
generally recognized, people still have different opinions on its definition. In general, big data
means the datasets that could not be perceived, acquired, managed, and processed by
traditional IT and software/hardware tools within a tolerable time. There have been
considerable discussions from both industry and academia on the definition of big data (Chen,
Mao & Liu, 2014). One of the most cited definitions of Big Data is that of Doug Laney from the
then-META (now Gartner) group. This definition consists of three V’s, Volume, Velocity and
Variety (Laney, 2001). Later this definition has been expanded to include a fourth V: Veracity
(Ward & Barker, 2013).





Volume: How much data?
Velocity: How fast data are processed?
Variety: The various types of data
Veracity: How accurate are the data in predicting business value?
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Many companies like IBM use these V’s to explain big data (IBM, 2016). Although these
definition is widely adopted there is also criticism. Hurwitz et al (2013) stated: “While it is
convenient to simplify big data into the four V’s, it can be misleading and overly simplistic. For
example, you may be managing a relatively small amount of very disparate, complex data or
you may be processing a huge volume of very simple data. That simple data may be all
structured or all unstructured”.
Ward and Barker (2013) conducted a research on the definitions used for Big Data. They
concluded that there are many different definitions, which all include different factors and
they created a new definition which takes all those definitions into account. “Big data is a term
describing the storage and analysis of large and or complex data sets using a series of
techniques including, but not limited to: NoSQL, MapReduce and machine learning” (Ward &
Barker, 2013).

4.1.1. Big Data Engineering and Analytics
As the terms storage and analysis already suggest big data has two complementary aspects,
Big Data Engineering (BDE) and Big Data Analytics (BDA) (Bidal et al., 2016). BDE is the domain
that primarily is concerned with supporting the relevant data storage and processing activities
needed for the analytics. BDE can be divided in two subdomains:
-

Big Data processing
Big Data storage

An important part of the research problem of the research is to use BIM models as input for
data mining. This part of the process belongs to data processing. The literature discusses big
data processing for databases in the order of terabytes and even petabytes (Dittrich & Quiané
–Ruiz, 2012). These databases can be handled with data processing engines that allow parallel
and distributed computation. In parallel computing many calculation or the execution of
processes are carried out simultaneously. It divides the overall (large) problem in smaller ones
that can be solved at the same time (Barney, 2016). In distributed computing the overall
problem is also divided. However in distributed computing the calculations are carried out on
multiple systems (IBM, 2017).
However the database in this research is much smaller. The problem in this research is to
convert the embedded information in the BIM model to a dataset with a suitable file format
that can be used in the analytics of the data. This file format has to be supported by the
software package used during the data analytics. More about this in chapter 5.
Big Data Analytics relates to the tasks responsible for extracting the knowledge to drive
decision-making. It mostly deals with the principles, processes and techniques to understand
the Big Data (Bidal et al., 2016). In their research Bidal et al. (2016) performed a review of Big
Data in de AEC industry. They divided BDA within the AEC industry in:
-

Statistics
Data mining
Machine learning

Statistics is the study of collecting, analysing, and drawing conclusions from the data, with the
primary focus on selecting the right tools and techniques at every data analysis stage. Right
from the data collections, to efficiently analysing it, and then inferring or formulating
conclusions out of it, all of these steps come under the scope of statistics (Bidal et al., 2016).
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Data mining and machine learning are terms often used for the same thing, but there is an
essential difference. Data mining is concerned with the process of automatic or semiautomatic
exploration and analysis, of large volumes of data, to discover meaningful patterns or rules
(Bidal et al., 2016). Machine learning (ML) is defined by Arthur Samuel (1957) as a "Field of
study that gives computers the ability to learn without being explicitly programmed". ML uses
algorithms that can learn from and make predictions on data (Kohavi & Provost, 1998). In the
data mining process machine learning is one of the techniques that can be used to find the
pattern or rules in data.
In this research, the goal is to extract the explicit knowledge embedded in the data to useful
explicit knowledge. This is often called knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) or data
mining. What data mining is and how machine learning can be implemented in this process
will be explained in the following section.

4.1.2. Data mining
Data mining or knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) is the process of discovering
advantageous patterns in data (John, 1997) (Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro & Smyth, 1996). In the
commercial field this whole process is called data mining. This in contrary with academia,
where data mining is just a single step in the whole process of finding patterns (John, 1997).
John proposed that academia should use the definition of the commercial field. Therefore in
this research data mining is adopted as the used term.
The data mining process is “an iterative process involving several steps, beginning with the
understanding and definition of a problem and ending with the analysis of result and a strategy
for using the results to gain advantage (John, 1997).
Both John (1997) and Fayyad et al. (1996) describe data mining as the same process, although
they split the process in different steps and use different terms. In the table below an overview
of the steps according to both John and Fayyad is given.
In both researches the step that actually runs the algorithm was called data mining. However
data mining is very broad. One of the sub classes of data mining is machine learning. Because
this research will use machine learning as the data mining algorithm, this term is already
Table 1: Data mining process according to Fayyad et al. (1996) and John (1997)

John (1997)
1. Data collection and extraction
2. Data cleaning and exploration
3. Data engineering

4. Machine Learning

4. Algorithm engineering
5. Running the Machine
algorithm

Big Data Analytics

Big data
Engineer
ing

Fayyad et al. (1996)
1. Data selection
2. Data preprocessing
3. Data transformation

5. Interpretation/Evaluation

Learning

6. Preliminary Evaluation of Results
7. Refining the Data and Problem
8. Using the Results
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implemented in the overview above. Why this research uses machine learning will become
clear in the next section of this report.

4.1.3. Machine learning
The machine learning field has many techniques and algorithms. To get a better understanding
about the different methods available, it is helpful to categorize them. One of the most used
ways to categorize machine learning methods is supervised and unsupervised learning (Ng,
2016b).
In supervised machine learning a dataset with ‘right answers’ is given to the algorithm. It can
be used to solve regression and classification problems. In figure 3 the supervised learning
picture is a classification problem. A classification problem predicts a discrete valued output.
Using the known values for the variables the algorithm can predict if the outcome of the case
is likely to be for example true or false (Ng, 2016a). In unsupervised machine learning a dataset
is given which is not labelled into different categories. Unsupervised learning is used to find
structure in datasets. One example, which is used in figure 3, is the clustering algorithm (Ng,
2016b). The difference between supervised and unsupervised learning becomes clear with
figure 3. In supervised learning the answer, a circle or a cross, is known. The algorithm will
learn based on x1 and x2 values when the answer is a circle or a cross. When presented with a
known x1 and x2 but an unknown answer it will be able to predict the most likely answer. In
unsupervised learning the answer is not known, however based on the x1 and x2 it is able to
create two clusters.
As the goal is to learn from datasets with known output variables, this research is focused on
supervised learning. Although it is now known that a supervised learning method is used in
this research, there are still a lot of methods to choose from. Therefore it is necessary to divide
supervised learning even further into new categories. A logical way to divide them is in the
preferred output value. Supervised learning has two main categories, regression and
classification.
Regression
Regression is the method of ML that is concerned about predicting the numerical value of a
target variable based on input variables. For instance, estimating the costs of the design based
on design specifications (Bilal et al., 2016). Weiss and Indurkhya (1995) state that the problem
of approximating the values of a continuous variable is described in the statistical literature as
regression. Given samples of output (response) variable y and input (predictor) variables x,
the regression task is to find a mapping y. Based on this, regression is likely to be a useful
technique for this research.
The most simple form of regression is linear regression, where one variable, the explanatory
variable x, is used to predict the dependable variable y. Multiple linear regressions, as the
name already suggests, is a technique where more than one explanatory variable is used to
predict the dependable variable and is commonly used as a regression approach. As the costs
of a building are dependable on more than one variable, multiple linear regression should be
considered in the system design of this research.
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Figure 3: Supervised Learning compared to Unsupervised Learning (source: Ng, 2016b, edited)

Neural Networks are also a method that can be used as a regression technique. Although often
used as a classifier, due to the relationship the logistic regression (Andew, 2011) neural
network are able to solve regression problems. Berry and Linoff (2011) showed the use of
neural networks to estimate the value of a house. They have been successfully used as a
multivariate non-linear analytical tool, and are known to be highly effective in recognizing
patterns from noisy and complex data, and estimating non-linear relationships (Khosrowshahi,
2011).
Classification
As mentioned before, besides regression there is another main category of machine learning,
namely classification. Within classification there are a number of methods that can be chosen
to predict costs. One of this methods is Case Based Reasoning. CBR is a data-mining technique
that remembers similar situations applied to the solution of previous problems, and uses the
information and knowledge from such situations to solve a new problem (Aamodt & Plaza,
1994). This technique does not require a clear model for problem-solving; rather, establishing
cases is an important task in problem-solving. Since the model can be established by defining
key attributes that express cases, this technique makes it easy to establish a model (Jin et al.,
2012). The CBR process has four steps:
1. Retrieve: This phase inquires about and extracts the previous case most similar to the
current one from a case base;
2. Reuse: This phase reuses the information and knowledge from the retrieved case for
problem-solving;
3. Revise: If the retrieved case is not suitable for solving the new problem, this phase
analyses the difference(s) between the new problem and the retrieved case, then
revises the retrieved case accordingly;
4. Retain: This phase stores in the case base the solution proposed from the retrieved
case so that it can be used in future problems
According to Vukovic et al. (2012) three techniques are usually used in the retrieval phase,
namely nearest neighbour, inductive learning, and knowledge-guide. Inductive learning allows
for the identification of training data or earlier knowledge patterns and similarities which are
then extracted as generalized rules (Almana & Aksoy, 2014).
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The most known implementation of inductive learning is the decision tree. A decision tree uses
a tree-like graph or model of decisions and their possible consequences,
including chance event outcomes, resource costs, and utility (Quilant, 1987). Knowledgeguided approach applies existing domain and experimental knowledge to find suitable cases.
Although this method is believed to be superior to the other two, knowledge-guided is difficult
to apply because such knowledge often cannot be successfully captured and represented (Mi,
Qian, Liu & Chang, 2008). Nearest neighbour is the most used technique, as it is easy to uses
(Vukovic et al., 2012) (Sayad, 2010). It can used for classifying a new case by searching for the
cases in the database that have the most similar features and assigning the class of its nearest
neighbours to the new case (Vukovic et al., 2012).
K-Nearest Neighbour is a modified, extended version of Nearest Neighbour. The method gives
better results because it searches for a k number of closest cases, where k is normally an odd
number, and proposes the case that is most frequently found. It also allows for similarity.
Similarity is the uses of weighted features. This means that the features that are the most
relevant have higher weights and therefore have more influence on the predicted outcome as
less relevant features (Vukovic et al., 2012).
Both classification and regression are possible for cost prediction. If classification is used the
machine learning algorithm will determine the predicted cost based on the costs of the
buildings most similar to the building the prediction is made for. In regression the total cost
prediction is based on the sum of the input variables multiplied by their weights. More about
the implementation of machine learning algorithms in the chapter 6, system analytics.

4.1.4. Evaluation of the data mining performance
As shown in table 1, one of the steps of the data mining process is to evaluate the performance
of the data mining algorithm on the dataset. This performance can be tested with statistical
evaluation measures. There are two types of measures. One type of measures evaluates the
performance of classification and the other type evaluates the performance of numerical
prediction (Witten & Frank, 2005). Although a classification algorithm is used in this research
the outcome of both the regression algorithm as the classification algorithm will be a
numerical prediction. Therefore the evaluation measures that can be applied on numerical
prediction will be used in this research.
To evaluate the performance, the correlation coefficient, the root mean squared error (RMSE)
and, mean absolute error (MAE) the root relative squared error (RRSE) are used. A correlation
coefficient shows the linear dependence between the predicted value and the actual value.
The result of the correlation coefficient is an index value between one and minus one, where
one shows perfect positive dependence and minus one perfect negative dependence. If the
value is zero there is no dependence. The most used correlation coefficient is the Pearson
correlation coefficient (r) (Howitt & Cramer, 2005). The Pearson correlation coefficient is
calculated with the equation:
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 =

∑(𝑝−𝑝̅ )(𝑎−𝑎̅)
√∑(𝑝−𝑝̅ )2 √∑(𝑎−𝑎̅)2

(1)

𝑝 = 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
𝑝̅ = 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠
𝑎 = 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
𝑎̅ = 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
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The RMSE is one of the most used measures in statistics. It is used to calculate the difference
between the calculated value and the actual value. An alternative to RMSE is the mean
absolute error. The biggest difference between the measures is that because the RMSE is
squared larger discrepancies are penalised harder. The RMSE can be calculated with the
equation 2 and the MAE with equation 3.
1

𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = √𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑎𝑛 − 𝑝𝑛 )2
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =

1
𝑛

∑𝑛𝑖=1|𝑎𝑛 − 𝑝𝑛 |

(2)
(3)

The Fourth used measure to evaluate the performance is the root relative squared error
(RRSE). It shows the performance of the algorithm against an more simple predictor, the
average of all actual variables. If the value is below 100% the algorithm performs better than
a prediction based on the average value. The closer the value comes to 0% the better the
algorithm performs. The equation for the RRSE is:
∑(𝑝 −𝑎 )2

𝑛
𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = √ ∑(𝑎𝑛 −𝑎̅)
2
𝑛

4.2.

(4)

Building Information Modelling

As explained in the previous paragraphs, the BIM data will be used as a source for knowledge.
Before BIM data can be used as knowledge, at first should be explained what BIM data are
and where they come from. BIM data are the resulting data of using Building Information
Modelling (BIM) techniques and tools in the building process.

4.2.1. What is BIM?
Building Information Modelling is a promising development within the architecture,
engineering and construction (AEC) industries. With BIM technology, it is possible to create a
digital and accurate virtual model of a building. When BIM is used correctly within the whole
construction process the computer-generated model contains precise geometry and relevant
data needed to support the construction, fabrication and procurement activities needed to
realize the building (Eastman et al., 2011). But not only during the realization BIM technologies
can be useful, even in the operation and maintenance phase of the building, BIM technologies
can be very beneficial (Davtalab & Delgado, 2014).
A useful definition of BIM was given by Campbell (2006). BIM is an intelligent simulation of
architecture that exhibits the following six key characteristics:
-

-

Digital;
Spatial (3D);
Measurable (quantifiable, dimension-able, and query-able);
Comprehensive (encapsulating and communicating design intent, building
performance, constructability, and include sequential and financial aspects of means
and methods);
Accessible (to the entire AEC/ owner team through an interoperable and intuitive
interface);
Durable (usable through all phases of a facility’s life).
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One of the important tools of BIM Authoring Software, which is used as a tool to create a BIM
model. Instead of drawing lines with a CAD program to create a 2D visualization of the
building, BIM Authoring Software allows the user to create an object based 3D model. This
not only allows the user to view the model in both 2D and 3D, it also allows to add other
relevant data to object. For instance it is possible to add the function and material of the object
(Eastman et al., 2011).
A BIM model is characterized by building components that include data that describe how
they behave and are consistent and non-redundant data. Building components are objects
that have digital representations and data about what they are. They can be associated with
computable graphics, data attributes and parametric rules. These components also describe
how they behave. This makes it possible to create analyses of the building and use it in work
processes. This BIM model also contains coordinated data.
Next to the BIM model, another very important part of BIM is the interoperability between
members of the building project team, to ensure that every member of the team has access
to the latest project data. It is possible to allow every member to have access to all the data,
these data need to be:
-

Real time data exchange
Share in a predefined format

A cloud based server is the most used way to ensure that project data is both shared in real
time as it is accessible from every location.
For the predefined format there are two primary approaches, (1) use a proprietary file format
and therefore stay within one software vendor’s product (or use another product that is
allowed by the vendor) or (2) use different vendors that can exchange data using nonproprietary file format that is an universal supported standard. The advantage of the first
approach is that it allows for tighter integration among products in multiple directions. For
example, a change in one model results in a change in all other linked models. The obvious
disadvantage is that every member of the project team is forced to use the programs of the
specific vendor. This could potentially cost a lot of money considering both licensing and
training. The second approach would solve the disadvantage of the first approach. The
disadvantage of this approach is that the current universal standard, IFC, is not designed to
carry all relevant data.
Although the disadvantage of not being able to carry all relevant data, in this research the IFC
standard will be used. The necessary data are collected via different clients of IBIS BV and
therefore the acquired data will be created with software from different vendors. This makes
the first approach not possible. Although this will result in some loss of data, it also has an
advantage. As the tool created for the research uses a universal standard, the tool is reusable
in other researches. More about the universal standard IFC in the section below.

4.2.2. Industry Foundation Classes
The Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) are the open and neutral data format for openBIM.
(BuildingSMART, nd). It is developed and maintained by buildingSMART International. The IFC
specification is a neutral data format to describe, exchange and share information typically
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used within the building and facility management industry sector. It provides a data model
structure for sharing data across various applications used in the building.
As a BIM model is characterized by building components, so is an IFC model. In an IFC model
these building components are called IfcObjects. “An IfcObject is the generalization of any
semantically treated thing or process” (buildingSmart, nd). These objects are divided in six
subtypes, see figure 4.
Although the other five subtypes can contain a lot of information, for this research only the
IfcProduct subtype is interesting because everything related to geometric or spatial context is
an IfcProduct (buildingsmart, nd). An IfcProduct is also divided in subtypes (see also figure 4).
As an IfcElement is a “generalization of all components that make up an AEC product”
(buildingsmart, n.d.), only this subtype is relevant for this research. From the subtypes that
holds an IfcElement, the IfcBuildingElement types are the types we are interested in as they
are the “major functional part of a building, examples are floor, roof and wall” (buildingSmart,
nd).

4.2.3. Improvements of the shared BIM Models
In the exchange of information between sender and receiver three factors are important to
make sure the receiver is able to interpret the information received as the sender intents (Bell
& Bjørkhaug, 2006). The first part is the format in which the information is exchanged. As
already discussed, in the presented research this will be the IFC data format. The other two
parts are a specification of which information to exchange and when it needs to be exchanged
and a mutual understanding of what the exchanged information actually is.
The IFC data format allows various data to be shared in various ways. If the receiver of the
information, in this research the extractor, wants to be sure it is able to utilize the information
he receives, the sender and receiver need to be in agreement which and how the information
is shared (Bell & Bjørkhaug, 2006). To ensure the agreement of how the information is shared
buildingSMART created the International Framework of Dictionaries (IFD). Where the IFC
format is very broad to support all the different BIM authoring tools, IFD format “specifies a
language-independent information model which can be used for the development of
dictionaries used to store or provide information about construction works. It enables
classification systems, information models, object models and process models to be
referenced from within a common framework” (International Organization for
Standardization [ISO], 2007). It is a language to define ontologies, “which defines concepts
and semantic relations between these concepts” (Böhms et al., 2013). The Nederlandse
Conceptenbibliotheek voor de bouw (CB-NL) is the Dutch implementation of IFD. The
ontologies created can be used to standardise the way information within IFC is shared. For
the presented research the standardised way of sharing information is useful as the
effectiveness of the extraction tool created in the practical application part of this research is
highly influenced by the script ability to interpret the information within the IFC data.
Another way to ensure better quality of BIM models is to have an understanding of which
information to share. The Information Delivery Manuals (IDM) can be used for the
documentation of existing or new processed and describes the associated information that
needs to be exchanged between parties. The main purpose of IDM is to make sure the relevant
data are communicated via a structured way such as the data can be interpreted by the
software on the receiving side (buildingsmart, nd.). For the Dutch AEC industry the ‘BIM basis
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informatieleveringsspecificatie (BIM Basis ILS)’ is defined and it has already been adopted by
many companies. As the ‘BIM basis ILS’ has been introduced in 2016 and it started with just
14 organisations within the AEC industry it is highly unlikely that the used BIM models within
the presented research are in compliance with the BIM basis ILS. In the practical
implementation part of this research it will be discussed what the effect would have been if
the BIM Basis ILS would have been used on all IFC.

4.2.4. BIM for cost estimation
In the previous years, a lot of research has been done in the combination of BIM and cost
estimation. As a BIM model is a virtual model of the building, it is a unique source of
information in the building process. If modelled correctly, a BIM model comprehends all the
building elements and the relations of these building elements to each other. Most research
has aimed to use BIM models as a source for quantity take off (QTO) and the use of this QTO
to determine the cost estimate based on unit rates. This research also tend to focus on BIM
cost estimate in the difference phases of the building process. Both these research topics
could provide useful information for this research.
Part of the research on the topic of BIM for cost estimation focusses on the use of BIM tools
to assist in the process of QTO. The estimator uses a virtual model of the building to estimate
the QTO manually and the BIM tools only allow for a more efficient process (Shen & Issa,
2010). Examples of commercial application of this research are the software packages used in
the Netherlands, like IBIS-TRAD, Vico Office and BIM ncalc (Van de Laar, personal
communication, September 1, 2016; Construsoft, 2017; Knaan Bouwcomputing, 2017). All
these packages are focussed on improving the process of the traditional way of creating a cost
estimate, by using BIM to determine the quantities faster and with more accuracy. As this
process still requires a lot of human effort, it cannot provide solutions for the presented
research (Shen & Issa, 2010).
There are also researches done to automate the cost estimation. Ma, Wei and Zhang (2013)
proposed a model for such automatic cost estimation. The goal of this research was to have a
bill of quantities in compliances with GB50500-2008, the Chinese national mandatory
specification of cost estimation for tendering of building projects. The used data format of
these BIM models is IFC. In their research Ma et al. (2013) divided the IFC format in three
useful parts for cost estimation. One part expresses the decomposition of building elements
into construction products. Another part contains three types of information of the
construction products, i.e. product type, geometric information and material information. The
last part expresses accessory, opening and intersection relationships between the building
elements as well as the construction products. They created a prototype QTO software
application and tested the prototype’s performance on more than 3000 construction
products. 67% of the construction products were automatically classified and extracted to a
QTO. For the other 33% it was necessary to add information manually that was lacking from
the IFC model. From this research can be concluded that it is possible to extract all the
necessary information for a cost estimation from the IFC data format. It can also be concluded
that in some cases not all necessary information is modelled and therefore information is
missing in IFC models.
Research by Cheung et al. (2012) demonstrate the use of a tool to evaluate the functional,
economical properties of a building as well as the performance, during the building design.
The economical properties are automatically calculated using the measurements that are
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extracted from the BIM model. Four levels of cost estimation are suggested, where the level
should be selected according to the level of information available. The first level is calculated
based on the site boundary and massing of the building. In the second level the available
information is updated with the number of floors and storey heights. On this level, default
specifications of building elements are presumed to be present in the model. The third level
consists of defining spaces with vertical elements. For this level the available information is
updated with the floor plan of the building. In the highest level, information, like building
material, is provided for the building elements.

4.3.

Conclusions BIM as a knowledge source

BIM has been widely adopted in the AEC industry as it has enhanced the performance of
projects. As a result BIM models are available which contain a lot of embedded knowledge.
However this knowledge needs to be made explicit. In this research it is suggested that the
data mining process could be used to make this knowledge explicit and even create new
knowledge in the form of a cost estimation tool to estimate the building costs in the early
stages of the building process.
The data mining process can be divided in a data engineering and a data analysing part. In the
data engineering part the available data are converted to a usable dataset for the data
analysing part. The part of data analysing consists of using algorithms to analyse the dataset
and to interpret the result. One of the types of algorithms that can be used is the machine
learning type. Machine learning (ML) algorithms can be used to learn from and make
predictions on data. There are two categories within ML. The supervised ML category uses a
dataset with known output variables to make predictions on new data. Unsupervised ML is
used to find structure within the dataset. This research will implement supervised ML because
our goal is to make a prediction on building costs. Within supervised ML again two categories
can be found, regression and classification. As both are useful to predict costs, from both
categories an algorithm will be used in this research.
The data mining process needs input data in order to be able to make predictions. As BIM has
been implemented within most of the AEC industry and one of the results of BIM is a BIM
model with all the information about the building, these BIM models have a great potential as
a knowledge source. A universal standard for sharing BIM models is the IFC format. It provides
a data model structure. For this research the physical information of the building model is
interesting. All these are located within the IfcBuildingElement class.
This research closely relates to the research of cost estimation with BIM. As BIM contains all
the physical information of the buildings, these information can be extracted in the form of a
quantity take off. Cheung et al. (2012) have demonstrated a tool that allows for cost
estimation directly from the BIM model. They suggest that during the design of the building
four levels of cost estimation can be made. The first level is a cost estimation based on the site
boundary and massing of the building. In the second level the model is updated with
information about the amount of floors and story heights. For the third level also the spaces
and vertical elements need to be defined. The most detailed level consists of a cost estimation
where also specific information, like building materials, is used. This separation of levels is very
useful as it allows for a method that bases cost estimation on the level of available
information.
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Ma Wei and Zhang (2013) showed the real potential of automatic QTO from BIM models. In
their research they were able to (semi) automatic extract the QTO in compliance to the
Chinese mandatory specification of cost estimation in the tender phase.

4.4.

Conclusion of literature review

Based on the information obtained during the literature review, it is now known how BIM
models can be used as the data source for KM. By using the data mining process one should
be able to convert the knowledge embedded in BIM models to useful explicit knowledge for
cost estimation. The steps necessary to convert BIM models with corresponding building costs
to a cost estimation model are:
1. Understanding and defining the problem
2. Collect necessary data
3. Convert non-IFC BIM models to the IFC data format
4. Convert the IFC models to a dataset
5. Add the corresponding costs
6. Clean the dataset
7. Select a useful subset
8. Engineer a useful data mining algorithm
9. Use the algorithm
10. Evaluate results with numerical prediction measures
11. Redefine data and problem
12. Use the generated model for cost prediction
On the next page the proposed model is given, this model combines the enumeration given
above with the previously mentioned SECI model on page 37.
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Figure 4: Proposed model
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5.

System Design

From the literature review it is known that the process of discovering advantageous patterns
in data is called data mining (John, 1997). This process has been adjusted to fit the presented
research and consists of the following steps.
1. Understanding and defining the problem
2. Collect necessary data
3. Convert non-IFC BIM models to the IFC data format
4. Convert the IFC models to a dataset
5. Add the corresponding costs
6. Clean the dataset
7. Select a useful subset
8. Engineer a useful data mining algorithm
9. Use the algorithm
10. Evaluate results with numerical prediction measures
11. Redefine data and problem
12. Use the generated model for cost prediction
The first step of the data mining process, understanding and defining the problem, has been
dealt with in the previous part of the research. This part of the research will focus on the other
steps of the process. In this chapter steps 2 to 7 are discussed. In chapter 6 the steps 8 to 12
will be explained.

5.1.

Data collection and extraction

The second step of the data mining process is data collection and extraction. As discussed in
the literature review, the BIM and costs data are already created for other purposes and
stored in diverse databases. These data need to be collected and stored in a single database.
For this research, construction companies in the Netherlands were asked to provide their BIM
and matching costs data. This has resulted in 15 sets of data, each containing one building.
Three of these sets were not suitable for this research because the type of buildings that were
built in the projects were industrial constructions as opposed to the 12 other sets that were
residential buildings.
Although 12 suitable sets of data were collected, these data are not directly usable for data
mining. First the usable data need to be extracted and stored in a format that can be accessed
by the data mining algorithm (John, 1997). Thus first it has to be determined in what format
the original data are stored and in what format the machine learning algorithms need to
analyse the data.
In the literature review is explained that BIM data could be shared in either a proprietary file
format or non-proprietary file format. Also was explained that the format used in this research
would be a universal standard format and therefore a non-proprietary format, because it
allows all the provided BIM data to be used. As IFC is the most widely accepted nonproprietary BIM data format, IFC is used as the file format in this research.
The data collected had both types of formats as in advance there was no demand given to the
construction companies in which format the BIM data should be provided. The reason for not
demanding the data to be provided in the IFC format was because it would require more effort
from the construction company and therefore it could reduce the chance of cooperation by
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those companies. It was not worthwhile taking this risk as converting the format from the BIM
authoring tool to IFC would only require access to the BIM authoring tool and this would also
take time. Both were available in this research.
From the collected datasets, five of them were provided in the original format created by the
BIM authoring tool and seven were provided in the IFC format. From the five provided in the
original format all were provided in the RVT format, which is the original format of BIM data
created in Revit, a product of Autodesk.
The costs data were provided in two file formats. One was provided in PDF, the rest was
provided in XTBF, the file format used by Ibis TRAD, the building costs calculation package of
Ibis BV (A. Lassche, personal communication, September 14, 2017). It was chosen to use only
to total costs of the building. This choice was made based on the amount of data available. As
this is a small amount, it is necessary to keep it as generalized as possible. As only the total
costs data need to be determined, it was chosen to convert these data manually to the
required format.
Data extraction
In the data extraction process the necessary information is extracted from the input data and
written to the output data (see figure 6). As the input data are already known, a selection
needs to be made on the output data and how these data are extracted. As the goal of the
extraction process is to get the necessary output, first the output data will be selected.
Afterwards a selection will be made of how to extract the necessary data from the IFC data
file (input data).
To extract the usable data from the collected data, there needs to be a file format to store the
usable data into it. This file format needs to be suitable to be used with the machine learning
algorithm. It is also necessary that the programming language used to extract the usable data
from the collected data can write to this specific file format, preferably as a standard option.
The machine learning algorithms will be provided by R. R is an open source software
environment for statistical computing. One of the many applications of R is data mining (The
R foundation, nd). The most used file format for R is a simple text format. To separate the text
filed a separator is used. A comma is an easy and useful separator. A simple text file format
with a comma as a separator is called a CSV, an abbreviation of Comma Separated Value. CSV
is a standard file format often used to exchange data between application and a good option
for importing data into R (Togaware, nd).
As it is known that we need to convert IFC to CSV, it is possible to determine how the data can
be extracted. There are multiple commercial and non-commercial tools available for the
interpretation of IFC models. Solibri Viewer is one of these tools that allows users to view IFC
models. It is also able to determine properties of the IfcObject, like area, thickness and
volume. However it does not allow for automatic data extraction to a data format that can be
used with a machine learning algorithm. As mentioned before, it is important that as much as
possible is automated in the knowledge management system because the more people have
to do this themselves, the lower the chance of actual implementation. Because of this it was
chosen to program a new extraction tool for this research.
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Figure 5: From input data to CSV

The programming language that is used is Python in combination with IfcOpenShell and
PythonOCC, the programming language used in the research by Krijnen (2015). This was
chosen because IfcOpenShell is one of the very few libraries that allow programming access
to IFc model. And because Krijnen very willingly shared his knowledge, this was used in the
development of the extracting script.
The Python script uses the IfcOpenShell module to interpret the object based IFC data. It sorts
the data by IfcElement. This is done by creating a Python list based on the IfcElement that the
extractor needs to extract using the ‘by_type’ function of the module. As the extraction script
needs to be able to understand what kind of elements it is extracting from the IFC file, it is
necessary to program for every element how it can be classified, mostly by IfcElement and
how it can calculate or interpret the necessary information to extract. Therefore it is necessary
to select possible relevant IfcElements to be extracted.
The goal of the extractor is to create a CSV format file that contains the dataset to be used in
the data mining algorithm. Essentially this file would contain a quantity take off (QTO) of the
IFC file. Based on the literature research, the cost estimation can be determined by two
different types of quantity take-off. Either a very detailed level of extraction as Ma et al. (2013)
used or a very general extraction as used in the research of Cheung et al. (2012). This extracted
quantity take off would be used as the dataset of the big data process. The one suggested by
Ma et al. (2013) would result in a very detailed dataset, in which every element of the building
is extracted. This would give a very precise outcome when estimating the costs of the building
with known unit rates. However, in this research the unit rates are calculated through the
machine learning algorithm. For this a statistical correlation has to be found between the
different buildings. With the amount of data available it is more likely to find this correlation
with general elements. Therefore the QTO suggested by Cheung et al. (2012) is chosen. Based
on the research of Cheung et. al (2012) the following components need to be extracted:
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Table 2: Building elements to be extracted

Group elements
Substructure
Superstructure

Elements
Substructure
Frame
Upper Floors
Roof
Stairs and ramps
External walls
Windows and external
doors
Internal walls and
partitions
Internal doors
Wall finishes

Floor finishes

Ceiling finishes

Fittings and
furnishings
Services

Fitting and furnishings
Services

Ground floor area
Area of all floors
Same as frame only without
ground floor
Area of roof as viewed from
plan
Number of stairs within
building
Area of external surface of
the external walls
Area of external surface of
the windows and external
doors
The vertical area of the
inner walls
Amount of inner doors
Vertical surface area of the
walls that needs finishing,
area per wall finish type
Upper surface area of the
floors, area per floor finish
type
Lower surface area of
ceilings, area per ceiling
finish type
Total area for fitting and
furnishings
Total area for services

Unit
m2
m2
m2
m2
no
m2
m2

m2
no
m2

m2

m2

m2
m2

Based on the level of detail within the BIM models, it is not possible to determine the finishing
of the wall, floor and ceiling, the fittings and furnishings and services of the buildings. In only
four of the BIM models information about the finishing and the fittings and furnishings were
available. For services it was even more problematic as for only six IFC models the spaces were
defined and even if the spaces were defined only little information was available about the
quality of service within the spaces. Therefore these elements are ignored in this research.
The substructure, frame, upper floors and roof could be determined by calculating the area of
the IfcSlabs located on the corresponding floor(s). The stairs can normally be determined by
the IfcStair element. However in some IFC models the stairs are exported to
IfcBuildingElementProxy or IfcFurnishingElement. Using a filter on these IFC elements the
amount of stairs could be determined. The external and internal walls can be extracted with
the IfcWall elements, and the doors with the IfcDoor elements. Both needed a filter to
determine if they are located inside the building or located in the external wall. The windows
can be determined with IfcWindow.
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Table 3: Overview of building elements with the corresponding IfcElement

Group elements
Substructure
Superstructure

Elements
Substructure
Frame
Upper Floors

IfcElement
Ground floor area
IfcSlab
Area of all floors
IfcSlab
Same as frame only IfcSlab
without
ground
floor
Roof
Area of roof as IfcSlab
viewed from plan
Stairs
Number of stairs IfcBuildingElementProxy/
IfcFurnishingElement/
within building
IfcStair
External walls
Area of external IfcWall
surface of the
external walls
Windows
and Area of external IfcWindow and IfcDoor
external doors
surface of the
windows
and
external doors
Internal walls and The vertical area of IfcWall
partitions
the inner walls
Internal doors
Amount of inner IfcDoor
doors
Wall finishes
Total
vertical IfcWall
surface area of the
walls that need
finishing
Floor finishes
Total upper surface IfcSlab
area of the floors
Ceiling finishes
Total lower surface IfcSlab
area of ceilings

This all results in a dataset with the following attributes: area of ground floor, area of upper
Floors, area of roofs, amount of stairs, area of external walls, area of external openings, area
internal walls, amount of internal doors.
The process of creating the extractor script contained a lot of trial and error. The biggest
challenge was the data management of Python. In the original script, based on the scripts of
Van Strien (2015) and Krijnen (2015) all the objects in the IFC file were imported and converted
to shapes at the same time, which allow for interpreting the objects as related to each other.
The problem however was the amount of objects that the Python script needed to interpret.
As Van Stien (2015) and Krijnen (2015) both used a small IFC model called IfcOpenHouse to
test their script and this research uses IFC models from real construction projects, the amount
of objects is significantly higher in the latter. The IfcOpenHouse model contains only 47
IfcProducts in contrary to the average of 6255 IfcProducts that the models used in this
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research contain. As a result the original script crashed due to the limited amount of memory
available to run the script.
This problem was eventually solved by changing the order in the script. Instead of creating all
shapes directly, first a list was made of elements needed to calculate a particular attribute. An
overview of the element needed per attribute can be found in table 3. Because for the floor
area the floor level is also important, the list of IfcSlabs was split by floor levels using the link
between the IfcSlab and IfcBuildingStorey.
For some elements the location of the element matters. For example for the IfcWall it matters
if it is an inside or an outside wall. In most IFC models this can be determined with the
IsExternal property in the PSet_WallCommon. However as one of the IFC models did not
contain the PSet_WallCommon this was not used. A filter was used based on name and
material. Because all the outside walls in the IFC models are made of brickwork a filter was
used to find all IfcSlabs with material type brickwork. In the theory it was already discussed
that there are initiatives to ensure that the proper information is shared within the IFC model.
The BIM Basis ILS prescribes the use of Pset_WallCommon to share information about the
properties of the wall. If this would have been implemented by the exportation of all BIM
models to the IFC data format, the Pset_WallCommon could have been used and therefore

Figure 6: Structure of extractor script
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the script would have worked also with external walls that are not made of brickwork.
It should be noted that although changing the order of the script made the script work, it also
means a loss of information. The new script analyses every element individually. Therefore
most of the information about how the elements are located to each other is lost. This made
it impossible to analyse for example the area of particular rooms based on building elements.
In the left part of figure 8 it is shown how the area of a room could be determined if the
preferred script would have worked. On the right part of this figure the working of the actual
script is shown. In the table below, the dataset as created by the extractor can be found.
Notable is the ‘Count Stairs’ attribute as two of the return values are zero. This is because no
information about stairs could be found in those IFC models. It is very common in data mining
that the dataset is cleaned after extraction. More about this in the next section.

Figure 7: Distinction between the preferred and actual working of the script
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Table 4: Overview of the extracted dataset

Filename

A.ifc
B.ifc
C.ifc
D.ifc
E.ifc
F.ifc
G.ifc
H.ifc
I.ifc
J.ifc
K.ifc
L.ifc

Area
Ground
Floor
842
584
595
682
567
880
569
280
233
374
1496
432

Area
Upper
Floor
652
2101
1984
1948
2234
696
931
186
359
1374
364
575

Area
Roof

Count
Stair

842
654
880
850
615
880
603
321
252
475
1496
436

0
9
4
4
5
26
20
12
8
6
32
0

Area
External
Walls
2902
2614
3607
3224
2405
1829
1984
920
960
1891
6560
1307

Area
External
Openings
726
668
673
690
647
500
315
149
130
414
2017
279

Area
Internal
Walls
3452
3352
2326
2894
2962
2608
1989
1147
724
1936
2846
674

Count
Internal
Doors
252
466
421
426
176
130
100
54
40
294
177
102
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5.2.

Data cleaning and Exploration

In a traditional data mining process, the amount of data in the database is very large. As large
databases contain a lot of samples, the chance of errors in the created dataset is very likely.
In order to be successful, it is required that the system is robust regarding errors in dataset
(John, 1997).
For large datasets, a sophisticated method is needed to test the robustness of the datasets.
This is necessary because of its size, it is not really possible to check the data manually. The
dataset created by the extractor however is small. Although it is preferred to have a large
database, the small size of the used database allows us to check the extracted data by hand.
In this research most of the data cleaning is actually done by the extractor. For the structure
of the thesis however, it has been chosen to separate the extraction and cleaning of the data.
The way the set data was checked has been done by comparing the extracted data with the
data in the original costs estimate. Unfortunately the data appeared to be anything but robust.
For almost every project the extracted data did not match the data from the original cost
estimate. One of the most important reasons is that the IFC models were not made for this
purpose. Most of them were once created by the architect and never updated in the further
process. Even though the architect also created the specifications of the project, many cases
were found in which the IFC model did not match the made specifications.
One of the most commonly found errors in the data is mislabelling of the IfcObjects. As
explained in the literature review IfcObjects are the generalisation of the components in an
IFC model. The most often mislabelling was the mislabelling of stairs. In the IFC models the
stairs were either labelled as IfcStair, IfcFurnisingElement or IfcBuildingProxyElement. As
explained in the previous chapter, in the different models the stairs were modelled with three
different IFC elements, IfcStair, IfcBuildingElementProxy and IfcFurnishingElement.
This is a problem because as the name IfcFurnishingElement suggests, this type of IfcElement
is a generalization of all furniture related objects (buildingSMART, nd). This is even more the
case for IfcBuildingElementProxy as this is “a proxy definition that provides the same
functionality as an IfcBuildingElement, but without having a defined meaning of the special
type of building element, it represents” (buildingSMART, nd). As a result a query on the name
of the IfcFurnishingElements and IfcBuildingElementProxy is necessary to find the stairs within
all of the IfcFurnishingElements. This is especially hard because as there is no standardisation
in the naming of IfcElements and therefore it is not necessarily the case that the word ‘stair’
or a translation of this word for example the word ‘trap’ in Dutch, is within the name of the
IFC element.
In only two models the stair was modelled as an IfcStair. Five models had the stairs modelled
as an IfcFurniture with the word ‘trap’ in the name of the elements. In three of the models the
used element for the stair was IfcObject and there was no indication in the name that is was
a stair. Therefore it was necessary to query on the used name, ‘nl0-dht_nl+1-oht_2kwart,’ to
find the stair. In the dataset, twice the extractor returned zero for the attribute Count Stairs.
In these IFC models the stairs were not modelled. For the dataset to be robust the actual
values are updated manually.
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Figure 8: Model without structural floor

The general problem of mislabelling the IfcObjects could be solved with the use of either an
IDM, more specific the BIM Basis ILS for the Nederlands or an IFD. The BIM Basis ILS prescribes
the use of correct entities and the Nederlandse Revit Afspraken even describes how to use a
Mapping Table within Revit to make sure the correct entities are exported. The Nederlandse
Revit Afspraken is a document created by Pijffers (2016) in compliance with BuildingSMART
Benelux which is the managing organisation of the BIM Basis ILS.
During the exploration of the IFC models two projects were found in which no structural floors
were defined using IfcSlab (see figure 9). In both cases only the screed floors and roof
insulation were modelled as IfcSlab elements. After some exploration, for one of the models
the structural floor could be found as a IfcBuildingElementProxy. After comparing the other
IFC model with the cost files, it was found that the structural floor was a wide slab floor.
Because of this, the extractor needed extra code to check the presence of different types of
floors and to use the appropriate type for the specific model. As already explained in the BIM
Basis ILS is prescribed that the appropriate entity should be used, in this case a IfcSlab. This
would have solved the problem for one of the two models. However for the other model this
would not have solved it as the structural floor was never modelled.
In the dataset the floor area is important for different attributes. As it is used for different
attributes calculating the total floor area is not enough. The area is needed per floor. To be
able to calculate the area of a floor, the script needed to be able to interpret on which floor
the IfcSlab is located, as the IfcSlabs were used to calculated the floor area. As IfcSlabs are
linked to a IfcBuildingStorey and IfcBuildingStorey’s are used to model different floor levels,
in most IFC models a combination of IfcSlabs and IfcBuildingStorey was enough to interpret
the area per floor level. However in some models, the IfcSlabs were not linked to the correct
IfcBuildingStorey. For these IfcSlabs an offset was used to give them the correct height. For
this problem also additional code was written (see appendix 2, lines 332-346) to get the
correct output from the extractor. The code however is very model specific and therefore
would not work with other IFC models that present the same kind of problem. If the model
would have been made in accordance to the BIM Basis ILS this problem would have been
solved as the BIM Basis ILS only allows for one main level for every building storey.
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In his dissertation, John (1997) said about the data: “in the end the data stored in a database
is no better than the typing skill of the data-entry clerk or the decisions made by experts that
are recorded in the database” (pp. 51-52). As most IFC models are created by architects to
show their design and limitedly to never updated during the rest of the design phase, few
decisions made by experts are recorded in the data. In the normal building process this is not
really a problem, as most contractors still use the 2D drawings and the specifications to create
a cost estimate. But as the AEC industry is slowly starting to use the possibilities of BIM data,
the accuracy of the BIM models will become more important. As the quality of the IFC files is
problematic for automated cost estimation based on IFC files, we can already conclude that
with the current state of the AEC industry regarding BIM, it is not yet possible to use the BIM
files for automated knowledge management. However if the BIM Basis ILS would be
implemented much of the problems that occurred would be solved.

5.3. Data engineering
5.3.1. Sub dataset selection
The data engineering part of the data mining process consists of a large number of possible
activities. One of the most important activities is to select a subset of attributes that will be
used in the rest of the data mining process (John, 1997).
The subset selection has already taken place in the data extraction phase. This is because
every attribute that is extracted from the IFC data, had to be programmed into the data
extraction script created for this research, as explained in section 7.1. Therefore already
choices were made of which types of objects to extract from the data and thus which possible
attributes would likely be relevant.
However in the dataset there are still 8 independent variables compared to 12 observations.
This is already a high number of independent variables compared to the number of
observations. This becomes even more problematic when the dataset needs to be split in a
trainings dataset and a test dataset. To reduce the amount of independent variables a method
is needed to select the most relevant variables. This is called feature selection. To evaluate
the dataset, first a correlation plot is made of the dependent variables and all the independent
variables, see figure 10. It shows that most of the attributes have a very low correlation.
According to Guyon and Elisseeff a variable ranking method is the best option to use whenever
the data is noisy. The result of the ranking method is the following ranking:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

AreaInternalWalls
AreaExternalOpenings
AreaRoof
CountInternalDoors
AreaUpperFloor
AreaGroundFloor
AreaExternalWalls
CountStairs

Therefore it has been chosen to apply stepwise regression for the regression model. In
stepwise regression every step of a variable is added to the algorithm as long as the
performance of the algorithms increases.
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Figure 9: Correlation plot

5.3.2. Normalization
The classification algorithm k-Nearest Neighbour uses the Euclidean distance between the
variables to calculate the closest neighbour. The Euclidean distance (d) is calculated with
equation 5. It calculates the straight-line difference between two points. Therefore it is
necessary to scale all variables to a similar scale. Otherwise the variables with high values
would have a higher influence on the dataset as opposed to variables with low values.
𝐸𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒: √∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑞𝑖 − 𝑝𝑖 )2

(5)

The variables can be normalized using equation 6. Via this equation all variables are
transformed into variables between zero and one. Via this equation the range within a variable
is restricted between a zero and a one. Therefore the relative distance between a variable
with a small range of values has the same influence as the relative distance between variables
with a high range of values.
𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

5.4.

𝑥−𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛

(6)

Conclusions data engineering

In this chapter the data engineering part of the data mining process is discussed. Much
attention has been paid towards the extraction of the information from BIM models into a
dataset. It has become clear that there is a difference between the theoretical potential of the
BIM models and the actual potential of the BIM models in the current state of the AEC
industry. As discussed in the literature review, theoretically it should be possible to extract all
physical data of the buildings from the BIM models. However the current quality of the BIM
models has presented problems.
First of all, too often the models are not a real representation of the actual building. For
example in the collected BIM models part of the building were found missing. Another
problem with the quality of the BIM models is the mislabelling of the building element type.
Elements were modelled as walls while they were for example part of the window frame. This
presents a problem in automatic QTO as the extractor script interprets the object as the wrong
type and thus extracts an incorrect QTO.
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As discussed in the literature both how and which information that is shared with the IFC
model can be standardised with an IDM and an IFD. Using this standardisation would solve
most of the problems that occurred with the extraction of the QTO.
In the literature review it was made clear what the theoretical strength of the proposed
concept is. In this chapter however it was shown what the weaknesses of the concept are. The
whole system depends on the quality of the BIM models and it has been shown that at this
point the models available in real life situation do not meet the level of quality needed for the
system to work automatically.
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6.

Data analytics

In this chapter, it is explained how the different machine learning algorithms are applied and
what the results are. Additionally the conclusions of the practical application are discussed. It
should be noted that the dataset is very small and therefore not really useful for data mining.
However in this chapter it is explored if some useful relationships can be found.

6.1.

Algorithm engineering

In the algorithm engineering step the appropriate machine learning algorithm is chosen or if
necessary created. For this research two different machine learning algorithms are chosen, as
discussed in the literature review. These two algorithms are multiple linear regression and kNearest Neighbour. These algorithms were chosen to test the performance of both a
regression algorithm as a classification algorithm, which are the two types of machine learning
algorithms.
The software package R will be used for the data mining analytics. R has a large library of
algorithms that can be used. Additionally a graphical user interface (GUI) for data mining called
Rattle has been created by Togaware. This GUI provides an interface for R which has the
advantage that it creates the code necessary to run the algorithm in R and thus prevents
unnecessary coding. For this reason the Rattle package is used. Unfortunately not all
algorithms that are available in software package R are available within the Rattle GUI. This is
also the case for k-Nearest Neighbour. Consequently the code for running the algorithm kNearest Neighbour has been created during the presented research. This code can be found
in appendix 3.

6.2.

Running the algorithm

As discussed in the literature review the performance of the algorithm can be tested with
statistical evaluation measures. To evaluate the performance, the correlation coefficient (CC),
the root mean squared error (RMSE), the mean absolute error (MAE) and the root relative
squared error (RRSE) are used.
For the linear regression algorithm only the input variables need to be determined before the
algorithm can be run. In the previous chapter, feature selection was used to determine a
ranking for the relevance of the variables. To determine the optimal amount of attributes
used, stepwise regression is applied.
To test the performance of the model, the dataset is randomly split into a training set and a
test set. The split percentage has been set on 75%. Three different test- and training sets have
been applied as can be seen in table 5. The table shows the result of the algorithm is very
dependent on the randomly selected training and test set. Therefore it can be concluded that
the amount of data available is too little to have any significant meaning.
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Table 5: Performance of the linear regression algorithm

Amount of variables
AreaInternalWalls

Measures
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE

Result 1
0.723
560617.4449
481468.0006
48.0045 %

Result 2
0.9838
505518.9929
466434.9967
36.2489 %

Result 3
-0.9976
627267.4708
508912.5596
64.5285 %

AreaInternalWalls
AreaExternalOpenings

CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE

0.7870
433203.4989
402421.8829
37.0943 %

0.9902
555776.8736
435928.7036
39.8527 %

-0.9909
621719.9478
570460.5939
63.9578 %

AreaInternalWalls
AreaExternalOpenings
AreaRoof

CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE

0.6855
459702.867
428591.8218
39.3634 %

0.9674
959054.6101
825663.6968
68.7702 %

-0.8468
791664.2357
614111.1752
81.4404 %

AreaInternalWalls
AreaExternalOpenings
AreaRoof
CountInternalDoors

CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE

0.4980
544428.3547
513398.0693
46.6183 %

0.9142
355500.1695
401117.7355
40.1181 %

-0.8131
785137.176
1103176.0896
113.4863 %

For the k-Nearest neighbour algorithms besides the amount of variables also the amount of
nearest neighbours used to predict the value are important. As the k is the amount of samples
used to determine the costs based on their average, the result of the algorithm is highly
influenced by the number of k’s used. In this research the following k’s are evaluated, k: 1, k:
3 and k: 5. For all three k’s the performance was evaluated on the dataset. In table 6 the
performance of the algorithm with k: 3 and only areaExternalOpenings as variable is shown.
Although the difference in outcome between the three results is relatively the same for RMSE
MAE and RRSE, the difference in the correlation coefficient indicates that also the k-nearest
neighbour is not useful on the data. The result of the first and third result indicate that the
area of external openings is positively correlated with the costs of the building, where the
second result indicates that the correlation is negative.

Table 6: Performance of the k-nearest neighbour algorithm

Measure
Correlation coefficient
Root mean squared error
Mean absolute error
Root relative squared error

Result 1
0.9425
521440.4598
460706.2222
44.6499 %

Result 2
-0.7737
401838.3491
347361.6667
41.3381 %

Result 3
0.9994
626107.6
473364.6667
44.8958 %
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6.3.

Evaluation of result

Based on the result in the previous chapter it can be concluded that the dataset is indeed not
suitable to apply data mining. The main reason is that the dataset is too small. If a dataset is
small the dataset has low statistical power and the research is therefore unlikely to result in
reprehensive conclusions (Button, Ioannidis, Mokrysz, Nosek, Flint, Robinson & Munafò,
2013). As only 12 projects were used in the evaluation, this is certainly the case. However in
the current situation not many firms in the AEC industry will have many more BIM models of
one type of buildings. So even though Hoogeveen (2015) proved that the concept works
theoretically, for the concept to work within real-world situations, more BIM models need to
be generated. And as already concluded, these BIM models need to have a higher level of
quality as the current standard. Another problem with the dataset is that because of the small
amount of projects no difference was made between apartment buildings and houses.
Although they both have the same function their designs differentiate.

6.4.

Redefining data

In the last part it was concluded that the dataset was not suitable for data mining. Therefore
additional data about residential buildings have been collected and added to the dataset.
These data were found using three sources, namely:
-

Bouwkosten: nieuwbouw en renovatie projectanalyses (Kuhlmann, 2007)
Bouwkosten.nl (2017)
Casadata.nl (2017)

On the next page the collected data are given. As not all of the data contained information
about the internal walls or the internal doors, these variables have been ignored. In appendix
4 the used sources can be found.
To compare the prices of the projects it is important to normalize the prices to the same
reference point in time. As some of the collected data were about projects in 2002, this step
was important to be able to compare the prices accurately. The used formula to normalize the
price is:
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥2017

𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 ∗ 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥

𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒

(7)

In appendix 5 the price index from the last 15 years can be found.
The old dataset was not suitable for data mining because it had had two problems, it was small
and it contained two types of residential buildings, namely apartments and houses. Therefore
it was chosen to create two new datasets. One dataset with all available data of both the old
and new data. The other dataset contains data from both the old and new data, but only from
projects that were apartments. It was chosen to create a dataset for apartments and not
houses as there was more data available about apartments than about houses. In the
remainder of this research the dataset with all the data is called dataset A and the dataset
with only apartments is called dataset B. In the next part both datasets will be used in the
algorithm to evaluate which of the two datasets perform best.
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Table 7: Additional data from databases

Project name

Source

Nieuwbouw 14
rijenwoningen Groenoord
Nieuwbouw 22
rijenwoningen Dronten
Nieuwbouw 31
rijenwoningen
28 appartementen De
Haere
Appartementencomplex
de barchaan
44 apartementen de
parkwachters
29 appartementen boven
winkels
Woontoren met 40
appartementen
Allardhof te buren
17 appartementen
Oudenbosch
49
seniorenappartementen
Dronten
15 stadswoningen
Maastricht
Appartementen
Winterswijk

Normalized price

casadata.nl

Area
Area
Area
Count
Area
Area
Original price
Ground Upper
Roof
Stair
External External
Floor
Floor
Walls
Openings
1-3-2017
645
2085
645
42
1628
652 € 2.178.000,00

€

2.178.000,00

casadata.nl

1-3-2017

1177

1294

1177

44

1291

317

€

2.005.310,00

€

2.005.310,00

casadata.nl

1-3-2017

1995

1762

1995

31

2632

770

€

3.892.552,00

€

3.892.552,00

Bouwkosten.nl

1-3-2017

1165

2137

1322

4

2092

606

€

3.380.015,00

€

3.380.015,00

Bouwkosten.nl

1-3-2017

599

1050

656

3

1528

574

€

2.641.105,00

€

2.641.105,00

Bouwkosten.nl

1-3-2017

1045

4976

1368

19

4358

1561

€

5.665.615,00

€

5.665.615,00

Bouwkosten.nl

1-3-2017

990

2521

990

12

1981

565

€

4.623.110,00

€

4.623.110,00

Bouwkosten.nl

1-3-2017

673

5007

713

8

3603

1604

€

4.924.405,00

€

4.924.405,00

Bouwkosten.nl
Kuhlmann
(2007)
Kuhlmann
(2007)

1-3-2017
1-4-2002

1220
487

1313
976

1256
554

6
4

3653
1389

565
380

€
€

2.414.120,00
1.359.660,00

€
€

2.414.120,00
1.622.132,71

1-4-2002

1463

4785

1231

3

3425

1222

€

3.677.005,00

€

4.386.824,70

1-10-2002

981

1412

1393

31

2096

646

€

2.039.045,00

€

2.396.184,79

1-5-2002

2451

3210

2451

11

2554

616

€

3.562.415,00

€

4.228.964,40

Kuhlmann
(2007)
Kuhlmann
(2007)

Price
index

6.5.

Using the new datasets

For the new datasets the same methods have been applied as were for the old dataset. The
input variables were determined with a ranking method. And again the dataset has been
randomly split into a training set and a test set, where 75% was put into the training set and
25% into the test set. Also the same methods were used to test the performance of the
algorithm, which are:





the correlation coefficient (CC),
the root mean squared error (RMSE)
the mean absolute error (MAE)
root relative squared error (RRSE)

The performance of the data mining process on the new datasets can be found in table 8 and
9. In table 8 the performance is measured on the dataset A. In comparison to the old dataset
this dataset has 13 more building projects in the dataset, which is an increase of 108%. Table
9 shows the performance of the linear algorithm on the dataset B. This dataset has almost the
same number of projects, 14 in the new dataset and 12 in the old dataset.
Both tables show an improvement compared to the performance of the old dataset. Especially
in table 8 where the consistency in performance, based on different training- and test sets,
has greatly increased in all performance measured.
Table 8: Performance of the linear algorithm on the dataset A

Amount of variables
AreaUpperFloor

AreaUpperFloor
AreaExternalOpenings

AreaUpperFloor
AreaExternalOpenings
AreaRoof
AreaUpperFloor
AreaExternalOpenings
AreaRoof
AreaGroundFloor
AreaUpperFloor
AreaExternalOpenings
AreaRoof
AreaGroundFloor
AreaExternalWalls

Measures
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE

Result 1
0.6671
1131852.4198
1003933.5539
76.2631 %
0.7798
859523.2126
764947.4453
57.9138 %
0.7808
857395.0371
763929.6517
57.7704 %
0.9398
515213.5166
422329.6066
34.7146 %
0.9409
626445.8633
539378.4266
42.2093 %

Result 2
0.9467
666785.1939
571196.4198
35.8792 %
0.9081
742378.2462
641098.7321
39.9468 %
0.9064
750482.6377
637432.6853
40.3829 %
0.9854
644344.289
571994.0504
34.6717 %
0.924
1070879.5792
788590.4438
57.6233 %

Result 3
0.5195
1122752.2352
945815.3132
76.5787 %
0.7441
875311.6464
718483.882
59.7017 %
0.7166
900271.0147
764562.7303
61.4041 %
0.9441
450966.3423
350937.6706
30.7587 %
0.9105
532660.4909
452562.9005
40.9216 %

Table 9: Performance of the linear algorithm on dataset B

Amount of variables
AreaUpperFloor

AreaUpperFloor
AreaExternalOpenings

AreaUpperFloor
AreaExternalOpenings
CountStairs
AreaUpperFloor
AreaExternalOpenings
CountStairs
AeraExternalWalls
AreaUpperFloor
AreaExternalOpenings
CountStairs
AreaExternalWalls
AreaGroundFloor

Measures
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE

Result 1
0.832
426982.2271
354557.2523
31.9167 %
0.7304
475461.7763
411819.3968
35.5405 %
0.8158
793180.8622
721734.6241
53.4438 %
0.7015
512596.1218
451168.1877
38.3162 %
0.8081
523895.9156
418128.2352
39.1609 %

Result 2
0.9986
464236.7724
453382.0412
46.736 %
0.9996
458896.0863
418881.0927
46.1984 %
0.9324
624127.2974
491184.1518
33.5838 %
0.9967
758006.4997
700553.4729
76.3107 %
0.979
227580.5032
220203.8128
22.9112 %

Result 3
-0.4039
892102.2197
801657.1538
70.2887 %
-0.3797
925018.2828
843154.0895
72.8822 %
0.7974
804384.9282
678728.1529
54.8641 %
-0.4164
619014.072
493597.3885
48.7721 %
-0.9428
835725.0506
827008.3429
65.8468 %

Based on the performance shown in the tables 8 and 9 the best performing linear algorithm
was chosen. For dataset A, the best performing algorithm is the one with four independent
variables. This is because the performance indicator is generally the best when four variables
are used. This has been made more clear in a graphical representation, which can be found
in appendix 6. This results in the following formula:
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 244587,58 + 598.53 ∗ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 + 691,24 ∗
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 562,00 ∗ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑓 + 637,53 ∗ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟

(8)

For dataset B, the performance is best when three variables are used. Although only 2 of the
four indicators used perform best with three algorithms, as the RMSE and MAE perform better
with four variables, the consistency in performance between the different training- and test
sets makes three variables the best option. See also appendix 7 for the graphical
representation. This results in the following formula:
P𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 1306976.57 + 763,49 ∗ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 + 94219,90 ∗
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑟 − 629,50 ∗ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠

(9)

The formula 8 and 9 have been used to predict the prices of the projects within the dataset
(see table 10 and 11). The predicted prices are compared to the actual prices to determine the
accuracy of the algorithm. According to Phaobunjong (2002) the expected accuracy for a
definitive estimate of a building project is within a range of +15% to – 5% and the expected
range of a conceptual estimate should be within +50% to -30%.
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The margin of error of the predicted prices in table 10 and 11 are too high for a definitive cost
estimate. However for a conceptual estimate the algorithms perform acceptable. Only four of
the predicted prices are not within the acceptable range for a conceptual estimate. All of these
are predicted based on dataset A and are houses.
Where the performance indicators of dataset A have shown that the consistency increases as
the dataset becomes larger, the predicted prices of dataset B shows the increased accuracy
when only the same type of residential buildings are used. Calculated based on the absolute
error in percentage of the predicted price, the average error is 12.4%. As the dataset A has an
average error of 25.6%, the dataset B is clearly more accurate.
Table 10: Predicted prices of dataset A

Name

Nieuwbouw 14 rijenwoning
Groenoord
Nieuwbouw 22 rijenwoning Dronten
Nieuwbouw 31 rijenwoning
28 appartementen De Haere
Appartementencomplex de barchaan
44 apartementen de parkwachters
29 appartementen boven winkels
Woontoren met 40 appartementen
Allardhof te buren
17 appartementen Oudenbosch
49 seniorenappartementen Dronten
15 stadswoningen Maastricht
Appartementen Winterswijk
A.ifc
B.ifc
C.ifc
D.ifc
E.ifc
F.ifc
G.ifc
H.ifc
I.ifc
J.ifc
K.ifc
L.ifc

Actual price

Predicted price

Error in %

€ 2.178.000,00

€ 2.716.914,40

25%

€ 2.005.310,00
€ 3.892.552,00
€ 3.380.015,00
€ 2.641.105,00
€ 5.665.615,00
€ 4.623.110,00
€ 4.924.405,00
€ 2.414.120,00
€ 1.622.132,71
€ 4.386.824,70
€ 2.396.184,79
€ 4.228.964,40
€ 2.267.617,99
€ 3.712.303,91
€ 2.511.492,54
€ 2.620.614,11
€ 3.315.522,11
€ 2.929.378,37
€ 989.262,70
€ 540.782,18
€ 441.135,74
€ 1.888.289,88
€ 3.560.412,73
€ 681.174,41

€ 2.650.061,01
€ 4.224.521,49
€ 3.428.232,40
€ 2.020.371,10
€ 5.736.949,05
€ 3.331.576,18
€ 5.179.953,88
€ 2.904.671,53
€ 1.713.252,40
€ 5.577.792,45
€ 2.944.541,78
€ 5.531.734,93
€ 2.146.674,34
€ 2.703.719,54
€ 2.771.172,88
€ 2.799.981,48
€ 2.736.052,49
€ 2.062.372,84
€ 1.721.203,55
€ 817.820,01
€ 839.490,85
€ 1.858.531,98
€ 3.651.175,18
€ 1.302.045,02

32%
9%
1%
-24%
1%
-28%
5%
20%
6%
27%
23%
31%
-5%
-27%
10%
7%
-17%
-30%
74%
51%
90%
-2%
3%
91%

Actual price

Predicted price

Error in %

€ 3.380.015,00
€ 2.641.105,00

€ 2.933.956,56
€ 2.029.967,85

-13%
-23%

Table 11: Predicted prices of dataset B

Name
28 appartementen De Haere
Appartementencomplex de barchaan
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44 apartementen de parkwachters
29 appartementen boven winkels
Woontoren met 40 appartementen
Allardhof te buren
17 appartementen Oudenbosch
49 seniorenappartementen Dronten
Appartementen Winterswijk
B.ifc
C.ifc
D.ifc
E.ifc
J.ifc

6.6.

€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

5.665.615,00
4.623.110,00
4.924.405,00
2.414.120,00
1.622.132,71
4.386.824,70
4.228.964,40
3.712.303,91
2.511.492,54
2.620.614,11
3.315.522,11
1.888.289,88

€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

5.913.629,92
4.006.705,04
4.873.810,76
2.519.090,69
2.189.812,24
4.473.685,05
4.406.424,78
3.338.541,54
2.774.966,32
2.736.779,24
3.076.425,48
2.660.717,79

4%
-13%
-1%
4%
35%
2%
4%
-10%
10%
4%
-7%
41%

Conclusion data analytics

In the previous chapter already appeared that the quality of the BIM models is an issue for
automated quantity take off with the purpose of data mining. In this chapter a new issue was
found. After applying the data mining algorithms on the dataset, no usable relations between
the data could be found.
The proposed reason for the issue was that the dataset was too small and that there was too
much variation in the design of the buildings as both apartments and houses were used in the
dataset. To test this assumption, addition data was collected from project analyses available
in databases. These additional data have been used to create two new datasets. One dataset,
where all the data of both the original data and the new data were combined and another
dataset with only one type of buildings in the dataset, namely apartments.
These new datasets were tested by applying the previously used linear regression algorithm.
From the results of the algorithm it could be concluded that the made assumptions were
correct. The dataset with all the data showed that more data give a more consistent result,
where the dataset with only apartments shows that the accuracy of the prediction are
acceptable for conceptual cost estimation if only one type of buildings is used in the dataset.
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7.

Discussion

The main objective of this research was to evaluate the effectiveness of a knowledge
management system using BIM data and the data mining process. To realise this goal, two
different approaches have been used, a literature study and a practical implementation. At
first the literature study has been conducted. This study has shown the theoretical potential
of such system. However during the practical implementation approach, it was found that the
implementation of such system encountered some problems. To solve this problem additional
data was collected, which resulted in a useful model for cost estimation.
Part of the scientific relevance of this research is that it has shown an alternative way to use
building information modelling. In the recent years more attention has been paid towards
using BIM as the knowledge source in knowledge management, as shown in the literature
review. However little of these researches has resulted in practical implementation. Also this
research has shown some of the implementation problems with the current state of BIM
models. It has been made clear that there is a gap between the scientific potential of BIM
models and the potential for implementation at this point. More attention is necessary toward
improving the quality and correctness of data in BIM models if the AEC industry want to use
the full potential of BIM.
The practical relevance of this research is that it has shown what improvements are needed
for BIM to reach its potential for the application of data mining process. As will be discussed
in the next chapters, it is necessary to focus on improving the way BIM models are shared and
how they are modelled. Over the whole building process the BIM model should be kept up to
date and shared in predefined format.
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8.

Conclusions

In order to answer the research problem, five research questions were defined. In this chapter
the answers to these research questions are given. After answering these research questions
the research problem will be answered.

Research question 1: Which are the steps the data mining process consists of?
The data mining process can be divided in two parts and has a total of nine steps. The first
part is the data engineering part. It starts by understanding and defining the problem. In this
research the problem of the data mining process is to create knowledge to predict the building
costs of residential buildings in the early phase of the design process. After the problem is
made clear, the data which will be used in the data mining process need to be collected and
extracted into a useable dataset. For this research BIM models with corresponding costs data
were collected and the data of the BIM models were extracted to a dataset in form of a
quantity take off. The next step is to clean and explore the data. As the quality of the data in
this research appeared to be quite low, a lot of cleaning had to be done. Following the data
exploration the dataset had to be converted into a subset which will perform best with the
used algorithms. As the dataset available in this research was very small, it was chosen to test
the performance of multiple subsets. The subsets were created based on a ranking method
for feature selection. After the data have been engineered the data mining process continues
to the next part, data analysing.
This part starts with the engineering of the algorithm to be used. Because the goal of this
research is to create new knowledge for cost estimation a machine learning algorithm is
needed. It was chosen to use both a regression algorithm as a classification algorithm. This
was chosen because both have been successfully applied in the past to predict cost estimation
for building costs. This process is continued with the running of the algorithm. In case of this
research both the regression as the classification algorithm were run. The next step is defined
as refining the data and problem. As the evaluation of the performance of the data mining
algorithms was that no reliable relations were found within the dataset and it was concluded
that the most probable cause of this was that the dataset was not large enough and the used
building project were to different, additional data has been collected. This data has been used
to create two new datasets that were applied in the data mining algorithm. One dataset which
exists of all data both from the old dataset as from the newly gathered data, showed that
adding more data to the dataset results in more consistent results. The other dataset also exist
of both the old dataset and the newly acquired data but it only had the projects that were
apartments to have more homogenous content in the dataset. The results of the application
of the data mining algorithm on this dataset showed that useful relations can be found if the
dataset contains data of building from a similar type. The last step of the data mining process
is to use the results. To test the usefulness of the results, the results were used to estimate
the costs of the buildings within the dataset. Although the results were close enough to use
the generated cost estimation model to calculate a conceptual estimate for building project,
the cost estimation model was only tested on the dataset that was used to create the model,
so it should be noted that it is yet unclear how precise the model will be on unseen data.
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Research question 2: Is the IFC data format a suitable BIM data format to extract a
dataset for the data mining process?
In the literature review it was shown how Ma et al. (2013) used the IFC model to extract a
quantity take off in the format of the Chinese mandatory specification of cost estimation in
the tender phase. This suggested that the IFC data format was indeed a suitable BIM data
format to extract a dataset for the data mining process. This was confirmed during the
practical implementation. The part of the BIM models that were modelled correctly could be
extracted from the model automatically using an extraction script. Due to limitations in the
script the information embedded within the BIM model about the area of the different spaces
within the building could not be extracted. However this is not a result of the IFC data format
but a result of the applied script.

Research question 3: Is the current quality of the BIM models good enough to
automatically extract a dataset for the data mining process?
A lot of effort has been made to create an extraction script that can automatically extract the
dataset from BIM models. However to get the extractor script to extract an acceptable dataset
a lot of code had to be written especially for one of the IFC models. In one of the IFC models
three different IfcBuildingStorey elements were created for every floor level. This makes the
automatic interpretation of floor levels not possible without writing a code for the script that
can interpret multiple IfcBuildingStorey elements for one floor level. Because of the similarity
between the height of the different IfcBuildingStorey elements, it was not possible to analyse
and merge the levels by height. As a solution, some code has been written that allows the
script to interpret the IfcBuildingStoreys for the IFC model that had this problem, but for other
IFC models with a similar problem the script will not be able to interpret this correctly without
changing the code.
As already concluded in the previous part of the research, another problem with the IFC
quality is the export of the BIM authoring tool model into the IFC model. All but one of the
BIM models were modelled with Revit, the other model with Allplan. Of all those models four
contained the necessary information about the organisation that exported the BIM file. All of
them were the contractor of the building projects. Another five of them were exported by the
author of the presented research.
One of the mentioned problem with the IFC models was that three different IfcElements were
found to represent a stair, namely: IfcStair, IfcFurnishingElement, IfcBuildingElementProxy.
This is a problem because as the name IfcFurnishingElement suggests, this type of IfcElement
is a generalization of all furniture related objects (buildingSMART, nd). Another problem found
was that more than one level of height per building storey was used in the BIM model. This is
not necessarily a problem if only one of the levels of height was modelled as the main level
and the other levels of the storey as a sub level. However this was not the case and therefore
the BIM model was exported to the IFC data format with too many building storeys. All these
problems could be solved if all the organisations within the building project that model within
the BIM model would work according to the BIM Basis ILS.
The loss of necessary information is also a problem. In good practise some building elements
like walls are modelled as one building element composed of different construction products
(see figure 11). As this is a relatively easy way of modelling and it even saves time compared
to modelling all the different construction parts separately, it is plausible that the building
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elements were modelled as one element although they are composed of different
construction products. In the IFC models however, all these different construction products
were already decomposed to standard IfcElements. This makes the interpretation of these
elements much harder. In most exporters provided by the BIM authoring tools, this problem
can be solved by changing the setting of the exporter.

Figure 10: Building elements composing of different construction products (source: Ma et al. (2013)

Research question 4: Can the data mining process be used to predict the costs of
residential buildings in the early stages of the design process?
The research question: Can the data mining process be used to predict the costs of residential
buildings in the early stages of the design process? has been answered both via literature
review as via practical implementation. However the answers differ. Based on the literature it
can be concluded that it is indeed possible to use the data mining process to predict the costs
of residential buildings in the early stage of the design process. The BIM model can contain
enough information about the buildings. With an extractor this knowledge embedded in the
model can be made explicit and with a machine learning algorithm this knowledge can be used
to create new information that allows us to predict the costs of buildings.
In the practical implementation part of this research however it became clear that there are
two implementation problems. First of all the quality of the BIM models does not meet the
same level as is necessary for automatic extraction of the required dataset, as discussed in the
answering of the previous research question. Another problem is the amount of BIM models
available. The data mining process needs data to analyse and generally the more data it can
analyse the better the data mining process is able to find patterns within the data. It has been
shown that 12 BIM models do not provide enough data to find these patterns. So, even when
the AEC industry would create BIM models of the quality necessary for data mining, also a lot
of models are needed of a specific building type with the above mentioned quality.
In this research it was chosen to add additional data from public available project analyses to
create a larger dataset. This data proved to be very useful and it resulted in a cost estimation
model that was precisely enough to calculate the conceptual building costs of the buildings
within the dataset.
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Main research question: “Can the use of a knowledge management system using
BIM data and the data mining process create a more efficient process of cost
estimation for residential buildings?”
The literature review has shown that the data mining process is an effective tool to create a
knowledge management system. It is especially useful because it can be made into an
automated computer process, where little maintenance is required. The literature review has
also shown that BIM data have a great potential to serve as the data source. These are created
in almost every project and they contain all the physical information of the buildings. These
data can be converted to the dataset necessary for the data mining process by creating a
quantity take off. In previous researches could be found that automated quantity take off from
BIM models is possible. From this all it can be concluded that a data mining process can
efficiently estimate the costs of residential buildings and therefore used as a knowledge
management system for cost estimation.
However during the practical implementation it became clear that there are both qualitative
and quantitative problems with the available BIM models. As mentioned above additional
data were added to test viability of the data mining process for cost calculation for residential
buildings. With this additional data the data mining process could predict the costs of buildings
within the dataset precisely enough to be a conceptual cost estimate. Nonetheless until the
qualitative and quantitative problems of BIM data are solved the knowledge management
system will still need the manual input of additional data to be able to estimate the costs of
residential buildings.
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9.

Recommendations

In this chapter the recommendations are given. First the recommendations for
implementation are discussed. Thereafter the recommendations for further research are
given.

9.1. Recommendations for implementation
9.1.1. Implementation of the IFD format
It has been concluded that the biggest obstacle to overcome before the proposed knowledge
management system can be implemented is the quality of the BIM models.
Part of the problem is that for the IFC format in order to be an effective format to export data
to, it allows various data to be shared in various ways. If the receiver of the information, in
this research the extractor, wants to be sure to be able to utilize the information he receives,
the sender and receiver need to be in agreement which and how the information is shared
(Bell & Bjørkhaug, 2006). For this purpose buildingSMART already created the International
Framework of Dictionaries (IFD). The Dutch implementation of this is the Nederlandse
Conceptenbibliotheek voor de bouw (CB-NL). This can be used to standardise the way
information within IFC is shared, and thus allows to use the proposed agreements to create
IFC models that allow for automated data extraction. So part of the solution for this problem
already exists, however the solution was not used in the development of the BIM models that
were available in this research. Consequentially it is recommended that the IFD is
implemented within all organisations within a building project. To facilitate this, the
government should start demanding that IFD is used like the Dutch government has done with
IFC in their DBFMO contracts.

9.1.2. Implementation of the Information Delivery Manual(IDM)
Another way to ensure better quality of BIM models and more specifically IFC models is to use
Information Delivery Manuals (IDM). IDM can be used for the documentation of existing or
new processes and describes the associated information that needs to be exchanged between
parties. The main purpose of IDM is to make sure the relevant data are communicated via a
structured way such as the data can be interpreted by the software on the receiving side
(buildingsmart, nd.). For the Dutch AEC industry the ‘BIM basis informatieleveringsspecificatie
(ILS)’ is defined and it has already been adopted by many companies. As has been shown
during the practical application most of the problems of the quality of the IFC models would
have been prevented if the BIM Basis ILS would have been used.

9.1.3. BIM as-built models
Even if the IFD format or another ontology and the IDM would systematically be applied not
all quality problems of the BIM models would be solved. The IFD format would not prevent
that the BIM models are not modelled as built. In order to accomplish this the BIM model
should be updated consequently during the whole building process. This can only be ensured
if all companies involved would have an incentive to update the BIM models. As the
information that can be extracted from the BIM models to a dataset is limited to the
information located within the BIM models, it is very important for the application of data
mining on BIM models that all the information is modelled.
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9.1.4. Use of additional data
Next to the quality of the BIM models also the number of BIM models available is a problem
for the proposed knowledge management system. To overcome this problem in this research
additional data has been added to the dataset. If one wants to implement the proposed
knowledge management system within the organisation the dataset can be manually enlarged
with data from projects of which no viable BIM model is available. Although it is desirable to
have little to no human effort needed to maintain the KMS it allows the KMS to be
implemented. With the current trends of BIM modelling a lot more BIM data will come
available in the upcoming years, and thus the BIM data can eventually replace the use of
additional data.

9.2. Recommendation for further research
9.2.1. Quality of BIM models
In the recommendations for implementation it is suggested that the quality of the BIM models
can be improved by implementing an ontology. However the focus of this research was aimed
at the implementation of BIM models in a knowledge management system. More research is
needed to provide more ways to improve the quality of BIM models.

9.2.2. Other goal of KMS
This research has focussed on the implementation of a KMS for cost prediction. However other
goals for a KMS system based on BIM data and the data mining process are possible. For
example a goal for a KMS system could be to predict the energy consumption of buildings.
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Appendix 1: Structure of the IFC data format

Figure 11: Structure of the IFC data format
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Appendix 2: The extractor script
Start script
0_start_script_new.py
1
import glob
2
import subprocess
3
import sys
4
import os
5
import os.path
6
import csv
7
import datetime
8
9
# Get directory of script_dir
10
script_dir: (os.path.dirname(os.path.realpath(__file__)))
11
12
# Creating file to write
13
timestamp_date: datetime.datetime.now().strftime("%Y%m%d")
14
timestamp_time: datetime.datetime.now().strftime("%H%M%S")
15
16
save_path: script_dir+"/"+timestamp_date+"/"
17
if not os.path.exists(save_path):
18
os.makedirs(save_path)
19
20
dataset_csv: os.path.join(save_path, timestamp_time+"_dataset.csv")
21
22
with open(dataset_csv, "wb") as f_csv:
23
csvWriter: csv.writer(f_csv)
24
csvWriter.writerow(["Filename", "areaGroundFloor",
"areaUpperFloor", "areaRoof", "countStair", "areaExternalWalls",
"areaExternalOpenings", "areaInternalWalls", "countInternalDoors"])
25
26
for fn in glob.glob("*.ifc"):
27
# if fn not in processed_files:
28
print fn
29
subprocess.call([sys.executable, "1_QTO_new.py", fn,
dataset_csv])
30
print "File processed"

Actual extractor
1_QTO_new.py
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

import
import
import
import
import

os
os.path
glob
sys
math

from operator import itemgetter
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

OCC.gp
OCC.Geom
OCC.Bnd
OCC.BRepBndLib
OCC.BRep
OCC.BRepPrimAPI
OCC.BRepAlgoAPI
OCC.BRepBuilderAPI
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17
import OCC.BRepAlgo
18
import OCC.TopOpeBRepTool
19
import OCC.ShapeExtend
20
import OCC.GProp
21
import OCC.BRepGProp
22
import OCC.GC
23
import OCC.ShapeAnalysis
24
import OCC.TopTools
25
import OCCUtils
26
27
from OCC.TopoDS import topods
28
29
import ifcopenshell
30
import ifcopenshell.geom
31
32
import operator
33
34
import csv
35
36
import re
37
38
# Specify to return pythonOCC shapes from
ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape()
39
settings: ifcopenshell.geom.settings()
40
settings.set(settings.USE_PYTHON_OPENCASCADE, True)
41
42
43
# Some helper functions to map to the list of walls
44
def create_shape(elem):
45
return ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape(settings, elem)
46
47
48
def calc_volume(s):
49
props: OCC.GProp.GProp_GProps()
50
OCC.BRepGProp.brepgprop_VolumeProperties(s.geometry, props)
51
return props.Mass()
52
53
54
def calc_area(s):
55
props: OCC.GProp.GProp_GProps()
56
OCC.BRepGProp.brepgprop_SurfaceProperties(s.geometry, props)
57
return props.Mass()
58
59
60
def calc_length(LProps):
61
props: OCC.GProp.GProp_GProps()
62
OCC.BRepGProp.brepgprop.LinearProperties(LProps.geometry, props)
63
return props.Mass()
64
65
66
def count_windows(product):
67
if product.is_a("IfcWindow"):
68
global ifcwindow
69
ifcwindow += 1
70
71
72
def count_doors(product):
73
if product.is_a("IfcDoor"):
74
global ifcdoor
75
ifcdoor += 1
76
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77
78
def count_stories(product):
79
if product.is_a("IfcBuildingStorey"):
80
global ifcstorey
81
ifcstorey += 1
82
83
84
def create_levels(product):
85
if product.is_a("IfcBuildingStorey"):
86
level: product.Elevation
87
if level is not None:
88
floor_levels.append((level))
89
else:
90
level: 0
91
floor_levels.append((level))
92
93
94
def get_bounding_box_minimal(bbox):
95
bbmin: [0.] * 3;
96
bbmax: [0.] * 3
97
bbmin[0], bbmin[1], bbmin[2], bbmax[0], bbmax[1], bbmax[2]:
bbox.Get()
98
return OCC.gp.gp_Pnt(*map(lambda xy: (xy[0]), zip(bbmin,
bbmax)))
99
100
101 def get_bounding_box_maximal(bbox):
102
bbmin: [0.] * 3;
103
bbmax: [0.] * 3
104
bbmin[0], bbmin[1], bbmin[2], bbmax[0], bbmax[1], bbmax[2]:
bbox.Get()
105
return OCC.gp.gp_Pnt(*map(lambda xy: (xy[1]), zip(bbmin,
bbmax)))
106
107
108 def get_zvalue(product):
109
if product.Representation is not None:
110
shape: ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape(settings,
product).geometry
111
bbox: OCC.Bnd.Bnd_Box()
112
OCC.BRepBndLib.brepbndlib_Add(shape, bbox)
113
bounding_box_minimal: get_bounding_box_minimal(bbox)
114
bounding_box_maximal: get_bounding_box_maximal(bbox)
115
return (bounding_box_minimal.Z(), bounding_box_maximal.Z())
116
117 def get_xvalue(product):
118
if product.Representation is not None:
119
shape: ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape(settings,
product).geometry
120
bbox: OCC.Bnd.Bnd_Box()
121
OCC.BRepBndLib.brepbndlib_Add(shape, bbox)
122
bounding_box_minimal: get_bounding_box_minimal(bbox)
123
bounding_box_maximal: get_bounding_box_maximal(bbox)
124
return (bounding_box_minimal.X(), bounding_box_maximal.X())
125
126 def get_yvalue(product):
127
if product.Representation is not None:
128
shape: ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape(settings,
product).geometry
129
bbox: OCC.Bnd.Bnd_Box()
130
OCC.BRepBndLib.brepbndlib_Add(shape, bbox)
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131
bounding_box_minimal: get_bounding_box_minimal(bbox)
132
bounding_box_maximal: get_bounding_box_maximal(bbox)
133
return (bounding_box_minimal.Y(), bounding_box_maximal.Y())
134
135 def get_values(product):
136
if product.Representation is not None:
137
shape: ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape(settings,
product).geometry
138
bbox: OCC.Bnd.Bnd_Box()
139
OCC.BRepBndLib.brepbndlib_Add(shape, bbox)
140
bounding_box_minimal: get_bounding_box_minimal(bbox)
141
bounding_box_maximal: get_bounding_box_maximal(bbox)
142
return (bounding_box_minimal.X(), bounding_box_maximal.X(),
bounding_box_minimal.Y(), bounding_box_maximal.Y(),
bounding_box_minimal.Z(), bounding_box_maximal.Z())
143
144 # creating temporary file
145 script_dir: (os.path.dirname(os.path.realpath(__file__)))
146 save_path_temp: script_dir + "/temp/"
147 if not os.path.exists(save_path_temp):
148
os.makedirs(save_path_temp)
149
150 # Open the IFC file using IfcOpenShell
151 ifc_file: ifcopenshell.open(sys.argv[1])
152 name_file: str(ifc_file)
153
154
155 print "Calculating Height of Elements"
156
157 products: ifc_file.by_type("IfcBuildingStorey")
158
159 levels: []
160
161 for product in products:
162
product_str: str(product)
163
product_string: product_str.lower()
164
count: product_string.count(",")
165
abc: product_string.split(",")
166
tempH: abc[-1]
167
if count > 10 :
168
placement: abc[6]
169
else:
170
placement: abc[5]
171
name: abc[2]
172
tempSplit: tempH.split(")")
173
h: tempSplit[0]
174
h1: float(h)
175
height: h1 / 1000
176
if height > -0.5:
177
level: [placement, height, name]
178
levels.append(level)
179
180 levels.sort(key=lambda x: x[1])
181
182 products: ifc_file.by_type("IfcLocalPlacement")
183
184 localPlacement: []
185
186 for product in products:
187
188
product_str: str(product)
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189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249

product_string: product_str.lower()
abc: product_string.split(",")
temp1: abc[0]
temp1Split: temp1.split("(")
temp: temp1Split[0]
temp0: temp.split("=")
temp1: temp0[0]
temp2: temp1Split[1]
temp: [temp1, temp2]
localPlacement.append(temp)
for index, level in enumerate(levels):
test1: level[0]
for item in localPlacement:
test2: item[1]
if test2:= test1:
tempList: []
test3: item[0]
tempList.append(test3)
if any(option in tempList for option in level): continue
level: level + tempList
levels[index]: level
products: ifc_file.by_type("IfcWall")
WallProductsPerLevel: []
for level in levels:
list: []
WallProductsPerLevel.append(list)
for product in products:
product_str: str(product)
product_string: product_str.lower()
abc: product_string.split(",")
temp: abc[-3]
for index, level in enumerate(levels):
if temp in level:
WallProductsPerLevel[index].append(product)
products: ifc_file.by_type("IfcSlab")
SlabProductsPerLevel: []
SlabAreaPerLevel: []
for level in levels:
list: []
SlabProductsPerLevel.append(list)
for product in products:
product_str: str(product)
product_string: product_str.lower()
abc: product_string.split(",")
temp: abc[-4]
for index, level in enumerate(levels):
if temp in level:
SlabProductsPerLevel[index].append(product)
print "Calculating IfcSlabs"
for index, list in enumerate(SlabProductsPerLevel):
products: list
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250
251
# vocabulary IfcSlab
252
wideSlabFloor_options: ["gewapend beton"]
253
hollowCoreSlab_options: ["pbh prefabvloer", "kanaalplaat",
"leidingplaat"]
254
groundFloor_options: ["begane grondvloer", "gewapende betonvloer
berging"]
255
ribbedSlab_options: ["ribcassette bg-vloer", "tempex bg-vloer"]
256
prefabSlab_options: ["balkon", "gallerijplaat"]
257
creeds_options: ["afwerkvloer", "cementdekvloer"]
258
insulationSlab_options: ["isolatie"]
259
roof_options: ["dak"]
260
slab_ignore_options: ["tegelvloer", "vergaarbak", "gras",
"asfalt", "4e verdiepingsvloer"]
261
262
# attributes IfcSlab
263
wideSlabFloor_area: 0
264
hollowCoreSlab_area: 0
265
groundFloor_area: 0
266
ribbedSlab_area: 0
267
prefabSlab_area: 0
268
creeds_area: 0
269
insulationSlab_area: 0
270
roof_area: 0
271
undefinedSlab_area: 0
272
VolumeSlabs: 0
273
274
z_levels: []
275
276
area_groundFloor: 0
277
area_RoofFlat: 0
278
areaIgnore_options: ["isolatie"]
279
280
281
for product in products:
282
z: get_zvalue(product)
283
if z is not None:
284
z0: z[0]
285
z1: z[1]
286
thickness: z1 - z0
287
if thickness < 0.15: continue
288
# Create geometry for these windows
289
shape: create_shape(product)
290
291
# Calculate their volumes
292
volume: calc_volume(shape)
293
abs_volume: abs(volume)
294
VolumeSlabs += abs_volume
295
296
area: abs_volume / thickness
297
298
product_str: str(product)
299
product_string: product_str.lower()
300
if any(option in product_string for option in
wideSlabFloor_options):
301
wideSlabFloor_area += area
302
elif any(option in product_string for option in
hollowCoreSlab_options):
303
hollowCoreSlab_area += area
304
elif any(option in product_string for option in
groundFloor_options):
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305
groundFloor_area += area
306
elif any(option in product_string for option in
ribbedSlab_options):
307
ribbedSlab_area += area
308
elif any(option in product_string for option in
prefabSlab_options):
309
prefabSlab_area += area
310
elif any(option in product_string for option in
creeds_options):
311
creeds_area += area
312
elif any(option in product_string for option in
insulationSlab_options):
313
insulationSlab_area += area
314
elif any(option in product_string for option in
roof_options):
315
roof_area += area
316
elif any(option in product_string for option in
slab_ignore_options):
317
pass
318
else:
319
undefinedSlab_area += area
320
321
totalarea: wideSlabFloor_area + hollowCoreSlab_area +
groundFloor_area + ribbedSlab_area + prefabSlab_area + roof_area +
undefinedSlab_area
322
323
level: levels[index]
324
nameLevel: level[2]
325
heightLevel: level[1]
326
listArea: []
327
listArea.append(totalarea)
328
SlabAreaPerLevel: SlabAreaPerLevel + listArea
329
330 sumSlabArea: sum(SlabAreaPerLevel)
331
332 if sumSlabArea != 0:
333
for index, item in enumerate(levels):
334
i: index
335
i2: i + 1
336
try:
337
NextLevel: levels[i2]
338
heightToNextLevel: NextLevel[1] - item[1]
339
340
if 1.85 <= heightToNextLevel <= 1.95 or
heightToNextLevel < 0.11 or 2.524 < heightToNextLevel < 2.526:
341
SlabArea: SlabAreaPerLevel[i] + SlabAreaPerLevel[i2]
342
SlabAreaPerLevel[i]: 0
343
SlabAreaPerLevel[i2]: SlabArea
344
345
except IndexError:
346
pass
347
348
SlabAreaPerLevel2: []
349
350
for area in SlabAreaPerLevel:
351
if area > 0:
352
SlabAreaPerLevel2.append(area)
353
354
areaRoof: 0
355
try:
356
for index, item in enumerate(SlabAreaPerLevel2):
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357
index2: index + 1
358
roof: item - SlabAreaPerLevel2[index2]
359
if roof > 0:
360
areaRoof += roof
361
except IndexError:
362
pass
363
364
sumSlabArea: sum(SlabAreaPerLevel)
365
366
areaGroundFloor: SlabAreaPerLevel2[0]
367
areaRoof += SlabAreaPerLevel2[-1]
368
areaUpperFloor: sumSlabArea - areaGroundFloor - areaRoof
369
370 else:
371
SlabAreaPerLevel: []
372
for index, list in enumerate(SlabProductsPerLevel):
373
products: list
374
375
# vocabulary IfcSlab
376
slab_ignore_options: ["tegelvloer", "vergaarbak", "gras",
"asfalt", "4e verdiepingsvloer", "ontgraving"]
377
378
# attributes IfcSlab
379
wideSlabFloor_area: 0
380
hollowCoreSlab_area: 0
381
groundFloor_area: 0
382
ribbedSlab_area: 0
383
prefabSlab_area: 0
384
creeds_area: 0
385
insulationSlab_area: 0
386
roof_area: 0
387
undefinedSlab_area: 0
388
VolumeSlabs: 0
389
390
z_levels: []
391
392
area_groundFloor: 0
393
area_RoofFlat: 0
394
areaIgnore_options: ["isolatie"]
395
396
for product in products:
397
z: get_zvalue(product)
398
if z is not None:
399
z0: z[0]
400
z1: z[1]
401
thickness: z1 - z0
402
# Create geometry for these windows
403
shape: create_shape(product)
404
405
# Calculate their volumes
406
volume: calc_volume(shape)
407
abs_volume: abs(volume)
408
VolumeSlabs += abs_volume
409
410
area: abs_volume / thickness
411
412
product_str: str(product)
413
product_string: product_str.lower()
414
if any(option in product_string for option in
slab_ignore_options):
415
pass
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416
else:
417
undefinedSlab_area += area
418
419
420
421
totalarea: undefinedSlab_area
422
level: levels[index]
423
nameLevel: level[2]
424
heightLevel: level[1]
425
listArea: []
426
listArea.append(totalarea)
427
if totalarea > 0:
428
SlabAreaPerLevel: SlabAreaPerLevel + listArea
429
430
areaRoof: 0
431
try:
432
for index, item in enumerate(SlabAreaPerLevel):
433
index2: index + 1
434
roof: item - SlabAreaPerLevel[index2]
435
if roof > 0:
436
areaRoof += roof
437
except IndexError:
438
pass
439
440
sumSlabArea: sum(SlabAreaPerLevel)
441
442
areaGroundFloor: SlabAreaPerLevel[0]
443
areaRoof += SlabAreaPerLevel[-1]
444
areaUpperFloor: sumSlabArea - areaGroundFloor - areaRoof
445
446 products1: ifc_file.by_type("IfcBuildingElementProxy")
447 products2: ifc_file.by_type("IfcFurnishingElement")
448 products: products1 + products2
449
450
451 stair_options: ["nl0-dht_nl+1-oht_2kwart", "trap blok b 2", "trap
blok a 1", "vwn_houten trap-dk"]
452 stair_ignore: ["trapleuning","traphek"]
453 countStair: 0
454
455 for product in products:
456
product_str: str(product)
457
product_string: product_str.lower()
458
if any(option in product_string for option in stair_options):
459
countStair += 1
460
461 listOfStairs: []
462 products: ifc_file.by_type("IfcStair")
463
464 for product in products:
465
product_str: str(product)
466
product_string: product_str.lower()
467
468
abc: product_string.split(",", 3)
469
abc2: abc[2]
470
if any(option in product_string for option in stair_ignore):
continue
471
listOfStairs.append(abc2)
472 countStair += len(listOfStairs)
473
474 print "Calculating IfcWalls"
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475 products: ifc_file.by_type("IfcWall")
476
477 # vocabulary IfcWall
478 prefabWall_options: ["prefab beton_100", "prefab beton-90"]
479 insulationWall_options: ["isolatie", "steenwol", "rockpanel",
"isover", "kingspan"]
480 brickwork_options: ["metselwerk", "mets.", "baksteen", "terca",
"uitstekende kop", "vlakke kop", "mw 100"]
481 limestone_options: ["kalkzandsteen", "kzst."]
482 timberFrame_options: ["hsbwand", "hsb wand", "hsb_100mm",
"hsb_150mm", "hsb_214mm", "21hsb_150"]
483 cellularConcrete_options: ["cellenbeton", "gasbeton", "ytong", "gas
beton"]
484 gypsum_options: ["gibo"]
485 insideWall_options: ["binnenwand"]
486 ignore_options: ["ms-wand", "privacyscherm", "gaas met hedera",
"wandtegels", "staal_10mm", "gasbeton_100/g4_600", "beplating", "31
paneel_kozijn",
487
"41_beplating_15", "21_kozijnrekje 80mm",
"20_zink", "stucwerk", "21_stijl en regelwerk 18+71", "betonnen
kantplank_100mm", "multiplex",
488
"foamglass", "berging", "schutting", "hekwerk",
"tegelwand", "prefabplint", "fundering", "houtregel"]
489
490 prefabWall_area: 0
491 insulationWall_area: 0
492 brickwork_area: 0
493 limestone_area: 0
494 timberFrame_area: 0
495 cellularConcrete_area: 0
496 gypsum_area= 0
497 insideWall_area: 0
498 undefinedWall_area: 0
499
500 limestone_cs36_300: 0
501 limestone_cs36_214: 0
502 limestone_cs36_150: 0
503 limestone_cs36_120: 0
504 limestone_cs36_100: 0
505 limestone_300: 0
506 limestone_214: 0
507 limestone_150: 0
508 limestone_120: 0
509 limestone_100: 0
510 limestone_undefined: 0
511
512 VolumeWalls: 0
513 errorCount_wall: 0
514
515 products: ifc_file.by_type("IfcWall")
516
517 for product in products:
518
try:
519
x: get_xvalue(product)
520
y: get_yvalue(product)
521
z: get_zvalue(product)
522
523
x0: x[0]
524
x1: x[1]
525
526
y0: y[0]
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527
y1: y[1]
528
529
z0: z[0]
530
z1: z[1]
531
532
l: x1 - x0
533
b: y1 - y0
534
h: z1 - z0
535
536
if l > 0.5 and b > 0.5:
537
length: math.sqrt((l*l)+(b*b))
538
elif l < b:
539
length: b
540
else:
541
length: l
542
543
area: length * h
544
545
shape: create_shape(product)
546
volume: calc_volume(shape)
547
abs_volume: abs(volume)
548
VolumeWalls += abs_volume
549
550
product_str: str(product)
551
product_string: product_str.lower()
552
found: 0
553
if any(option in product_string for option in
prefabWall_options):
554
prefabWall_area += area
555
elif any(option in product_string for option in
insulationWall_options):
556
insulationWall_area += area
557
elif any(option in product_string for option in
brickwork_options):
558
brickwork_area += area
559
elif any(option in product_string for option in
limestone_options):
560
limestone_area += area
561
if "cs36" in product_string:
562
if "300mm" in product_string or "e300" in
product_string:
563
limestone_cs36_300 += area
564
elif "214mm" in product_string or "e214" in
product_string:
565
limestone_cs36_214 += area
566
elif "150mm" in product_string or "e150" in
product_string:
567
limestone_cs36_150 += area
568
elif "120mm" in product_string or "e120" in
product_string:
569
limestone_cs36_120 += area
570
elif "100mm" in product_string or "e100" in
product_string:
571
limestone_cs36_100 += area
572
else:
573
limestone_undefined += area
574
else:
575
if "300mm" in product_string or "e300" in
product_string:
576
limestone_300 += area
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577
elif "214mm" in product_string or "e214" in
product_string:
578
limestone_214 += area
579
elif "150mm" in product_string or "e150" in
product_string:
580
limestone_150 += area
581
elif "120mm" in product_string or "e120" in
product_string:
582
limestone_120 += area
583
elif "100mm" in product_string or "e100" in
product_string:
584
limestone_100 += area
585
else:
586
limestone_undefined += area
587
elif any(option in product_string for option in
insideWall_options):
588
insideWall_area += area
589
elif any(option in product_string for option in
timberFrame_options):
590
timberFrame_area += area
591
elif any(option in product_string for option in
cellularConcrete_options):
592
cellularConcrete_area += area
593
elif any(option in product_string for option in
gypsum_options):
594
gypsum_area += area
595
elif any(option in product_string for option in
ignore_options):
596
pass
597
else:
598
undefinedWall_area += area
599
600
except Exception as ex:
601
template: "An exception of type {0} occured.
Arguments:\n{1!r}"
602
message: template.format(type(ex).__name__, ex.args)
603
errorCount_wall += 1
604
605 areaExternalWalls: brickwork_area+ timberFrame_area
606 areaAllInternalWalls: limestone_area + cellularConcrete_area +
gypsum_area + insideWall_area + undefinedWall_area + prefabWall_area
607 areaInternalWalls: areaAllInternalWalls - areaExternalWalls
608
609 if areaInternalWalls < 0:
610
areaInternalWalls: areaAllInternalWalls
611
612 print "Calculating IfcDoors"
613
614 products: ifc_file.by_type("IfcDoor")
615
616 # vocabulary IfcDoor
617 externalDoors_option: ["fit_deur", "31_do_deur", "vision trend
merk", "31_deur", "31_stoldeur", "deur-hout_by", "deur-hout_stoldeur",
"buitendeur", "garagedeur"]
618
619 # attributes IfcDoor
620 externalDoors_area: 0
621 countInternalDoors: 0
622
623
624 for product in products:
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625
product_str: str(product)
626
product_string: product_str.lower()
627
abc: product_string.split(",")
628
629
h1: abc[-2]
630
h2: h1.split(".")
631
h3: h2[0]
632
b1: abc[-1]
633
b2: b1.split(".")
634
b3: b2[0]
635
636
h: float(h3) / 1000
637
b: float(b3) / 1000
638
area: h * b
639
if any(option in product_string for option in
externalDoors_option):
640
externalDoors_area += area
641
642
else:
643
if area > 1.5:
644
countInternalDoors += 1
645
646 areaExternalWalls += externalDoors_area
647
648
649 print "Calculating IfcWindows"
650
651 products: ifc_file.by_type("Ifcwindow")
652
653 # attributes IfcDoor
654 externalWindow_area: 0
655
656 for product in products:
657
product_str: str(product)
658
product_string: product_str.lower()
659
abc: product_string.split(",")
660
661
h1: abc[-2]
662
h2: h1.split(".")
663
h3: h2[0]
664
b1: abc[-1]
665
b2: b1.split(".")
666
b3: b2[0]
667
668
h: float(h3) / 1000
669
b: float(b3) / 1000
670
area: h * b
671
externalWindow_area += area
672
673 areaExternalWalls += externalWindow_area
674
675 areaExternalOpenings: externalDoors_area +externalWindow_area
676
677 with open(sys.argv[2], "ab") as f_csv:
678
csvWriter: csv.writer(f_csv)
679
csvWriter.writerow([(sys.argv[1]), areaGroundFloor,
areaUpperFloor, areaRoof, countStair, areaExternalWalls,
areaExternalOpenings, areaInternalWalls, countInternalDoors])
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Appendix 3: Code of the k-Nearest Neighbour
k-Nearest Neighbour
setwd("C:/test")
require(9825)
mydata: read.csv("dataset2.csv", header: TRUE, sep: ";", dec: ",")
set.seed(1)
gp <- runif(nrow(mydata))
mydata2 <- mydata[order(gp),]
normalize <- function(x) { return( (x - min(x)) / (max(x) - min(x)) ) }
data_n <- as.data.frame(lapply(mydata2[,c(2,3,4,5,6,7)], normalize))
data_train <- data_n[1:9, 1:5]
data_test <- data_n[10:12, 1:5]
data_train_target <- mydata2[1:9, 7]
data_test_target <- mydata2[10:12, 7]
m1 <- knn(train=data_train, test=data_test, cl=data_train_target, k=1)
m3 <- knn(train=data_train, test=data_test, cl=data_train_target, k=3)
m5 <- knn(train=data_train, test=data_test, cl=data_train_target, k=5)
data_train_target
data_test_target
m1
m3
m5
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Appendix 4: Additional project data
Nieuwbouw 22 rijenwoning Dronten (source: casadata.nl)
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112

113

114

Nieuwbouw 31 rijenwoningen (source: casadata.nl)

115

116

Nieuwbouw 14 rijenwoningen Groenoord (source: casadata.nl)

117

118

28 appartementen De Haere (source: bouwkosten.nl)

119

120

29 appartementen boven winkels (source: bouwkosten.nl)

121

122

44 appartementen de parkwachters (source: bouwkosten.nl)

123

124

Allardhof te buren (source: bouwkosten.nl)

125

126

Appartementencomplex de barchaan (source: bouwkosten.nl)

127

128

Woontoren met 40 appartementen (source: bouwkosten.nl)

129

130

Totaaloverzicht nieuwbouw (Kulmann, 2007)

131

17 appartementen Oudenbosch (source: Kuhlmann, 2007)

132

49 seniorenappartementen Dronten (source: Kuhlmann, 2007)

133

15 stadwoningen Maastricht (source: Kuhlmann, 2007)

134

135

Appartementen Winterswijk (source: Kuhlmann, 2007)
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Appendix 5: Price index

Figure 12: Price index residential buildings (source: Vonk, Wilde & Groot, 2016)
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Appendix 6: Graphical representation performance measures database A
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Figure 13: Correlation coefficient of database A
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Figure 14: Root mean squared error of database A
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Mean absolute error
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Figure 15: Mean absolute error of database A
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Figure 16: Root relative squared error of database A
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Figure 17: Correlation coefficient of database B
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Figure 18: Root mean squared error of database B
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Figure 19: Mean absolute error of database B
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Summary
Due to a change in what leading clients demand from the architecture, engineering and
construction (AEC) industry, the AEC industry has to work more efficient. A possible solution
is to apply knowledge management (KM) within the organisation. However, the problem with
traditional KM techniques used in the AEC industry is that they demand too much
maintenance and they only store but do not share information within the organisation. With
the development of Building Information Modelling (BIM), a new possibility to create a
knowledge management system has emerged. BIM provides a unique source of information
as it generates and manages the data created during the building life cycle. This unique source
of information can be converted into knowledge by means of data mining.
The problem this research has focused on, is that the current design process of the AEC
industry is inefficient. One of the reasons is that the knowledge management systems (KMS)
within the AEC industry do not meet the requirements necessary to be effective. The design
process is very broad and has multiple tasks that can be made more efficient with KM. As this
research is based on the limitations of the research done by Hoogeveen (2015), the KMS
developed in this research has the same tasks, namely cost prediction in the early stage of the
design process.
Hoogeveen (2015) proved part of this concept by using a data mining approach to predict the
costs of datacentres, however he did not use the actual BIM models in his data mining process.
In this research BIM models are used for automated data extraction for the data mining
process. This data mining process is used to create a knowledge management system for
conceptual cost estimation for residential buildings.
Based on this problem definition the following main research question has been drafted: “Can
the use of a knowledge management system using BIM data and the data mining process
create a more efficient process of cost estimation for residential buildings?” To answer these
question a knowledge management system was created based on a literature review, which
was tested with collected data.
In the literature review it was found that knowledge management can be defined as a tool set
for the automation of deductive or inherent relationships between information objects,
corporate users and business processes. To understand knowledge management, at first it
had to be understood what knowledge is. Knowledge is defined as refined information, which
means that it has meaning. Knowledge can be divided in two forms, tacit or explicit
knowledge. The main difference between tacit and explicit knowledge is that explicit
knowledge is documented, where tacit knowledge is implied. However, for knowledge to be
useful for KM it needed to be made explicit. Especially because the goal of KM is to create new
knowledge. This can only be done by combining multiple forms of explicit knowledge.
The suggested source for KM in this research is BIM. BIM is an intelligent simulation of
architecture that exhibits the following six key characteristics, digital, spatial (3D), measurable,
comprehensive, accessible and durable (Campbell 2006). The main product of BIM is a BIM
model which is a virtual prototype of the designed building. A BIM model is characterized by
building components that include data that describe how they behave and are consistent and
non-redundant data (Eastman et al., 2011). There are two types of BIM models, a BIM model
with a proprietary file format and a BIM model with an universal supported standard,
generally the IFC file format. In this research the IFC data format was used.
5

To convert the data within the IFC models to knowledge the data mining process was used.
Applied to the problem of converting data within the IFC model to knowledge in form of a
system to estimate the costs of residential buildings in the early stage of the design process,
the data mining process consists of the following steps:
1. Understanding and defining the problem
2. Collect necessary data
3. Convert non-IFC BIM models to the IFC data format
4. Convert the IFC models to a dataset
5. Add the corresponding costs
6. Clean the dataset
7. Select a useful subset
8. Engineer a useful data mining algorithm
9. Use the algorithm
10. Evaluate results with numerical prediction measures
11. Redefine data and problem
12. Use the generated model for cost prediction
The main obstacle within this research was the extraction of the information from BIM models
into a dataset. In theory it should be possible to extract all physical data of the buildings from
the BIM models. However during the practical implementation, the current quality of the BIM
models provided problems, which have been solved by creating an extraction script that was
made specific to overcome these problems.
However after applying the data mining algorithms on the dataset, no usable relations
between the data could be found. It was proposed that the dataset was too small and that
there was too much variation in the design of the buildings as both apartments and houses
were used in the dataset. To test this assumption, addition data were collected from project
analyses available in databases. These additional data have been used to create two new
datasets. One dataset, where all the data of both the original data and the new data were
combined and another dataset with only one type of buildings in the dataset, namely
apartments.
These new datasets were tested by applying the same data mining process. From the results
it could be concluded that the made assumptions were correct. The dataset with all the data
showed that more data give a more consistent result, where the dataset with only apartments
shows that the accuracy of the prediction are acceptable for conceptual cost estimation if only
one type of building is used in the dataset.
To test the usefulness of the results, the results were used to estimate the costs of the
buildings within the dataset. Although the results were close enough to use the generated
cost estimation model to calculate a conceptual estimate for building project, the cost
estimation model was only tested on the dataset that was used to create the model, so it
should be noted that it is yet unclear how precise the model will be on unseen data.
Answering the research question, literature review has shown that the data mining process is
an effective tool to create a knowledge management system and that BIM data have a great
potential to serve as the data source. However during the practical implementation it became
clear that there are both qualitative and quantitative problems with the available BIM models.
Additional data were added to test viability of the data mining process for cost calculation for
6

residential buildings. With this additional data the data mining process could predict the costs
of buildings within the dataset precisely enough to be a conceptual cost estimate. Nonetheless
until the qualitative and quantitative problems of BIM data are solved the knowledge
management system will still need the manual input of additional data to be able to estimate
the costs of residential buildings.
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Samenvatting
Door een veranderde vraag binnen de bouwsector worden bouwbedrijven gedwongen om
efficiënter te werken. Een mogelijke oplossing is het toepassen van kennismanagement (KM).
Echter de traditionele kennismanagementtechnieken die gebruikt worden binnen de bouw
voldoen niet. De reden is dat ze teveel onderhoud vragen en dat de kennis alleen kan worden
opgeslagen en niet gedeeld worden binnen de organisatie. Door de opkomst van Building
Information Modelling (BIM) zijn er nieuwe mogelijkheden ontstaan om een KM systeem te
maken. BIM is namelijk een unieke bron van informatie gezien het data genereert en beheert
gedurende de hele levensloop van het gebouw.
Dit onderzoek richt zich op het huidig ontwerpproces in de bouwsector, welke inefficiënt is.
Een van de redenen hiervoor is dat de kennismanagementsystemen niet voldoen aan de eisen
die nodig zijn om effectief te zijn. Gezien de omvang van het ontwerpproces zijn er veel taken
te onderscheiden in dit proces. Dit onderzoek zal zich focussen op het calculeren van de
bouwkosten in het vroege stadium van het ontwerpproces. Hiervoor is gekozen omdat dit
onderzoek voortborduurt op een eerder onderzoek van Hoogeveen (2015) en daarbij verder
ingaat op de beperkingen van zijn onderzoek.
Hoogeveen (2015) bewees gedeeltelijk de werking van een kennismanagementsysteem dat
gebruik maakt van BIM, door data mining toe te passen op data over de bouw van datacenters.
Hij maakte daarbij echter geen gebruik van de daadwerkelijke BIM modellen. In dit onderzoek
worden BIM modellen gebruikt om op geautomatiseerde wijze data uit de BIM modellen te
halen en deze te gebruiken in het data mining proces. Daarbij zal dit proces gebruikt worden
als kennismanagementsysteem voor de conceptuele kostencalculatie voor woningen.
Gebaseerd op de bovenstaande probleemstelling is de volgende onderzoeksvraag opgesteld:
“Kan het gebruiken van een kennismanagementsysteem, dat BIM data en het data mining
proces gebruikt, zorgen voor een efficiënter kostencalculatieproces voor woningen?” Om
deze vraag te beantwoorden is een kennismanagementsysteem ontwikkeld, gebaseerd op de
kennis uit een literatuurstudie. Deze is daarna getest met projectdata die tijdens dit onderzoek
verzameld zijn.
In de literatuurstudie wordt kennismanagement gedefinieerd als een set met handvaten voor
het vinden van relaties tussen informatieobjecten, personen en bedrijfsprocessen. Om
kennismanagement te begrijpen moet eerst begrepen worden wat kennis is. Kennis is
gedefinieerd als verfijnde informatie die een betekenis heeft. Kennis kan gescheiden worden
in twee vormen, ‘impliciete’ en ‘expliciete’ kennis. Het grootste verschil tussen de twee
vormen van kennis is dat ‘expliciete’ kennis gedocumenteerd is, waar bij ‘impliciete’ kennis er
vanuit gegaan wordt dat deze er is. Voor kennismanagement is alleen ‘expliciete’ kennis
nuttig, zeker gezien het doel is nieuwe kennis te genereren. Dit kan namelijk alleen door het
combineren van ‘expliciete’ kennis.
In dit onderzoek wordt voorgesteld om BIM te gebruiken als bron voor kennismanagement.
BIM is een intelligente simulatie van de architectuur dat de volgende karaktereigenschappen
heeft: digitaal, ruimtelijk (3D), meetbaar, allesomvattend, toegankelijk en duurzaam
(Campbell, 2006). Het gebruik van BIM resulteert in een BIM model. Een BIM model is een
virtueel prototype van het ontworpen gebouw. Er zijn twee typen BIM modellen, BIM
modellen met een bestandsformaat van de leverancier en BIM modellen die een open
9

standaard als bestandsformaat hebben, vaak het IFC bestandsformaat. In dit onderzoek wordt
gebruik gemaakt van het IFC bestandsformaat.
Voor het omzetten van de data in het IFC model naar kennis om kosten te calculeren is het
data mining proces toegepast. Dit proces bestaat uit de volgende stappen:
1. Probleem begrijpen en definiëren
2. Verzamelen van de benodigde data
3. Omzetten van alle BIM modellen naar IFC modellen
4. Omzetten van IFC modellen naar een dataset
5. Kosten van gebouwen toevoegen aan dataset
6. Opschonen van de dataset
7. Een bruikbare subset selecteren
8. Ontwikkelen van een bruikbare data mining algoritme
9. Gebruik maken van het algoritme
10. Evalueren van resulteren met statistische indicatoren
11. Herdefiniëren van de data en het probleem
12. Het gegenereerde model gebruiken voor kostencalculaties
Het grootste knelpunt in dit onderzoek was het geautomatiseerd omzetten van de informatie
in BIM modellen naar een dataset. In de theorie wordt omschreven dat het mogelijk is om alle
fysieke informatie over de gebouwen in een BIM model geautomatiseerd om te zetten naar
een dataset. Echter gedurende de praktische implementatie bleek dat de huidige kwaliteit van
de BIM modellen problematisch is voor het geautomatiseerd omzetten van de data in BIM
modellen naar een dataset. Om dit knelpunt te op te lossen is een script geschreven dat
specifiek de problemen oplost voor de modellen die beschikbaar waren tijdens dit onderzoek.
Een ander probleem kwam aan het licht tijdens het gebruik van de gegenereerde dataset in
het data mining algoritme, aangezien er geen bruikbare relaties in de data gevonden konden
worden. Verondersteld werd dat dit probleem ontstond doordat de dataset te klein is en dat
de dataset meerdere type woningen, appartementen en huizen, bevat. Om deze
veronderstelling te testen zijn extra data verzameld uit publiekelijk toegankelijke
projectanalyses van bouwprojecten. Deze extra data zijn gebruikt om twee datasets te
creëren. Een dataset die bestaat uit alle data van zowel de oude dataset als de nieuw
verworven data en een dataset die ook bestaat uit de oude dataset en de nieuw verworven
data, echter met alleen de data van appartementen.
Deze datasets zijn gebruikt in hetzelfde data mining proces. Uit de resultaten kan worden
geconcludeerd dat de gemaakte aannames correct zijn. De dataset met alle data gaf zeer
consistente resultaten, waar de dataset met alleen appartementen liet zien dat het
gegenereerde model precies genoeg de kostencalculatie kan maken voor conceptuele
kostencalculaties.
Om te testen in hoeverre het gegenereerde model bruikbaar is, is het gegenereerde model
toegepast op de dataset. Hoewel het model kostencalculaties maakte die dicht genoeg bij de
daadwerkelijke kosten zitten voor een conceptuele kostenraming, is het model alleen getest
op data die ook gebruikt zijn om het model te genereren. Het is daarom nog onbekend hoe
precies het model zal werken op nieuwe, ongebruikte data.
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Om de onderzoeksvraag te beantwoorden, de literatuurstudie heeft aangetoond dat het data
mining proces een effectief hulpmiddel is voor het creëren van een kennismanagement
systeem en dat de BIM data veel potentie hebben als databron. Echter, tijdens de praktische
implementatie werd duidelijk dat er problemen zijn met zowel de hoeveelheid beschikbare
BIM modellen als met de kwaliteit van de beschikbare BIM modellen. Door extra data te
verzamelen was het toch mogelijk om het data mining proces succesvol toe te passen en
bruikbare resultaten te krijgen. Echter, zolang de kwantitatieve en kwalitatieve problemen
met BIM modellen niet zijn opgelost kost het handmatig invoeren van de data te veel tijd om
het calculatieproces efficiënter te maken.
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Abstract
Due to a change in what leading clients demand from the architecture, engineering and
construction (AEC) industry, the AEC industry has to work more efficient. Knowledge
management (KM) has a great potential to make the design process of the AEC industry more
efficient. Nonetheless the traditional knowledge management systems (KMS) do not meet the
requirements necessary to be effective. Therefore new types of KMS are needed. A possible
solution is to combine the potential of BIM and data mining into a KMS. The main scope of
this research is to develop a KMS based on BIM and data mining and test the effectiveness of
this KMS.
One of the most important aspects of the data mining process is the dataset that is analysed.
To create such a dataset from BIM models a tool is created to automate the extraction of data
from the BIM models into a dataset useful for data mining. This has led to insights about the
current state of both the quality and quantity of BIM models. After the application of the data
mining algorithms on the dataset it is suggested that the amount of available BIM models has
to increase for the KMS to be successful.
To test this statement, additional data has been collected from publically available data. These
data have been added to the dataset and the data mining process has been applied on the
newly created dataset. It could be concluded that if the quality of the BIM models meets the
necessary standard, the KMS system can be successful as long as enough BIM data is available
and this BIM data is about buildings of a similar type.
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1.

Introduction

Leading clients in the architecture engineering and construction (AEC) industry are
increasingly demanding higher quality products at a low cost. They demand a high reliability
in quality and delivery on the required date (Brown & Adams, 2000; Stewart & Spencer, 2006).
To achieve this change in demand, the construction time of the building projects has to be
reduced while the quality has to be improved. As a result of this, companies within the
construction process are forced to improve their efficiency as it is the ratio between input and
output.
Because of the unique nature of every construction project, the construction process is
difficult to standardize. Every project needs different solutions (Van der Aalst et al., 2002).
Although this might be true, only 20% of all engineering activities done by experts within the
building project are tasks with no pre-existing solution (Koskela, 2000). One of the reasons
why this percentage is so low is because the knowledge gained within the organization is not
shared. This leads to the re-engineering of a design solution while the solution already exists
within the organization. Calkins, Egging and Scholz (2000) stated that when the architecture,
engineering and construction (AEC) industry would achieve to systematically managing the
acquired knowledge, they could use this knowledge for 80% of all the design tasks, which
would lead to a reduction of process time.
The reuse of knowledge would improve the efficiency of the construction process. But in order
to be able to reuse this knowledge, this knowledge has to be captured and stored. One of the
solutions to achieve this is by using an effective Knowledge Management System (KMS)
(Konukcu & Koseoglu, 2012).
Many companies around the world recognize the advantage of Knowledge Management (KM).
KM will not only lead to a more efficient process, it is also crucial for companies to sustain
their competitive advantage (Alavi & Leidner, 1999). This is the case in the upcoming years,
when a large percentage of the skilled workforce will retire from work, which will lead to a lot
of lost knowledge. Researchers at the Sloan Center on Aging & Work at Boston College (Sweet
& Pitt-Catsouphes, 2010) examined the effect of the aging workforce within the construction
industry. In this research they concluded that one of the major concerns is how to transfer the
existing knowledge to lesser experienced workforce. Given that KM provides a way to transfer
this knowledge to sustain competitive advantage and leads to more efficient processes, it is
hard to see why KM is rarely implemented adequately within construction firms.
The reason behind this is that traditional KM techniques used in the AEC industry have some
shortcomings (Deshpande, Azhar & Amireddy, 2014). According to a research of Wong (2006)
one of the most critical success factors of KM is that the chosen KMS is a very dynamic system
that can easily capture and transfer knowledge and requires little maintenance. Most
techniques used in the AEC industry, like standards and best practise guides and post practice
reviews, require paper based documentation. This requires a lot of KM maintenance and it
only achieves that knowledge is captured, not shared within the organisation (Dave & Koskela,
2009).
As stated above, KM is only effective when the system demands little maintenance effort and
is easy to access, both to capture and to store knowledge. This is why data from Building
Information Modelling (BIM) have a great potential for KM because “BIM is the process of
generating and managing data during the building life cycle” (Jan, Ho, & Tserng, 2013) and it
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is already implemented in lots of building projects (Ho, Tserng & Jan, 2013). As the result is
that BIM data are a unique source for KM as they provide a way to capture and store the
information created during a project.
As stated by Jan, Ho and Tserng (2013), the development in BIM provides a way to share
information about projects. When BIM is applied adequately within a project, the project uses
a central database where all information about the project generated by the different
stakeholders within the process is stored. As this database is accessible to every project
member with an internet connection, the data within the database can also be easily updated
and transferred to other stakeholders.
Although BIM allows stakeholders to share and store information about projects, it stores no
knowledge. However data can be transformed into information and information into
knowledge according to the widely accepted theory of knowledge hierarchy (Kebede, 2010).
This knowledge can be used to create new knowledge when it is made explicit and combined
with a other form of explicit knowledge (Nonaka, 1994). This means that if one is able to
convert the information stored in the BIM database, in the form of BIM models, to explicit
knowledge it can be used to gain new knowledge, by finding relationships between the
different forms of knowledge that are made explicit.
Hoogeveen (2015) recognised this potential of converting BIM data into knowledge. In his
research Hoogeveen used the data mining process, to create new knowledge in the form of a
model to estimate the costs of building projects. The data mining process is a process in which
information, in the form of data which are located in databases, is converted into knowledge.
This is also called knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) (John, 1997).
Due to limitations in his research, Hoogeveen (2015) did not actually extract the information
used in the process from BIM data. He used the data in the form of PDF files and extracted
these data manually. This is problematic because for a KMS, in order to be effective, the
system has to require little maintenance. So for a KMS to be effective, the information located
within the BIM data needs to be extracted into knowledge automatically. Another limitation
is the kind of building projects used in his research. In his research Hoogeveen used
information about datacentres and converted this into knowledge in the form of a model that
can predict the total costs of ownership for datacentres. As datacentres have relatively simple
designs and the designs do not significantly differ from each other, they are pretty uniform.
This makes datacentres uniquely qualified for cost prediction based on data mining
(Hoogeveen, 2015), but unlikely to deliver general knowledge that allows usage outside the
domain of datacentres. Given both these limitations, the presented study will focus on the
creation of a KMS that automatically extracts information from BIM models and will use this
KMS for cost prediction of residential buildings.
In Summary, due to a change in what leading clients demand from the AEC industry, the AEC
industry has to work more efficient. A possible solution is to apply KM within the organisation.
However, the problem with traditional KM techniques used in the AEC industry is that they
demand too much maintenance and they only store but do not share information within the
organisation. With the development of BIM, a new possibility to create a KMS has emerged.
BIM provides a unique source of information as it generates and manages the data created
during the building life cycle. This unique source of information can be converted into
knowledge by means of data mining. Hoogeveen (2015) proved part of this concept by using
a data mining approach to predict the costs of datacentres. This study will focus on the
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unproven part, to extract the information in BIM models into knowledge automatically. It will
also explore whether or not this concept is also applicable to predict the costs of buildings
with a less general design as datacentres.

1.1. Problem definition
1.1.1. Problem analysis and limitations
The problem this research will focus on, is that the current design process of the AEC industry
is inefficient. One of the reasons is that the knowledge management systems (KMS) within the
AEC industry do not meet the requirement necessary to be effective. Theoretically a
combination of BIM and the data mining process can provide a KMS that is effective and make
the design process more efficient. The design process is very broad and has multiple tasks that
can be made more efficient with KM. As this research is based on the limitations of the
research done by Hoogeveen (2015), the KMS will focus on the same tasks, namely cost
prediction in the early stage of the design process.
Although a combination of BIM and the data mining process can theoretically provide a KMS,
the data mining process has to be able to recognise patterns within the data. This concept has
only be proven with a very standardised type of building, specifically datacentres. To test if
this concept can also be used for less standardised building types, another building type
should be used. For this research BIM data of residential buildings were available. Therefore
this KMS will be focussed on residential buildings.
The objective of this research is:
“To realize a more efficient process of cost estimation for residential buildings”.

1.1.2. Problem definition
Based on the research object the problem definition is defined:
“Can the use of a knowledge management system using BIM data and the data mining
process create a more efficient process of cost estimation for residential buildings?”

1.1.3. Research questions
In order to achieve the research objective of this research and to answer its problem definition
the following research questions are specified.
Research question 1:
-

Which are the steps the data mining process consists of?

As the goal of this research is to use the data mining process as a KMS it is useful to know
what the steps are within the data mining process.
Research question 2:
-

Does the IFC data format contain all the necessary data to extract a dataset for the
data mining process?

The IFC data format will be used as the BIM standard for this research. This was chosen
because this makes it possible to use BIM models created with all BIM authoring tools that
are generally used in the AEC industry as they all support the model to be exported to the
IFC data format. Also the IFC data format is becoming the Dutch BIM standard as both
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companies are starting to mutually agree on using the IFC data format is the only format
to share BIM models (BIM basic information delivery manual, 2016) and the government
is starting to demand the IFC data format for integrated contracts such as Design, Build,
Finance, Maintain and Operate (DBFMO) contracts (Central Government Real Estate
Agency, 2013). Although this makes the IFC data format the logical format to use it still
needs to be determined if all required information can be extracted from the IFC data
format.
Research question 3:
-

Is the current BIM models modelled with a high enough quality to automatically extract
a dataset for the data mining process?

The effectiveness of the data mining process depends on the quality of the dataset. This
dataset is extracted from the BIM models and therefore if the quality of the BIM models
is not high enough, the data mining process will not work.
Research question 4:
-

1.2.

Can the data mining process be used to predict the cost of residential buildings in the
early stages of the design process?

Research approach

This research consist of both a theoretical and practical part. In the theoretical part a
knowledge management system will be suggested to create a cost estimation model for
residential buildings, based on the literature. The use of this system will be tested in the
practical implementation. After both parts are carried out it will be concluded if the proposed
system is effective.

Figure 1: Research model
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1.3. Practical and theoretical relevance
1.3.1. Theoretical relevance
The theoretical relevance of this research is to further explore the current possibilities and
limitations of knowledge management using data mining and BIM data. This research
continues the research of Hoogeveen (2015) in which BIM data and data mining were used to
predict the costs of a building project. It aims to give knowledge about the possibilities outside
the domain of datacentres. It also explores the potential of the current BIM models to extract
data automatically by using an extraction tool for cost prediction and the potential
improvement that should be made in the quality of the BIM models before it can be successful.

1.3.2. Practical relevance
The practical relevance of this research is to explore the possibility of an alternative way to
create a cost estimation in the early phase of the design process. If the KMS can be automated
the labour time for cost estimation will be greatly reduce. This leaves more time to do tasks
that add value for the client.
For a data mining process to work effectively, the input data have to be of a high enough
quality. In this research the quality of the BIM models is addressed. It will provide insight in
the current quality of the BIM models and in how this quality can be improved to be useful in
a data mining process.

1.4.

Reading Guide

This research consists of both a theoretical approach and a practical implementation. The
report starts with an introduction of the problem and the derived research questions.
Thereafter a literature review is given, which is followed by a practical implementation with
system development and application. The report ends with the conclusions and
recommendations.
Chapter 1 elaborates the motivation of the research. The research objective, research
problem and research questions are given. Also the research approach, theoretical and
practical relevance and the reading guide are given.
Chapter 2 gives an introduction to the literature review. It explains in more detail how the
literature research is structured.
Chapter 3 provides an overview in knowledge management. It elaborates what knowledge
management is, and what the current state of knowledge management is within the AEC
industry.
Chapter 4 gives more background information about the combination of big data and BIM. It
explains how big data and data mining are related to each other and how the data mining
process is structured. It also provides a review of BIM and explains the potential of BIM as a
source for data mining. In addition it also explores the Industry Foundation Classes.
Chapter 5 describes the implementation of the data engineering part of the data mining
process. It explains in more detail how data engineering should be executed. During this
chapter also an overview of the practical implementation problems identified during data
engineering is given.
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Chapter 6 describes the implementation of the data analytic part of the data mining process.
It explains in more detail how data analytics should be executed. For this chapter also an
overview of the problems with the practical implementation is given.
Chapter 7 discusses a critical evaluation of the presented research.
Chapter 8 provides the conclusions of this research. In this chapter the research questions and
problem statement are answered.
Chapter 9 elaborates the recommendations for implementations and the possibilities for
further research in combination of data mining, BIM data and knowledge management.
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Part III:

Practical implementation

Part IV:

Conclusions and recommendations
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2.

Introduction literature review

In the problem statement part of this research the research questions were defined. Some of
these research questions can be answered by the literature review. In this part of the report
the research question Which are the steps the data mining process consists of? will be
answered.
As this research is a continuation on the research done by Hoogeveen (2015) most of the
literature used in his research can be used for the literature review of this research. Especially
on the topic of knowledge management much of the literature review is based on Hoogeveen.
This literature has been verified by finding additional literature and by critically reviewing the
used literature. For other topics the literature of Hoogeveen (2015) is also useful, however as
this research has a different focus more research on these topics was necessary.
The literature review will start with a chapter about knowledge management. This chapter
will explain what knowledge is and how it can be managed. Thereafter it will be explained how
BIM data can be used as a knowledge source when using the data mining process.
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3.

Knowledge management

The change from an industrial society to a knowledge based society has let knowledge to be
the most important resource of a company. With this movement it has become more
important to share knowledge within a company (Johannessen, Olaisen & Olsen, 2001). The
reuse of existing organizational knowledge attained by previous experiences can reduce time
spent on problem solving and increase the quality of work and therefore results in competitive
advantage. This makes managing the knowledge within the organization very important. It is
especially important for AEC-based organizations, because of the high amount of engineering
tasks, as these are highly knowledge and experience driven (Deveraja, 2015). As knowledge is
the most important asset of companies, companies must leverage their knowledge in order
to maintain their sustainable competitive advantage.

3.1.

Definition of knowledge management

Knowledge management (KM) is difficult to articulate and quantify because it contains
elements of disciplines of both “hard” and “soft” sciences (Abaljaber et al., 1998). There is no
consensus on what KM is. As the research of MIT (Abaljaber et al., 1998) shows, different
articles give different solutions of KM. In the same research a small alteration of the definitions
of Frappaolo and Toms (1997) is proposed: "KM is a tool set for the automation of deductive
or inherent relationships between information objects, corporate users and business
processes".
As knowledge management is about knowledge it is important that there is an understanding
of what knowledge is and how it can be obtained. In the following section it will be made clear
where knowledge comes from, how it can be defined and which types of knowledge exist.

3.2.

From data to knowledge

An understanding of the concept of knowledge and knowledge taxonomies is important
because theoretical developments in the knowledge management area are influenced by the
distinction among the different types of knowledge (Alavi & Leidnet, 2001). The concepts of
data, information and knowledge are closely related (Kock et al. 1997), and it is commonly
known that knowledge has a higher level than information, and information has a higher level
than data (Tuomi 1999). Data are symbols that represent the properties of objects and events
without any added interpretation or analysis. They simply exist and have no significance
beyond its existence (in and of itself). They can exist in any form, usable or not. They do not
have meaning of their selves (Ackoff, 1989; Ackoff, 1999). Davenport and Prusak (2000)
indicated that “data are a set of discrete, objective facts about events”, and “provide no
judgment or interpretation and no sustainable basis of action”. Data are syntactic entities and
patterns without meaning, and exist in usable or non-usable forms without any significance
beyond the existence (Aamodt and Nygård 1995; Bellinger et al. 2004). Data have no
meaningful relation to anything else, since they are missing a context (Uriarte, 2008).
Information is data that have been given meaning by way of relational connection. This
meaning can be useful, but it does not have to be so. Aamond and Nygård (1995) explain
information as structured data with meanings, which is generated from the interpretation
process of data. Ackoff (1990) defined information as “data that are processed to be useful,
providing answers to ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘where’, and ‘when’ questions”.
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Knowledge is refined information. Knowledge is the appropriate collection of information, in
such way that its intention is to be useful. Knowledge is a deterministic process. When
someone "memorizes" information, then they have amassed knowledge. This knowledge has
a useful meaning to them, but it does not provide for, in and of itself, an integration such as
when it would infer further knowledge (Ackoff, 1990; Aamond and Nygård, 1995).
In summary, data are a carrier and storage of information and knowledge, and a media for
information exchange and knowledge transfer (Kock et al. 1997). Kock et al. (1997) indicated
that information is descriptive and related to the past and the present, while knowledge can
be used to predict the future within a certain limit. The role of knowledge is to facilitate the
processes of transforming data into information through data interpretation, deriving new
information from existing through elaboration, and acquiring new knowledge through
learning (Aamodt and Nygård 1995).

3.3.

Tacit and explicit knowledge

Nonaka (1994) has identified two dimensions of knowledge in organizations: tacit and explicit.
According to Nonaka, the tacit knowledge is rooted in action, experience, and involvement in
a specific context. Tacit knowledge is comprised of both cognitive and technical elements
(Nonaka, 1994). The cognitive element refers to an individual’s mental model consisting of
mental maps, beliefs, paradigms and viewpoints. The technical component consists of
concrete know-how, crafts and skills that apply to a specific context. Tacit knowledge consists
of professional expertise, individual insights and experience, and creative solutions (Pozzali &
Viale, 2015).
Junnarkar and Brown (1998) suggest that “tacit knowledge is that which is implied but not
actually documented”. In other words knowledge can be tacit not because one is unable to
articulate it, but because it has not been documented yet. This perspective is very useful
because it suggests that some tacit knowledge may be more valuable when made explicit than
other. The goal of knowledge management would not be to explicate all tacit knowledge but
to assess first the existing tacit knowledge and determine that which has the most value
before trying to make it explicit.
The explicit knowledge is articulated, codified and communicated in symbolic form and/or
natural language. Most explicit knowledge exists in forms of technical or academic documents,
like manuals, mathematical expressions, copyright and patents. This ’’know-what’’ or
systematic knowledge is readily communicated and shared through printed documents,
electronic methods and other formal means. Explicit knowledge is technical and requires a
level of academic knowledge or understanding that is gained through formal education, or
structured study. Explicit knowledge is carefully codified, stored in a hierarchy of databases
and is accessed with high quality, reliable, fast information retrieval systems. Once codified,
explicit knowledge assets can be reused to solve many similar types of problems or connect
people with valuable, reusable knowledge (Smith, 2001). Sharing processes often require
major monetary investments in the infrastructure needed to support and fund information
technology (Hansen et al., 1999).

3.4.

Knowledge conversion and creation

Next to the tacit-explicit distinction of knowledge another distinction between dimensions of
knowledge was identified by Nonaka (1994). These dimensions, individual and collective (or
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social) knowledge, in combination with the tacit-explicit dimension can be used to distinguish
different kinds of knowledge conversion and creation.
Nonaka (1991) dimensioned four types of knowledge conversion on the SECI model. These
four types are socialization, externalization, combination and internalization. ‘Socialization’ is
converting individual tacit knowledge to group tacit knowledge. In the type ‘externalization’
tacit knowledge is made explicit. The type ‘combination’ is conversing separate explicit
knowledge to systematic explicit knowledge and ‘internalization’ is the conversion from
explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge.

Figure 2: SECI model of knowledge conversion (Nonaka, 1991)

As this research has as goal to convert information saved in BIM data, which is explicit, to new,
well documented knowledge in the form of a tool to predict the costs of a building, this
research will focus on the type ‘combination’.

3.5.

Goal of knowledge management

In the previous four sections, knowledge and knowledge management have been discussed.
It has been made clear what knowledge and knowledge management are and why knowledge
management is important. However what the actual goal of knowledge management is, has
not been discussed yet. The goal of knowledge management (KM) is to connect knowledge
providers and knowledge seekers to provide value creation and create sustainable
competitive advantage (Abaljaber et al., 1998; Alavi & Leidner, 2001). Sustainable competitive
advantage can be achieved through resources that are valuable, rare and imperfectly imitable.
This resources can be property-based or knowledge based. Property based resources are
legally controlled by a specific firm where knowledge based assets are protected because they
are often subtle or difficult to understand or copied by outside observers.
In a study by Davenport, De Long and Beers (1997) four business objectives that fulfil the goal
of KM are identified, namely:
1.
2.
3.
4.

To capture knowledge;
To improve knowledge access;
To enhance the knowledge environment;
To manage knowledge as an asset.

Capturing knowledge can be achieved by creating KM repositories. These consist of structured
documents with knowledge embedded in them, stored in a way that they may be easily
retrieved. Better access to knowledge can be facilitated by improving the processes of
knowledge transfer between individuals and between organizations. By proactively facilitating
and rewarding knowledge creation, transfer and use of an enhanced knowledge environment
can be achieved. Knowledge should also be managed as an asset, and can be achieved in
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multiple ways. For example some companies include their intellectual capital in the balance
sheet, where other leverage their knowledge assets to generate new income or reduce costs.

3.6.

Current state of AEC knowledge management

In the section below a review of the current state of knowledge management within the AEC
industry is given. Much is based on the review given by Hoogeveen (2015). Also additional
literature was found, both to verify the work done by Hoogeveen and to expand the review.
Knowledge is one of the most important assets of an AEC firm (Deshpande, Azhar, & Amireddy,
2014; Dave & Koskela, 2009; Woo et. Al, 2004) and since most of the firms knowledge is
created during the lifecycle of a project, managing this generated knowledge is important. AEC
firms mostly used to rely on individual tacit knowledge and experiences gained through
previous projects. Since the last decade, more attention has been given toward KM (AlGahtani & Ghani, 2010; Weippert & Kajewski, 2007; Kanapeckien et al., 2010).
AEC firms have both explicit and tacit knowledge to manage (Woo, Clayton, Johnson, Flores,
& Ellis, 2004). In the past, most research in the AEC industry has been focused on explicit
knowledge. Explicit knowledge examples in the AEC are specifications, reports, procedure
manuals, drawings and documents management systems (Al-Gahtani & Ghani, 2010).
Around 2004, a shift in attention from managing explicit knowledge to managing tacit
knowledge can be found (Kamsu-Foguem & Abanda, 2015). The management of tacit
knowledge requires other techniques, such as lessons learned to record personal tacit
experiences, post project reviews, databases of best practices, web-based communities,
decision support systems, collaborative internets, and Communities of Practice (CoP)
(Deshpande, Azhar, & Amireddy, 2014; Tibaut & Jakosa, 2015; Woo, Clayton, Johnson, Flores,
& Ellis, 2004; Al- Gahtani & Ghani, 2010; Kanapeckiene, Kaklauskas, Zavadskas, & Seniut,
2010).
Techniques like post project reviews were introduced to convert tacit knowledge to explicit
knowledge. However these techniques are very time consuming and therefore unlikely to be
effective. Even when the reviews are done properly, these documents are often stored in
archives, serving no purpose and are not easily and universally accessible (Dave & Koskela,
2009). Recently, most of the scientific research has focussed on managing tactic knowledge
and mostly human interaction (Al-Gahtani and Ghani, 2010). This movement in research
seems to be directed towards managing tacit knowledge for processes and experiences (Woo,
Clayton, Johnson, Flores, & Ellis, 2004; Dave & Koskela, 2009).
Woo et al (2004) focused on developing a web based knowledge navigator. It allows experts
to search for knowledge and facilitates communication with other experts. Hence it enables
socialisation. Dave and Koskela (2009) stated that the general consensus in the literature is
that the AEC industry fails to retain project knowledge for future reuse. They also develop a
system to enable social interaction between experts to capture tacit knowledge in the form of
experiences, and make it explicit in the form of best practices with a database.
Lately, different tools of KM are integrated with BIM. Many of these tools are used to
graphically represent the captured knowledge. Ho, Tserng and Jan (2013) developed a BIMbased knowledge model where experiences are graphic representations via objects and
aspects of BIM models. Liu et al (2013) developed a similar model, where tacit experts’
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knowledge was made explicit by using lessons learned techniques. These were linked to a BIM
model, to improve the sharing of knowledge between engineers.
Lin (2014) created a 3D Construction BIM-based Knowledge Management system, called the
CBIMKM system. This BIM-based KM system focused the representation of knowledge for all
participants in a project. The CBIMKM system is similar to traditional expert ‘yellow pages’
and document management module, where stakeholders can search on a topic, via a search
engine, to obtain the knowledge in the form of a BIM object with an explanation provided by
the design expert.
Grover and Froese (2016) assessed the usefulness of a BIM-based social platform to manage
tacit knowledge. Such application, which in generally is called SocioBIM, facilitates the sharing
of collective skills, expertise, understanding and knowledge throughout the life cycle of the
project. Again, the BIM application is to graphically represent the captured knowledge.
Ding, Zhong, Wu and Luo (2016) suggested a combination of BIM, ontology and semantic web
technology to manage the knowledge of construction risks. Their suggested method facilitates
the knowledge reuse during the construction risk analysis process. The risk database is created
via documents and the BIM model serves as a graphical representation. So again the BIM part
of the KM tool is to visualise the knowledge. However it uses the information within the BIM
model to link automatically the existing database and the object within the building design to
analyse the risks involved in the building process.
In the last couple of years, the implementation of big data in tools for KM has emerged. Bilal
et al. (2016) presented a review of the current state of big data within the AEC industry. In this
review a couple of (possible) KM tools were presented. Generative design (GD) is one if the
possible application given. GD aims to automatically generate a design based on specified
design objects. However this idea is still very conceptual. Another possible application is the
generating knowledge using clash detection within BIM to provide guidelines for early design
review. Again this is still very conceptual and much development within the field is necessary.
A more feasible way for implementation in short term is to predict the performance of
building. As this predictions have a high dimensional dataset, big data application can provide
solutions to analyse the performances (Bilal et al., 2016; Mathew, Dunn, Sohn et al., 2015). In
the next chapter it will become clear why the application of big data is suitable for this
application.
Another feasible implementation is to analyse the social networking with big data. As
mentioned above, tools have been created with BIM to provide an application platform for
experts within an AEC project. This communication can be analysed with big data for
automatically classification of best practises mentioned in the social networking tool (Bidal et
al., 2016).
Bidal et al. (2016) also mentioned possibilities for the future. Most of them were combining
BIM model with big data to create new knowledge. Cost prediction with big data however was
not mentioned in the review of Bidal et al. (2016). But in a graduation thesis Botter (2013)
created a model to calculate project costs based on historical project data. Botter reviewed
multiple different techniques to calculate the project costs. Although the term big data is
never mentioned within the research report the used techniques to analyse the data are
similar to the big data techniques. As a conclusion the usefulness of historical project data to
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calculate the project costs was stated. Another conclusion was that BIM should be integrated
in the process to make it less time consuming.
These findings on the trend of KM focus in the AEC can be confirmed by Rezgui et al. (2010).
The authors did research regarding the evolution of KM in the AEC sector. They stated that
the evolution of KM in the AEC could be divided in three generations. The first generation
focused on capturing explicit knowledge via document-based knowledge (e.g. CAD drawings).
The second generation was directed on the codification of knowledge in the form of BIM and
associated data. In the third generation, the use of BIM was vacated and the focus was
converted to capturing tacit knowledge, this resulted in systems to encourage the sharing of
tacit knowledge. Walker (2016) also did a research on the evolution of KM in the AEC sector
and concluded that with the emerge of big data, the new competitive advantage can be
created through big data. This new possibility has led to the development of tools that use big
data in KM.
Summarizing, the development of KM within the AEC industry can be defined in four
generations, the three generations as defined by Rezqui et al. (2010) and the new generations
defined by Walker. The first generation aimed on capturing explicit knowledge, the second
generation used the emerging of BIM to capture both tacit and explicit knowledge. In the third
generation the focus was on capturing tacit knowledge. With the new possibilities of big data
new possibilities for KM were discovered. A new generation is emerging, which offers many
possibilities to generate new knowledge. Especially the combination of BIM models and big
data has a lot of potential for KM. However to date, little practical application has been
created.

3.7.

Conclusion knowledge management

In this chapter it has been shown that KM is very important. KM can be defined as a tool set
for the automation of deductive or inherent relationships between information objects,
corporate users and business processes. To understand knowledge management, at first it has
to be understood what knowledge is. Knowledge is defined as refined information, which
means that it has meaning. Knowledge can be divided in two forms, tacit or explicit
knowledge. The main difference between tacit and explicit knowledge is that explicit
knowledge is documented, where tacit knowledge is implied. However, for knowledge to be
useful for KM it needs to be made explicit. Especially because the goal of KM is to create new
knowledge. This can only be done by combining multiple forms of explicit knowledge. In the
AEC industry great attention has been paid on KM. Rezqui et al. (2010) defined three
generations of knowledge management. In this research a fourth generation is suggested, KM
with big data. Already multiple researches have been conducted to explore this subject.
However few of those researches resulted in practical implementation.
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4.

BIM data as knowledge source

In the last decade, Building Information Models (BIM) have been successfully used to enhance
the performance of AEC projects. BIM is a “shared knowledge resource for information about
a facility forming a reliable basis for decisions during its life-cycle; defined as existing from
earliest conception to demolition” (NBIMS, nd). It has improved communication of the design
between various stakeholders by enabling the identification of clashes ahead of time, by
enabling the simulation of the construction sequence and improving the communication
between various craft subcontractors and the general contractor (Deshpande, Azhar &
Amireddy, 2014). Building information models are inherently parametric, data-rich, object
based representations of the facility being designed and constructed. Alternately, building
information models can be conceptualized as centralized, interconnected data stores which
can contain design and some construction information about the various disciplines within a
construction project. This centralized and integrated nature of the design information can
potentially provide a very context rich platform for the capture, storage and dissemination of
the knowledge generated during the design and construction processes. One of the
requirements of an effective knowledge management system is its ability in communicating
and preserving knowledge effectively across various stages of a construction project (Dave
and Koskela, 2009). Because BIM models can be used over the whole span of the construction
project and even evolve and are able to capture the knowledge as soon as the knowledge is
created, BIM models are uniquely qualified as a knowledge source (Deshpande, Azhar &
Amireddy, 2014).
Although BIM models are great knowledge sources, the knowledge within these models is not
explicit. Therefore BIM models can be seen as sources of embedded knowledge. Embedded
knowledge is knowledge locked in processes, products or artefacts (Argote & Ingram, 2000).
Even though embedded knowledge can have an explicit form, such as BIM models, the
knowledge itself is not explicit, the implications of the embedded knowledge are not
immediately clear. (Gable & Blackwell, 2001).
To be able to use the embedded knowledge as a source for knowledge management, the
knowledge itself has to be made explicit and usable. To do so, big data techniques will be used.
What big data and the associated technique are will be explained in the sections below.

4.1.

Big data

Big data is an abstract concept. At present, although the importance of big data has been
generally recognized, people still have different opinions on its definition. In general, big data
means the datasets that could not be perceived, acquired, managed, and processed by
traditional IT and software/hardware tools within a tolerable time. There have been
considerable discussions from both industry and academia on the definition of big data (Chen,
Mao & Liu, 2014). One of the most cited definitions of Big Data is that of Doug Laney from the
then-META (now Gartner) group. This definition consists of three V’s, Volume, Velocity and
Variety (Laney, 2001). Later this definition has been expanded to include a fourth V: Veracity
(Ward & Barker, 2013).





Volume: How much data?
Velocity: How fast data are processed?
Variety: The various types of data
Veracity: How accurate are the data in predicting business value?
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Many companies like IBM use these V’s to explain big data (IBM, 2016). Although these
definition is widely adopted there is also criticism. Hurwitz et al (2013) stated: “While it is
convenient to simplify big data into the four V’s, it can be misleading and overly simplistic. For
example, you may be managing a relatively small amount of very disparate, complex data or
you may be processing a huge volume of very simple data. That simple data may be all
structured or all unstructured”.
Ward and Barker (2013) conducted a research on the definitions used for Big Data. They
concluded that there are many different definitions, which all include different factors and
they created a new definition which takes all those definitions into account. “Big data is a term
describing the storage and analysis of large and or complex data sets using a series of
techniques including, but not limited to: NoSQL, MapReduce and machine learning” (Ward &
Barker, 2013).

4.1.1. Big Data Engineering and Analytics
As the terms storage and analysis already suggest big data has two complementary aspects,
Big Data Engineering (BDE) and Big Data Analytics (BDA) (Bidal et al., 2016). BDE is the domain
that primarily is concerned with supporting the relevant data storage and processing activities
needed for the analytics. BDE can be divided in two subdomains:
-

Big Data processing
Big Data storage

An important part of the research problem of the research is to use BIM models as input for
data mining. This part of the process belongs to data processing. The literature discusses big
data processing for databases in the order of terabytes and even petabytes (Dittrich & Quiané
–Ruiz, 2012). These databases can be handled with data processing engines that allow parallel
and distributed computation. In parallel computing many calculation or the execution of
processes are carried out simultaneously. It divides the overall (large) problem in smaller ones
that can be solved at the same time (Barney, 2016). In distributed computing the overall
problem is also divided. However in distributed computing the calculations are carried out on
multiple systems (IBM, 2017).
However the database in this research is much smaller. The problem in this research is to
convert the embedded information in the BIM model to a dataset with a suitable file format
that can be used in the analytics of the data. This file format has to be supported by the
software package used during the data analytics. More about this in chapter 5.
Big Data Analytics relates to the tasks responsible for extracting the knowledge to drive
decision-making. It mostly deals with the principles, processes and techniques to understand
the Big Data (Bidal et al., 2016). In their research Bidal et al. (2016) performed a review of Big
Data in de AEC industry. They divided BDA within the AEC industry in:
-

Statistics
Data mining
Machine learning

Statistics is the study of collecting, analysing, and drawing conclusions from the data, with the
primary focus on selecting the right tools and techniques at every data analysis stage. Right
from the data collections, to efficiently analysing it, and then inferring or formulating
conclusions out of it, all of these steps come under the scope of statistics (Bidal et al., 2016).
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Data mining and machine learning are terms often used for the same thing, but there is an
essential difference. Data mining is concerned with the process of automatic or semiautomatic
exploration and analysis, of large volumes of data, to discover meaningful patterns or rules
(Bidal et al., 2016). Machine learning (ML) is defined by Arthur Samuel (1957) as a "Field of
study that gives computers the ability to learn without being explicitly programmed". ML uses
algorithms that can learn from and make predictions on data (Kohavi & Provost, 1998). In the
data mining process machine learning is one of the techniques that can be used to find the
pattern or rules in data.
In this research, the goal is to extract the explicit knowledge embedded in the data to useful
explicit knowledge. This is often called knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) or data
mining. What data mining is and how machine learning can be implemented in this process
will be explained in the following section.

4.1.2. Data mining
Data mining or knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) is the process of discovering
advantageous patterns in data (John, 1997) (Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro & Smyth, 1996). In the
commercial field this whole process is called data mining. This in contrary with academia,
where data mining is just a single step in the whole process of finding patterns (John, 1997).
John proposed that academia should use the definition of the commercial field. Therefore in
this research data mining is adopted as the used term.
The data mining process is “an iterative process involving several steps, beginning with the
understanding and definition of a problem and ending with the analysis of result and a strategy
for using the results to gain advantage (John, 1997).
Both John (1997) and Fayyad et al. (1996) describe data mining as the same process, although
they split the process in different steps and use different terms. In the table below an overview
of the steps according to both John and Fayyad is given.
In both researches the step that actually runs the algorithm was called data mining. However
data mining is very broad. One of the sub classes of data mining is machine learning. Because
this research will use machine learning as the data mining algorithm, this term is already
Table 1: Data mining process according to Fayyad et al. (1996) and John (1997)

John (1997)
1. Data collection and extraction
2. Data cleaning and exploration
3. Data engineering

4. Machine Learning

4. Algorithm engineering
5. Running the Machine
algorithm

Big Data Analytics

Big data
Engineer
ing

Fayyad et al. (1996)
1. Data selection
2. Data preprocessing
3. Data transformation

5. Interpretation/Evaluation

Learning

6. Preliminary Evaluation of Results
7. Refining the Data and Problem
8. Using the Results
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implemented in the overview above. Why this research uses machine learning will become
clear in the next section of this report.

4.1.3. Machine learning
The machine learning field has many techniques and algorithms. To get a better understanding
about the different methods available, it is helpful to categorize them. One of the most used
ways to categorize machine learning methods is supervised and unsupervised learning (Ng,
2016b).
In supervised machine learning a dataset with ‘right answers’ is given to the algorithm. It can
be used to solve regression and classification problems. In figure 3 the supervised learning
picture is a classification problem. A classification problem predicts a discrete valued output.
Using the known values for the variables the algorithm can predict if the outcome of the case
is likely to be for example true or false (Ng, 2016a). In unsupervised machine learning a dataset
is given which is not labelled into different categories. Unsupervised learning is used to find
structure in datasets. One example, which is used in figure 3, is the clustering algorithm (Ng,
2016b). The difference between supervised and unsupervised learning becomes clear with
figure 3. In supervised learning the answer, a circle or a cross, is known. The algorithm will
learn based on x1 and x2 values when the answer is a circle or a cross. When presented with a
known x1 and x2 but an unknown answer it will be able to predict the most likely answer. In
unsupervised learning the answer is not known, however based on the x1 and x2 it is able to
create two clusters.
As the goal is to learn from datasets with known output variables, this research is focused on
supervised learning. Although it is now known that a supervised learning method is used in
this research, there are still a lot of methods to choose from. Therefore it is necessary to divide
supervised learning even further into new categories. A logical way to divide them is in the
preferred output value. Supervised learning has two main categories, regression and
classification.
Regression
Regression is the method of ML that is concerned about predicting the numerical value of a
target variable based on input variables. For instance, estimating the costs of the design based
on design specifications (Bilal et al., 2016). Weiss and Indurkhya (1995) state that the problem
of approximating the values of a continuous variable is described in the statistical literature as
regression. Given samples of output (response) variable y and input (predictor) variables x,
the regression task is to find a mapping y. Based on this, regression is likely to be a useful
technique for this research.
The most simple form of regression is linear regression, where one variable, the explanatory
variable x, is used to predict the dependable variable y. Multiple linear regressions, as the
name already suggests, is a technique where more than one explanatory variable is used to
predict the dependable variable and is commonly used as a regression approach. As the costs
of a building are dependable on more than one variable, multiple linear regression should be
considered in the system design of this research.
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Figure 3: Supervised Learning compared to Unsupervised Learning (source: Ng, 2016b, edited)

Neural Networks are also a method that can be used as a regression technique. Although often
used as a classifier, due to the relationship the logistic regression (Andew, 2011) neural
network are able to solve regression problems. Berry and Linoff (2011) showed the use of
neural networks to estimate the value of a house. They have been successfully used as a
multivariate non-linear analytical tool, and are known to be highly effective in recognizing
patterns from noisy and complex data, and estimating non-linear relationships (Khosrowshahi,
2011).
Classification
As mentioned before, besides regression there is another main category of machine learning,
namely classification. Within classification there are a number of methods that can be chosen
to predict costs. One of this methods is Case Based Reasoning. CBR is a data-mining technique
that remembers similar situations applied to the solution of previous problems, and uses the
information and knowledge from such situations to solve a new problem (Aamodt & Plaza,
1994). This technique does not require a clear model for problem-solving; rather, establishing
cases is an important task in problem-solving. Since the model can be established by defining
key attributes that express cases, this technique makes it easy to establish a model (Jin et al.,
2012). The CBR process has four steps:
1. Retrieve: This phase inquires about and extracts the previous case most similar to the
current one from a case base;
2. Reuse: This phase reuses the information and knowledge from the retrieved case for
problem-solving;
3. Revise: If the retrieved case is not suitable for solving the new problem, this phase
analyses the difference(s) between the new problem and the retrieved case, then
revises the retrieved case accordingly;
4. Retain: This phase stores in the case base the solution proposed from the retrieved
case so that it can be used in future problems
According to Vukovic et al. (2012) three techniques are usually used in the retrieval phase,
namely nearest neighbour, inductive learning, and knowledge-guide. Inductive learning allows
for the identification of training data or earlier knowledge patterns and similarities which are
then extracted as generalized rules (Almana & Aksoy, 2014).
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The most known implementation of inductive learning is the decision tree. A decision tree uses
a tree-like graph or model of decisions and their possible consequences,
including chance event outcomes, resource costs, and utility (Quilant, 1987). Knowledgeguided approach applies existing domain and experimental knowledge to find suitable cases.
Although this method is believed to be superior to the other two, knowledge-guided is difficult
to apply because such knowledge often cannot be successfully captured and represented (Mi,
Qian, Liu & Chang, 2008). Nearest neighbour is the most used technique, as it is easy to uses
(Vukovic et al., 2012) (Sayad, 2010). It can used for classifying a new case by searching for the
cases in the database that have the most similar features and assigning the class of its nearest
neighbours to the new case (Vukovic et al., 2012).
K-Nearest Neighbour is a modified, extended version of Nearest Neighbour. The method gives
better results because it searches for a k number of closest cases, where k is normally an odd
number, and proposes the case that is most frequently found. It also allows for similarity.
Similarity is the uses of weighted features. This means that the features that are the most
relevant have higher weights and therefore have more influence on the predicted outcome as
less relevant features (Vukovic et al., 2012).
Both classification and regression are possible for cost prediction. If classification is used the
machine learning algorithm will determine the predicted cost based on the costs of the
buildings most similar to the building the prediction is made for. In regression the total cost
prediction is based on the sum of the input variables multiplied by their weights. More about
the implementation of machine learning algorithms in the chapter 6, system analytics.

4.1.4. Evaluation of the data mining performance
As shown in table 1, one of the steps of the data mining process is to evaluate the performance
of the data mining algorithm on the dataset. This performance can be tested with statistical
evaluation measures. There are two types of measures. One type of measures evaluates the
performance of classification and the other type evaluates the performance of numerical
prediction (Witten & Frank, 2005). Although a classification algorithm is used in this research
the outcome of both the regression algorithm as the classification algorithm will be a
numerical prediction. Therefore the evaluation measures that can be applied on numerical
prediction will be used in this research.
To evaluate the performance, the correlation coefficient, the root mean squared error (RMSE)
and, mean absolute error (MAE) the root relative squared error (RRSE) are used. A correlation
coefficient shows the linear dependence between the predicted value and the actual value.
The result of the correlation coefficient is an index value between one and minus one, where
one shows perfect positive dependence and minus one perfect negative dependence. If the
value is zero there is no dependence. The most used correlation coefficient is the Pearson
correlation coefficient (r) (Howitt & Cramer, 2005). The Pearson correlation coefficient is
calculated with the equation:
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 =

∑(𝑝−𝑝̅ )(𝑎−𝑎̅)
√∑(𝑝−𝑝̅ )2 √∑(𝑎−𝑎̅)2

(1)

𝑝 = 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
𝑝̅ = 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠
𝑎 = 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
𝑎̅ = 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
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The RMSE is one of the most used measures in statistics. It is used to calculate the difference
between the calculated value and the actual value. An alternative to RMSE is the mean
absolute error. The biggest difference between the measures is that because the RMSE is
squared larger discrepancies are penalised harder. The RMSE can be calculated with the
equation 2 and the MAE with equation 3.
1

𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = √𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑎𝑛 − 𝑝𝑛 )2
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =

1
𝑛

∑𝑛𝑖=1|𝑎𝑛 − 𝑝𝑛 |

(2)
(3)

The Fourth used measure to evaluate the performance is the root relative squared error
(RRSE). It shows the performance of the algorithm against an more simple predictor, the
average of all actual variables. If the value is below 100% the algorithm performs better than
a prediction based on the average value. The closer the value comes to 0% the better the
algorithm performs. The equation for the RRSE is:
∑(𝑝 −𝑎 )2

𝑛
𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = √ ∑(𝑎𝑛 −𝑎̅)
2
𝑛

4.2.

(4)

Building Information Modelling

As explained in the previous paragraphs, the BIM data will be used as a source for knowledge.
Before BIM data can be used as knowledge, at first should be explained what BIM data are
and where they come from. BIM data are the resulting data of using Building Information
Modelling (BIM) techniques and tools in the building process.

4.2.1. What is BIM?
Building Information Modelling is a promising development within the architecture,
engineering and construction (AEC) industries. With BIM technology, it is possible to create a
digital and accurate virtual model of a building. When BIM is used correctly within the whole
construction process the computer-generated model contains precise geometry and relevant
data needed to support the construction, fabrication and procurement activities needed to
realize the building (Eastman et al., 2011). But not only during the realization BIM technologies
can be useful, even in the operation and maintenance phase of the building, BIM technologies
can be very beneficial (Davtalab & Delgado, 2014).
A useful definition of BIM was given by Campbell (2006). BIM is an intelligent simulation of
architecture that exhibits the following six key characteristics:
-

-

Digital;
Spatial (3D);
Measurable (quantifiable, dimension-able, and query-able);
Comprehensive (encapsulating and communicating design intent, building
performance, constructability, and include sequential and financial aspects of means
and methods);
Accessible (to the entire AEC/ owner team through an interoperable and intuitive
interface);
Durable (usable through all phases of a facility’s life).
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One of the important tools of BIM Authoring Software, which is used as a tool to create a BIM
model. Instead of drawing lines with a CAD program to create a 2D visualization of the
building, BIM Authoring Software allows the user to create an object based 3D model. This
not only allows the user to view the model in both 2D and 3D, it also allows to add other
relevant data to object. For instance it is possible to add the function and material of the object
(Eastman et al., 2011).
A BIM model is characterized by building components that include data that describe how
they behave and are consistent and non-redundant data. Building components are objects
that have digital representations and data about what they are. They can be associated with
computable graphics, data attributes and parametric rules. These components also describe
how they behave. This makes it possible to create analyses of the building and use it in work
processes. This BIM model also contains coordinated data.
Next to the BIM model, another very important part of BIM is the interoperability between
members of the building project team, to ensure that every member of the team has access
to the latest project data. It is possible to allow every member to have access to all the data,
these data need to be:
-

Real time data exchange
Share in a predefined format

A cloud based server is the most used way to ensure that project data is both shared in real
time as it is accessible from every location.
For the predefined format there are two primary approaches, (1) use a proprietary file format
and therefore stay within one software vendor’s product (or use another product that is
allowed by the vendor) or (2) use different vendors that can exchange data using nonproprietary file format that is an universal supported standard. The advantage of the first
approach is that it allows for tighter integration among products in multiple directions. For
example, a change in one model results in a change in all other linked models. The obvious
disadvantage is that every member of the project team is forced to use the programs of the
specific vendor. This could potentially cost a lot of money considering both licensing and
training. The second approach would solve the disadvantage of the first approach. The
disadvantage of this approach is that the current universal standard, IFC, is not designed to
carry all relevant data.
Although the disadvantage of not being able to carry all relevant data, in this research the IFC
standard will be used. The necessary data are collected via different clients of IBIS BV and
therefore the acquired data will be created with software from different vendors. This makes
the first approach not possible. Although this will result in some loss of data, it also has an
advantage. As the tool created for the research uses a universal standard, the tool is reusable
in other researches. More about the universal standard IFC in the section below.

4.2.2. Industry Foundation Classes
The Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) are the open and neutral data format for openBIM.
(BuildingSMART, nd). It is developed and maintained by buildingSMART International. The IFC
specification is a neutral data format to describe, exchange and share information typically
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used within the building and facility management industry sector. It provides a data model
structure for sharing data across various applications used in the building.
As a BIM model is characterized by building components, so is an IFC model. In an IFC model
these building components are called IfcObjects. “An IfcObject is the generalization of any
semantically treated thing or process” (buildingSmart, nd). These objects are divided in six
subtypes, see figure 4.
Although the other five subtypes can contain a lot of information, for this research only the
IfcProduct subtype is interesting because everything related to geometric or spatial context is
an IfcProduct (buildingsmart, nd). An IfcProduct is also divided in subtypes (see also figure 4).
As an IfcElement is a “generalization of all components that make up an AEC product”
(buildingsmart, n.d.), only this subtype is relevant for this research. From the subtypes that
holds an IfcElement, the IfcBuildingElement types are the types we are interested in as they
are the “major functional part of a building, examples are floor, roof and wall” (buildingSmart,
nd).

4.2.3. Improvements of the shared BIM Models
In the exchange of information between sender and receiver three factors are important to
make sure the receiver is able to interpret the information received as the sender intents (Bell
& Bjørkhaug, 2006). The first part is the format in which the information is exchanged. As
already discussed, in the presented research this will be the IFC data format. The other two
parts are a specification of which information to exchange and when it needs to be exchanged
and a mutual understanding of what the exchanged information actually is.
The IFC data format allows various data to be shared in various ways. If the receiver of the
information, in this research the extractor, wants to be sure it is able to utilize the information
he receives, the sender and receiver need to be in agreement which and how the information
is shared (Bell & Bjørkhaug, 2006). To ensure the agreement of how the information is shared
buildingSMART created the International Framework of Dictionaries (IFD). Where the IFC
format is very broad to support all the different BIM authoring tools, IFD format “specifies a
language-independent information model which can be used for the development of
dictionaries used to store or provide information about construction works. It enables
classification systems, information models, object models and process models to be
referenced from within a common framework” (International Organization for
Standardization [ISO], 2007). It is a language to define ontologies, “which defines concepts
and semantic relations between these concepts” (Böhms et al., 2013). The Nederlandse
Conceptenbibliotheek voor de bouw (CB-NL) is the Dutch implementation of IFD. The
ontologies created can be used to standardise the way information within IFC is shared. For
the presented research the standardised way of sharing information is useful as the
effectiveness of the extraction tool created in the practical application part of this research is
highly influenced by the script ability to interpret the information within the IFC data.
Another way to ensure better quality of BIM models is to have an understanding of which
information to share. The Information Delivery Manuals (IDM) can be used for the
documentation of existing or new processed and describes the associated information that
needs to be exchanged between parties. The main purpose of IDM is to make sure the relevant
data are communicated via a structured way such as the data can be interpreted by the
software on the receiving side (buildingsmart, nd.). For the Dutch AEC industry the ‘BIM basis
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informatieleveringsspecificatie (BIM Basis ILS)’ is defined and it has already been adopted by
many companies. As the ‘BIM basis ILS’ has been introduced in 2016 and it started with just
14 organisations within the AEC industry it is highly unlikely that the used BIM models within
the presented research are in compliance with the BIM basis ILS. In the practical
implementation part of this research it will be discussed what the effect would have been if
the BIM Basis ILS would have been used on all IFC.

4.2.4. BIM for cost estimation
In the previous years, a lot of research has been done in the combination of BIM and cost
estimation. As a BIM model is a virtual model of the building, it is a unique source of
information in the building process. If modelled correctly, a BIM model comprehends all the
building elements and the relations of these building elements to each other. Most research
has aimed to use BIM models as a source for quantity take off (QTO) and the use of this QTO
to determine the cost estimate based on unit rates. This research also tend to focus on BIM
cost estimate in the difference phases of the building process. Both these research topics
could provide useful information for this research.
Part of the research on the topic of BIM for cost estimation focusses on the use of BIM tools
to assist in the process of QTO. The estimator uses a virtual model of the building to estimate
the QTO manually and the BIM tools only allow for a more efficient process (Shen & Issa,
2010). Examples of commercial application of this research are the software packages used in
the Netherlands, like IBIS-TRAD, Vico Office and BIM ncalc (Van de Laar, personal
communication, September 1, 2016; Construsoft, 2017; Knaan Bouwcomputing, 2017). All
these packages are focussed on improving the process of the traditional way of creating a cost
estimate, by using BIM to determine the quantities faster and with more accuracy. As this
process still requires a lot of human effort, it cannot provide solutions for the presented
research (Shen & Issa, 2010).
There are also researches done to automate the cost estimation. Ma, Wei and Zhang (2013)
proposed a model for such automatic cost estimation. The goal of this research was to have a
bill of quantities in compliances with GB50500-2008, the Chinese national mandatory
specification of cost estimation for tendering of building projects. The used data format of
these BIM models is IFC. In their research Ma et al. (2013) divided the IFC format in three
useful parts for cost estimation. One part expresses the decomposition of building elements
into construction products. Another part contains three types of information of the
construction products, i.e. product type, geometric information and material information. The
last part expresses accessory, opening and intersection relationships between the building
elements as well as the construction products. They created a prototype QTO software
application and tested the prototype’s performance on more than 3000 construction
products. 67% of the construction products were automatically classified and extracted to a
QTO. For the other 33% it was necessary to add information manually that was lacking from
the IFC model. From this research can be concluded that it is possible to extract all the
necessary information for a cost estimation from the IFC data format. It can also be concluded
that in some cases not all necessary information is modelled and therefore information is
missing in IFC models.
Research by Cheung et al. (2012) demonstrate the use of a tool to evaluate the functional,
economical properties of a building as well as the performance, during the building design.
The economical properties are automatically calculated using the measurements that are
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extracted from the BIM model. Four levels of cost estimation are suggested, where the level
should be selected according to the level of information available. The first level is calculated
based on the site boundary and massing of the building. In the second level the available
information is updated with the number of floors and storey heights. On this level, default
specifications of building elements are presumed to be present in the model. The third level
consists of defining spaces with vertical elements. For this level the available information is
updated with the floor plan of the building. In the highest level, information, like building
material, is provided for the building elements.

4.3.

Conclusions BIM as a knowledge source

BIM has been widely adopted in the AEC industry as it has enhanced the performance of
projects. As a result BIM models are available which contain a lot of embedded knowledge.
However this knowledge needs to be made explicit. In this research it is suggested that the
data mining process could be used to make this knowledge explicit and even create new
knowledge in the form of a cost estimation tool to estimate the building costs in the early
stages of the building process.
The data mining process can be divided in a data engineering and a data analysing part. In the
data engineering part the available data are converted to a usable dataset for the data
analysing part. The part of data analysing consists of using algorithms to analyse the dataset
and to interpret the result. One of the types of algorithms that can be used is the machine
learning type. Machine learning (ML) algorithms can be used to learn from and make
predictions on data. There are two categories within ML. The supervised ML category uses a
dataset with known output variables to make predictions on new data. Unsupervised ML is
used to find structure within the dataset. This research will implement supervised ML because
our goal is to make a prediction on building costs. Within supervised ML again two categories
can be found, regression and classification. As both are useful to predict costs, from both
categories an algorithm will be used in this research.
The data mining process needs input data in order to be able to make predictions. As BIM has
been implemented within most of the AEC industry and one of the results of BIM is a BIM
model with all the information about the building, these BIM models have a great potential as
a knowledge source. A universal standard for sharing BIM models is the IFC format. It provides
a data model structure. For this research the physical information of the building model is
interesting. All these are located within the IfcBuildingElement class.
This research closely relates to the research of cost estimation with BIM. As BIM contains all
the physical information of the buildings, these information can be extracted in the form of a
quantity take off. Cheung et al. (2012) have demonstrated a tool that allows for cost
estimation directly from the BIM model. They suggest that during the design of the building
four levels of cost estimation can be made. The first level is a cost estimation based on the site
boundary and massing of the building. In the second level the model is updated with
information about the amount of floors and story heights. For the third level also the spaces
and vertical elements need to be defined. The most detailed level consists of a cost estimation
where also specific information, like building materials, is used. This separation of levels is very
useful as it allows for a method that bases cost estimation on the level of available
information.
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Ma Wei and Zhang (2013) showed the real potential of automatic QTO from BIM models. In
their research they were able to (semi) automatic extract the QTO in compliance to the
Chinese mandatory specification of cost estimation in the tender phase.

4.4.

Conclusion of literature review

Based on the information obtained during the literature review, it is now known how BIM
models can be used as the data source for KM. By using the data mining process one should
be able to convert the knowledge embedded in BIM models to useful explicit knowledge for
cost estimation. The steps necessary to convert BIM models with corresponding building costs
to a cost estimation model are:
1. Understanding and defining the problem
2. Collect necessary data
3. Convert non-IFC BIM models to the IFC data format
4. Convert the IFC models to a dataset
5. Add the corresponding costs
6. Clean the dataset
7. Select a useful subset
8. Engineer a useful data mining algorithm
9. Use the algorithm
10. Evaluate results with numerical prediction measures
11. Redefine data and problem
12. Use the generated model for cost prediction
On the next page the proposed model is given, this model combines the enumeration given
above with the previously mentioned SECI model on page 37.
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Figure 4: Proposed model
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5.

System Design

From the literature review it is known that the process of discovering advantageous patterns
in data is called data mining (John, 1997). This process has been adjusted to fit the presented
research and consists of the following steps.
1. Understanding and defining the problem
2. Collect necessary data
3. Convert non-IFC BIM models to the IFC data format
4. Convert the IFC models to a dataset
5. Add the corresponding costs
6. Clean the dataset
7. Select a useful subset
8. Engineer a useful data mining algorithm
9. Use the algorithm
10. Evaluate results with numerical prediction measures
11. Redefine data and problem
12. Use the generated model for cost prediction
The first step of the data mining process, understanding and defining the problem, has been
dealt with in the previous part of the research. This part of the research will focus on the other
steps of the process. In this chapter steps 2 to 7 are discussed. In chapter 6 the steps 8 to 12
will be explained.

5.1.

Data collection and extraction

The second step of the data mining process is data collection and extraction. As discussed in
the literature review, the BIM and costs data are already created for other purposes and
stored in diverse databases. These data need to be collected and stored in a single database.
For this research, construction companies in the Netherlands were asked to provide their BIM
and matching costs data. This has resulted in 15 sets of data, each containing one building.
Three of these sets were not suitable for this research because the type of buildings that were
built in the projects were industrial constructions as opposed to the 12 other sets that were
residential buildings.
Although 12 suitable sets of data were collected, these data are not directly usable for data
mining. First the usable data need to be extracted and stored in a format that can be accessed
by the data mining algorithm (John, 1997). Thus first it has to be determined in what format
the original data are stored and in what format the machine learning algorithms need to
analyse the data.
In the literature review is explained that BIM data could be shared in either a proprietary file
format or non-proprietary file format. Also was explained that the format used in this research
would be a universal standard format and therefore a non-proprietary format, because it
allows all the provided BIM data to be used. As IFC is the most widely accepted nonproprietary BIM data format, IFC is used as the file format in this research.
The data collected had both types of formats as in advance there was no demand given to the
construction companies in which format the BIM data should be provided. The reason for not
demanding the data to be provided in the IFC format was because it would require more effort
from the construction company and therefore it could reduce the chance of cooperation by
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those companies. It was not worthwhile taking this risk as converting the format from the BIM
authoring tool to IFC would only require access to the BIM authoring tool and this would also
take time. Both were available in this research.
From the collected datasets, five of them were provided in the original format created by the
BIM authoring tool and seven were provided in the IFC format. From the five provided in the
original format all were provided in the RVT format, which is the original format of BIM data
created in Revit, a product of Autodesk.
The costs data were provided in two file formats. One was provided in PDF, the rest was
provided in XTBF, the file format used by Ibis TRAD, the building costs calculation package of
Ibis BV (A. Lassche, personal communication, September 14, 2017). It was chosen to use only
to total costs of the building. This choice was made based on the amount of data available. As
this is a small amount, it is necessary to keep it as generalized as possible. As only the total
costs data need to be determined, it was chosen to convert these data manually to the
required format.
Data extraction
In the data extraction process the necessary information is extracted from the input data and
written to the output data (see figure 6). As the input data are already known, a selection
needs to be made on the output data and how these data are extracted. As the goal of the
extraction process is to get the necessary output, first the output data will be selected.
Afterwards a selection will be made of how to extract the necessary data from the IFC data
file (input data).
To extract the usable data from the collected data, there needs to be a file format to store the
usable data into it. This file format needs to be suitable to be used with the machine learning
algorithm. It is also necessary that the programming language used to extract the usable data
from the collected data can write to this specific file format, preferably as a standard option.
The machine learning algorithms will be provided by R. R is an open source software
environment for statistical computing. One of the many applications of R is data mining (The
R foundation, nd). The most used file format for R is a simple text format. To separate the text
filed a separator is used. A comma is an easy and useful separator. A simple text file format
with a comma as a separator is called a CSV, an abbreviation of Comma Separated Value. CSV
is a standard file format often used to exchange data between application and a good option
for importing data into R (Togaware, nd).
As it is known that we need to convert IFC to CSV, it is possible to determine how the data can
be extracted. There are multiple commercial and non-commercial tools available for the
interpretation of IFC models. Solibri Viewer is one of these tools that allows users to view IFC
models. It is also able to determine properties of the IfcObject, like area, thickness and
volume. However it does not allow for automatic data extraction to a data format that can be
used with a machine learning algorithm. As mentioned before, it is important that as much as
possible is automated in the knowledge management system because the more people have
to do this themselves, the lower the chance of actual implementation. Because of this it was
chosen to program a new extraction tool for this research.
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Figure 5: From input data to CSV

The programming language that is used is Python in combination with IfcOpenShell and
PythonOCC, the programming language used in the research by Krijnen (2015). This was
chosen because IfcOpenShell is one of the very few libraries that allow programming access
to IFc model. And because Krijnen very willingly shared his knowledge, this was used in the
development of the extracting script.
The Python script uses the IfcOpenShell module to interpret the object based IFC data. It sorts
the data by IfcElement. This is done by creating a Python list based on the IfcElement that the
extractor needs to extract using the ‘by_type’ function of the module. As the extraction script
needs to be able to understand what kind of elements it is extracting from the IFC file, it is
necessary to program for every element how it can be classified, mostly by IfcElement and
how it can calculate or interpret the necessary information to extract. Therefore it is necessary
to select possible relevant IfcElements to be extracted.
The goal of the extractor is to create a CSV format file that contains the dataset to be used in
the data mining algorithm. Essentially this file would contain a quantity take off (QTO) of the
IFC file. Based on the literature research, the cost estimation can be determined by two
different types of quantity take-off. Either a very detailed level of extraction as Ma et al. (2013)
used or a very general extraction as used in the research of Cheung et al. (2012). This extracted
quantity take off would be used as the dataset of the big data process. The one suggested by
Ma et al. (2013) would result in a very detailed dataset, in which every element of the building
is extracted. This would give a very precise outcome when estimating the costs of the building
with known unit rates. However, in this research the unit rates are calculated through the
machine learning algorithm. For this a statistical correlation has to be found between the
different buildings. With the amount of data available it is more likely to find this correlation
with general elements. Therefore the QTO suggested by Cheung et al. (2012) is chosen. Based
on the research of Cheung et. al (2012) the following components need to be extracted:
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Table 2: Building elements to be extracted

Group elements
Substructure
Superstructure

Elements
Substructure
Frame
Upper Floors
Roof
Stairs and ramps
External walls
Windows and external
doors
Internal walls and
partitions
Internal doors
Wall finishes

Floor finishes

Ceiling finishes

Fittings and
furnishings
Services

Fitting and furnishings
Services

Ground floor area
Area of all floors
Same as frame only without
ground floor
Area of roof as viewed from
plan
Number of stairs within
building
Area of external surface of
the external walls
Area of external surface of
the windows and external
doors
The vertical area of the
inner walls
Amount of inner doors
Vertical surface area of the
walls that needs finishing,
area per wall finish type
Upper surface area of the
floors, area per floor finish
type
Lower surface area of
ceilings, area per ceiling
finish type
Total area for fitting and
furnishings
Total area for services

Unit
m2
m2
m2
m2
no
m2
m2

m2
no
m2

m2

m2

m2
m2

Based on the level of detail within the BIM models, it is not possible to determine the finishing
of the wall, floor and ceiling, the fittings and furnishings and services of the buildings. In only
four of the BIM models information about the finishing and the fittings and furnishings were
available. For services it was even more problematic as for only six IFC models the spaces were
defined and even if the spaces were defined only little information was available about the
quality of service within the spaces. Therefore these elements are ignored in this research.
The substructure, frame, upper floors and roof could be determined by calculating the area of
the IfcSlabs located on the corresponding floor(s). The stairs can normally be determined by
the IfcStair element. However in some IFC models the stairs are exported to
IfcBuildingElementProxy or IfcFurnishingElement. Using a filter on these IFC elements the
amount of stairs could be determined. The external and internal walls can be extracted with
the IfcWall elements, and the doors with the IfcDoor elements. Both needed a filter to
determine if they are located inside the building or located in the external wall. The windows
can be determined with IfcWindow.
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Table 3: Overview of building elements with the corresponding IfcElement

Group elements
Substructure
Superstructure

Elements
Substructure
Frame
Upper Floors

IfcElement
Ground floor area
IfcSlab
Area of all floors
IfcSlab
Same as frame only IfcSlab
without
ground
floor
Roof
Area of roof as IfcSlab
viewed from plan
Stairs
Number of stairs IfcBuildingElementProxy/
IfcFurnishingElement/
within building
IfcStair
External walls
Area of external IfcWall
surface of the
external walls
Windows
and Area of external IfcWindow and IfcDoor
external doors
surface of the
windows
and
external doors
Internal walls and The vertical area of IfcWall
partitions
the inner walls
Internal doors
Amount of inner IfcDoor
doors
Wall finishes
Total
vertical IfcWall
surface area of the
walls that need
finishing
Floor finishes
Total upper surface IfcSlab
area of the floors
Ceiling finishes
Total lower surface IfcSlab
area of ceilings

This all results in a dataset with the following attributes: area of ground floor, area of upper
Floors, area of roofs, amount of stairs, area of external walls, area of external openings, area
internal walls, amount of internal doors.
The process of creating the extractor script contained a lot of trial and error. The biggest
challenge was the data management of Python. In the original script, based on the scripts of
Van Strien (2015) and Krijnen (2015) all the objects in the IFC file were imported and converted
to shapes at the same time, which allow for interpreting the objects as related to each other.
The problem however was the amount of objects that the Python script needed to interpret.
As Van Stien (2015) and Krijnen (2015) both used a small IFC model called IfcOpenHouse to
test their script and this research uses IFC models from real construction projects, the amount
of objects is significantly higher in the latter. The IfcOpenHouse model contains only 47
IfcProducts in contrary to the average of 6255 IfcProducts that the models used in this
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research contain. As a result the original script crashed due to the limited amount of memory
available to run the script.
This problem was eventually solved by changing the order in the script. Instead of creating all
shapes directly, first a list was made of elements needed to calculate a particular attribute. An
overview of the element needed per attribute can be found in table 3. Because for the floor
area the floor level is also important, the list of IfcSlabs was split by floor levels using the link
between the IfcSlab and IfcBuildingStorey.
For some elements the location of the element matters. For example for the IfcWall it matters
if it is an inside or an outside wall. In most IFC models this can be determined with the
IsExternal property in the PSet_WallCommon. However as one of the IFC models did not
contain the PSet_WallCommon this was not used. A filter was used based on name and
material. Because all the outside walls in the IFC models are made of brickwork a filter was
used to find all IfcSlabs with material type brickwork. In the theory it was already discussed
that there are initiatives to ensure that the proper information is shared within the IFC model.
The BIM Basis ILS prescribes the use of Pset_WallCommon to share information about the
properties of the wall. If this would have been implemented by the exportation of all BIM
models to the IFC data format, the Pset_WallCommon could have been used and therefore

Figure 6: Structure of extractor script
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the script would have worked also with external walls that are not made of brickwork.
It should be noted that although changing the order of the script made the script work, it also
means a loss of information. The new script analyses every element individually. Therefore
most of the information about how the elements are located to each other is lost. This made
it impossible to analyse for example the area of particular rooms based on building elements.
In the left part of figure 8 it is shown how the area of a room could be determined if the
preferred script would have worked. On the right part of this figure the working of the actual
script is shown. In the table below, the dataset as created by the extractor can be found.
Notable is the ‘Count Stairs’ attribute as two of the return values are zero. This is because no
information about stairs could be found in those IFC models. It is very common in data mining
that the dataset is cleaned after extraction. More about this in the next section.

Figure 7: Distinction between the preferred and actual working of the script
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Table 4: Overview of the extracted dataset

Filename

A.ifc
B.ifc
C.ifc
D.ifc
E.ifc
F.ifc
G.ifc
H.ifc
I.ifc
J.ifc
K.ifc
L.ifc

Area
Ground
Floor
842
584
595
682
567
880
569
280
233
374
1496
432

Area
Upper
Floor
652
2101
1984
1948
2234
696
931
186
359
1374
364
575

Area
Roof

Count
Stair

842
654
880
850
615
880
603
321
252
475
1496
436

0
9
4
4
5
26
20
12
8
6
32
0

Area
External
Walls
2902
2614
3607
3224
2405
1829
1984
920
960
1891
6560
1307

Area
External
Openings
726
668
673
690
647
500
315
149
130
414
2017
279

Area
Internal
Walls
3452
3352
2326
2894
2962
2608
1989
1147
724
1936
2846
674

Count
Internal
Doors
252
466
421
426
176
130
100
54
40
294
177
102
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5.2.

Data cleaning and Exploration

In a traditional data mining process, the amount of data in the database is very large. As large
databases contain a lot of samples, the chance of errors in the created dataset is very likely.
In order to be successful, it is required that the system is robust regarding errors in dataset
(John, 1997).
For large datasets, a sophisticated method is needed to test the robustness of the datasets.
This is necessary because of its size, it is not really possible to check the data manually. The
dataset created by the extractor however is small. Although it is preferred to have a large
database, the small size of the used database allows us to check the extracted data by hand.
In this research most of the data cleaning is actually done by the extractor. For the structure
of the thesis however, it has been chosen to separate the extraction and cleaning of the data.
The way the set data was checked has been done by comparing the extracted data with the
data in the original costs estimate. Unfortunately the data appeared to be anything but robust.
For almost every project the extracted data did not match the data from the original cost
estimate. One of the most important reasons is that the IFC models were not made for this
purpose. Most of them were once created by the architect and never updated in the further
process. Even though the architect also created the specifications of the project, many cases
were found in which the IFC model did not match the made specifications.
One of the most commonly found errors in the data is mislabelling of the IfcObjects. As
explained in the literature review IfcObjects are the generalisation of the components in an
IFC model. The most often mislabelling was the mislabelling of stairs. In the IFC models the
stairs were either labelled as IfcStair, IfcFurnisingElement or IfcBuildingProxyElement. As
explained in the previous chapter, in the different models the stairs were modelled with three
different IFC elements, IfcStair, IfcBuildingElementProxy and IfcFurnishingElement.
This is a problem because as the name IfcFurnishingElement suggests, this type of IfcElement
is a generalization of all furniture related objects (buildingSMART, nd). This is even more the
case for IfcBuildingElementProxy as this is “a proxy definition that provides the same
functionality as an IfcBuildingElement, but without having a defined meaning of the special
type of building element, it represents” (buildingSMART, nd). As a result a query on the name
of the IfcFurnishingElements and IfcBuildingElementProxy is necessary to find the stairs within
all of the IfcFurnishingElements. This is especially hard because as there is no standardisation
in the naming of IfcElements and therefore it is not necessarily the case that the word ‘stair’
or a translation of this word for example the word ‘trap’ in Dutch, is within the name of the
IFC element.
In only two models the stair was modelled as an IfcStair. Five models had the stairs modelled
as an IfcFurniture with the word ‘trap’ in the name of the elements. In three of the models the
used element for the stair was IfcObject and there was no indication in the name that is was
a stair. Therefore it was necessary to query on the used name, ‘nl0-dht_nl+1-oht_2kwart,’ to
find the stair. In the dataset, twice the extractor returned zero for the attribute Count Stairs.
In these IFC models the stairs were not modelled. For the dataset to be robust the actual
values are updated manually.
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Figure 8: Model without structural floor

The general problem of mislabelling the IfcObjects could be solved with the use of either an
IDM, more specific the BIM Basis ILS for the Nederlands or an IFD. The BIM Basis ILS prescribes
the use of correct entities and the Nederlandse Revit Afspraken even describes how to use a
Mapping Table within Revit to make sure the correct entities are exported. The Nederlandse
Revit Afspraken is a document created by Pijffers (2016) in compliance with BuildingSMART
Benelux which is the managing organisation of the BIM Basis ILS.
During the exploration of the IFC models two projects were found in which no structural floors
were defined using IfcSlab (see figure 9). In both cases only the screed floors and roof
insulation were modelled as IfcSlab elements. After some exploration, for one of the models
the structural floor could be found as a IfcBuildingElementProxy. After comparing the other
IFC model with the cost files, it was found that the structural floor was a wide slab floor.
Because of this, the extractor needed extra code to check the presence of different types of
floors and to use the appropriate type for the specific model. As already explained in the BIM
Basis ILS is prescribed that the appropriate entity should be used, in this case a IfcSlab. This
would have solved the problem for one of the two models. However for the other model this
would not have solved it as the structural floor was never modelled.
In the dataset the floor area is important for different attributes. As it is used for different
attributes calculating the total floor area is not enough. The area is needed per floor. To be
able to calculate the area of a floor, the script needed to be able to interpret on which floor
the IfcSlab is located, as the IfcSlabs were used to calculated the floor area. As IfcSlabs are
linked to a IfcBuildingStorey and IfcBuildingStorey’s are used to model different floor levels,
in most IFC models a combination of IfcSlabs and IfcBuildingStorey was enough to interpret
the area per floor level. However in some models, the IfcSlabs were not linked to the correct
IfcBuildingStorey. For these IfcSlabs an offset was used to give them the correct height. For
this problem also additional code was written (see appendix 2, lines 332-346) to get the
correct output from the extractor. The code however is very model specific and therefore
would not work with other IFC models that present the same kind of problem. If the model
would have been made in accordance to the BIM Basis ILS this problem would have been
solved as the BIM Basis ILS only allows for one main level for every building storey.
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In his dissertation, John (1997) said about the data: “in the end the data stored in a database
is no better than the typing skill of the data-entry clerk or the decisions made by experts that
are recorded in the database” (pp. 51-52). As most IFC models are created by architects to
show their design and limitedly to never updated during the rest of the design phase, few
decisions made by experts are recorded in the data. In the normal building process this is not
really a problem, as most contractors still use the 2D drawings and the specifications to create
a cost estimate. But as the AEC industry is slowly starting to use the possibilities of BIM data,
the accuracy of the BIM models will become more important. As the quality of the IFC files is
problematic for automated cost estimation based on IFC files, we can already conclude that
with the current state of the AEC industry regarding BIM, it is not yet possible to use the BIM
files for automated knowledge management. However if the BIM Basis ILS would be
implemented much of the problems that occurred would be solved.

5.3. Data engineering
5.3.1. Sub dataset selection
The data engineering part of the data mining process consists of a large number of possible
activities. One of the most important activities is to select a subset of attributes that will be
used in the rest of the data mining process (John, 1997).
The subset selection has already taken place in the data extraction phase. This is because
every attribute that is extracted from the IFC data, had to be programmed into the data
extraction script created for this research, as explained in section 7.1. Therefore already
choices were made of which types of objects to extract from the data and thus which possible
attributes would likely be relevant.
However in the dataset there are still 8 independent variables compared to 12 observations.
This is already a high number of independent variables compared to the number of
observations. This becomes even more problematic when the dataset needs to be split in a
trainings dataset and a test dataset. To reduce the amount of independent variables a method
is needed to select the most relevant variables. This is called feature selection. To evaluate
the dataset, first a correlation plot is made of the dependent variables and all the independent
variables, see figure 10. It shows that most of the attributes have a very low correlation.
According to Guyon and Elisseeff a variable ranking method is the best option to use whenever
the data is noisy. The result of the ranking method is the following ranking:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

AreaInternalWalls
AreaExternalOpenings
AreaRoof
CountInternalDoors
AreaUpperFloor
AreaGroundFloor
AreaExternalWalls
CountStairs

Therefore it has been chosen to apply stepwise regression for the regression model. In
stepwise regression every step of a variable is added to the algorithm as long as the
performance of the algorithms increases.
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Figure 9: Correlation plot

5.3.2. Normalization
The classification algorithm k-Nearest Neighbour uses the Euclidean distance between the
variables to calculate the closest neighbour. The Euclidean distance (d) is calculated with
equation 5. It calculates the straight-line difference between two points. Therefore it is
necessary to scale all variables to a similar scale. Otherwise the variables with high values
would have a higher influence on the dataset as opposed to variables with low values.
𝐸𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒: √∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑞𝑖 − 𝑝𝑖 )2

(5)

The variables can be normalized using equation 6. Via this equation all variables are
transformed into variables between zero and one. Via this equation the range within a variable
is restricted between a zero and a one. Therefore the relative distance between a variable
with a small range of values has the same influence as the relative distance between variables
with a high range of values.
𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

5.4.

𝑥−𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛

(6)

Conclusions data engineering

In this chapter the data engineering part of the data mining process is discussed. Much
attention has been paid towards the extraction of the information from BIM models into a
dataset. It has become clear that there is a difference between the theoretical potential of the
BIM models and the actual potential of the BIM models in the current state of the AEC
industry. As discussed in the literature review, theoretically it should be possible to extract all
physical data of the buildings from the BIM models. However the current quality of the BIM
models has presented problems.
First of all, too often the models are not a real representation of the actual building. For
example in the collected BIM models part of the building were found missing. Another
problem with the quality of the BIM models is the mislabelling of the building element type.
Elements were modelled as walls while they were for example part of the window frame. This
presents a problem in automatic QTO as the extractor script interprets the object as the wrong
type and thus extracts an incorrect QTO.
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As discussed in the literature both how and which information that is shared with the IFC
model can be standardised with an IDM and an IFD. Using this standardisation would solve
most of the problems that occurred with the extraction of the QTO.
In the literature review it was made clear what the theoretical strength of the proposed
concept is. In this chapter however it was shown what the weaknesses of the concept are. The
whole system depends on the quality of the BIM models and it has been shown that at this
point the models available in real life situation do not meet the level of quality needed for the
system to work automatically.
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6.

Data analytics

In this chapter, it is explained how the different machine learning algorithms are applied and
what the results are. Additionally the conclusions of the practical application are discussed. It
should be noted that the dataset is very small and therefore not really useful for data mining.
However in this chapter it is explored if some useful relationships can be found.

6.1.

Algorithm engineering

In the algorithm engineering step the appropriate machine learning algorithm is chosen or if
necessary created. For this research two different machine learning algorithms are chosen, as
discussed in the literature review. These two algorithms are multiple linear regression and kNearest Neighbour. These algorithms were chosen to test the performance of both a
regression algorithm as a classification algorithm, which are the two types of machine learning
algorithms.
The software package R will be used for the data mining analytics. R has a large library of
algorithms that can be used. Additionally a graphical user interface (GUI) for data mining called
Rattle has been created by Togaware. This GUI provides an interface for R which has the
advantage that it creates the code necessary to run the algorithm in R and thus prevents
unnecessary coding. For this reason the Rattle package is used. Unfortunately not all
algorithms that are available in software package R are available within the Rattle GUI. This is
also the case for k-Nearest Neighbour. Consequently the code for running the algorithm kNearest Neighbour has been created during the presented research. This code can be found
in appendix 3.

6.2.

Running the algorithm

As discussed in the literature review the performance of the algorithm can be tested with
statistical evaluation measures. To evaluate the performance, the correlation coefficient (CC),
the root mean squared error (RMSE), the mean absolute error (MAE) and the root relative
squared error (RRSE) are used.
For the linear regression algorithm only the input variables need to be determined before the
algorithm can be run. In the previous chapter, feature selection was used to determine a
ranking for the relevance of the variables. To determine the optimal amount of attributes
used, stepwise regression is applied.
To test the performance of the model, the dataset is randomly split into a training set and a
test set. The split percentage has been set on 75%. Three different test- and training sets have
been applied as can be seen in table 5. The table shows the result of the algorithm is very
dependent on the randomly selected training and test set. Therefore it can be concluded that
the amount of data available is too little to have any significant meaning.
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Table 5: Performance of the linear regression algorithm

Amount of variables
AreaInternalWalls

Measures
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE

Result 1
0.723
560617.4449
481468.0006
48.0045 %

Result 2
0.9838
505518.9929
466434.9967
36.2489 %

Result 3
-0.9976
627267.4708
508912.5596
64.5285 %

AreaInternalWalls
AreaExternalOpenings

CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE

0.7870
433203.4989
402421.8829
37.0943 %

0.9902
555776.8736
435928.7036
39.8527 %

-0.9909
621719.9478
570460.5939
63.9578 %

AreaInternalWalls
AreaExternalOpenings
AreaRoof

CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE

0.6855
459702.867
428591.8218
39.3634 %

0.9674
959054.6101
825663.6968
68.7702 %

-0.8468
791664.2357
614111.1752
81.4404 %

AreaInternalWalls
AreaExternalOpenings
AreaRoof
CountInternalDoors

CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE

0.4980
544428.3547
513398.0693
46.6183 %

0.9142
355500.1695
401117.7355
40.1181 %

-0.8131
785137.176
1103176.0896
113.4863 %

For the k-Nearest neighbour algorithms besides the amount of variables also the amount of
nearest neighbours used to predict the value are important. As the k is the amount of samples
used to determine the costs based on their average, the result of the algorithm is highly
influenced by the number of k’s used. In this research the following k’s are evaluated, k: 1, k:
3 and k: 5. For all three k’s the performance was evaluated on the dataset. In table 6 the
performance of the algorithm with k: 3 and only areaExternalOpenings as variable is shown.
Although the difference in outcome between the three results is relatively the same for RMSE
MAE and RRSE, the difference in the correlation coefficient indicates that also the k-nearest
neighbour is not useful on the data. The result of the first and third result indicate that the
area of external openings is positively correlated with the costs of the building, where the
second result indicates that the correlation is negative.

Table 6: Performance of the k-nearest neighbour algorithm

Measure
Correlation coefficient
Root mean squared error
Mean absolute error
Root relative squared error

Result 1
0.9425
521440.4598
460706.2222
44.6499 %

Result 2
-0.7737
401838.3491
347361.6667
41.3381 %

Result 3
0.9994
626107.6
473364.6667
44.8958 %
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6.3.

Evaluation of result

Based on the result in the previous chapter it can be concluded that the dataset is indeed not
suitable to apply data mining. The main reason is that the dataset is too small. If a dataset is
small the dataset has low statistical power and the research is therefore unlikely to result in
reprehensive conclusions (Button, Ioannidis, Mokrysz, Nosek, Flint, Robinson & Munafò,
2013). As only 12 projects were used in the evaluation, this is certainly the case. However in
the current situation not many firms in the AEC industry will have many more BIM models of
one type of buildings. So even though Hoogeveen (2015) proved that the concept works
theoretically, for the concept to work within real-world situations, more BIM models need to
be generated. And as already concluded, these BIM models need to have a higher level of
quality as the current standard. Another problem with the dataset is that because of the small
amount of projects no difference was made between apartment buildings and houses.
Although they both have the same function their designs differentiate.

6.4.

Redefining data

In the last part it was concluded that the dataset was not suitable for data mining. Therefore
additional data about residential buildings have been collected and added to the dataset.
These data were found using three sources, namely:
-

Bouwkosten: nieuwbouw en renovatie projectanalyses (Kuhlmann, 2007)
Bouwkosten.nl (2017)
Casadata.nl (2017)

On the next page the collected data are given. As not all of the data contained information
about the internal walls or the internal doors, these variables have been ignored. In appendix
4 the used sources can be found.
To compare the prices of the projects it is important to normalize the prices to the same
reference point in time. As some of the collected data were about projects in 2002, this step
was important to be able to compare the prices accurately. The used formula to normalize the
price is:
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥2017

𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 ∗ 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥

𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒

(7)

In appendix 5 the price index from the last 15 years can be found.
The old dataset was not suitable for data mining because it had had two problems, it was small
and it contained two types of residential buildings, namely apartments and houses. Therefore
it was chosen to create two new datasets. One dataset with all available data of both the old
and new data. The other dataset contains data from both the old and new data, but only from
projects that were apartments. It was chosen to create a dataset for apartments and not
houses as there was more data available about apartments than about houses. In the
remainder of this research the dataset with all the data is called dataset A and the dataset
with only apartments is called dataset B. In the next part both datasets will be used in the
algorithm to evaluate which of the two datasets perform best.
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Table 7: Additional data from databases

Project name

Source

Nieuwbouw 14
rijenwoningen Groenoord
Nieuwbouw 22
rijenwoningen Dronten
Nieuwbouw 31
rijenwoningen
28 appartementen De
Haere
Appartementencomplex
de barchaan
44 apartementen de
parkwachters
29 appartementen boven
winkels
Woontoren met 40
appartementen
Allardhof te buren
17 appartementen
Oudenbosch
49
seniorenappartementen
Dronten
15 stadswoningen
Maastricht
Appartementen
Winterswijk

Normalized price

casadata.nl

Area
Area
Area
Count
Area
Area
Original price
Ground Upper
Roof
Stair
External External
Floor
Floor
Walls
Openings
1-3-2017
645
2085
645
42
1628
652 € 2.178.000,00

€

2.178.000,00

casadata.nl

1-3-2017

1177

1294

1177

44

1291

317

€

2.005.310,00

€

2.005.310,00

casadata.nl

1-3-2017

1995

1762

1995

31

2632

770

€

3.892.552,00

€

3.892.552,00

Bouwkosten.nl

1-3-2017

1165

2137

1322

4

2092

606

€

3.380.015,00

€

3.380.015,00

Bouwkosten.nl

1-3-2017

599

1050

656

3

1528

574

€

2.641.105,00

€

2.641.105,00

Bouwkosten.nl

1-3-2017

1045

4976

1368

19

4358

1561

€

5.665.615,00

€

5.665.615,00

Bouwkosten.nl

1-3-2017

990

2521

990

12

1981

565

€

4.623.110,00

€

4.623.110,00

Bouwkosten.nl

1-3-2017

673

5007

713

8

3603

1604

€

4.924.405,00

€

4.924.405,00

Bouwkosten.nl
Kuhlmann
(2007)
Kuhlmann
(2007)

1-3-2017
1-4-2002

1220
487

1313
976

1256
554

6
4

3653
1389

565
380

€
€

2.414.120,00
1.359.660,00

€
€

2.414.120,00
1.622.132,71

1-4-2002

1463

4785

1231

3

3425

1222

€

3.677.005,00

€

4.386.824,70

1-10-2002

981

1412

1393

31

2096

646

€

2.039.045,00

€

2.396.184,79

1-5-2002

2451

3210

2451

11

2554

616

€

3.562.415,00

€

4.228.964,40

Kuhlmann
(2007)
Kuhlmann
(2007)

Price
index
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6.5.

Using the new datasets

For the new datasets the same methods have been applied as were for the old dataset. The
input variables were determined with a ranking method. And again the dataset has been
randomly split into a training set and a test set, where 75% was put into the training set and
25% into the test set. Also the same methods were used to test the performance of the
algorithm, which are:





the correlation coefficient (CC),
the root mean squared error (RMSE)
the mean absolute error (MAE)
root relative squared error (RRSE)

The performance of the data mining process on the new datasets can be found in table 8 and
9. In table 8 the performance is measured on the dataset A. In comparison to the old dataset
this dataset has 13 more building projects in the dataset, which is an increase of 108%. Table
9 shows the performance of the linear algorithm on the dataset B. This dataset has almost the
same number of projects, 14 in the new dataset and 12 in the old dataset.
Both tables show an improvement compared to the performance of the old dataset. Especially
in table 8 where the consistency in performance, based on different training- and test sets,
has greatly increased in all performance measured.
Table 8: Performance of the linear algorithm on the dataset A

Amount of variables
AreaUpperFloor

AreaUpperFloor
AreaExternalOpenings

AreaUpperFloor
AreaExternalOpenings
AreaRoof
AreaUpperFloor
AreaExternalOpenings
AreaRoof
AreaGroundFloor
AreaUpperFloor
AreaExternalOpenings
AreaRoof
AreaGroundFloor
AreaExternalWalls

Measures
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE

Result 1
0.6671
1131852.4198
1003933.5539
76.2631 %
0.7798
859523.2126
764947.4453
57.9138 %
0.7808
857395.0371
763929.6517
57.7704 %
0.9398
515213.5166
422329.6066
34.7146 %
0.9409
626445.8633
539378.4266
42.2093 %

Result 2
0.9467
666785.1939
571196.4198
35.8792 %
0.9081
742378.2462
641098.7321
39.9468 %
0.9064
750482.6377
637432.6853
40.3829 %
0.9854
644344.289
571994.0504
34.6717 %
0.924
1070879.5792
788590.4438
57.6233 %

Result 3
0.5195
1122752.2352
945815.3132
76.5787 %
0.7441
875311.6464
718483.882
59.7017 %
0.7166
900271.0147
764562.7303
61.4041 %
0.9441
450966.3423
350937.6706
30.7587 %
0.9105
532660.4909
452562.9005
40.9216 %
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Table 9: Performance of the linear algorithm on dataset B

Amount of variables
AreaUpperFloor

AreaUpperFloor
AreaExternalOpenings

AreaUpperFloor
AreaExternalOpenings
CountStairs
AreaUpperFloor
AreaExternalOpenings
CountStairs
AeraExternalWalls
AreaUpperFloor
AreaExternalOpenings
CountStairs
AreaExternalWalls
AreaGroundFloor

Measures
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE
CC
RMSE
MAE
RRSE

Result 1
0.832
426982.2271
354557.2523
31.9167 %
0.7304
475461.7763
411819.3968
35.5405 %
0.8158
793180.8622
721734.6241
53.4438 %
0.7015
512596.1218
451168.1877
38.3162 %
0.8081
523895.9156
418128.2352
39.1609 %

Result 2
0.9986
464236.7724
453382.0412
46.736 %
0.9996
458896.0863
418881.0927
46.1984 %
0.9324
624127.2974
491184.1518
33.5838 %
0.9967
758006.4997
700553.4729
76.3107 %
0.979
227580.5032
220203.8128
22.9112 %

Result 3
-0.4039
892102.2197
801657.1538
70.2887 %
-0.3797
925018.2828
843154.0895
72.8822 %
0.7974
804384.9282
678728.1529
54.8641 %
-0.4164
619014.072
493597.3885
48.7721 %
-0.9428
835725.0506
827008.3429
65.8468 %

Based on the performance shown in the tables 8 and 9 the best performing linear algorithm
was chosen. For dataset A, the best performing algorithm is the one with four independent
variables. This is because the performance indicator is generally the best when four variables
are used. This has been made more clear in a graphical representation, which can be found
in appendix 6. This results in the following formula:
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 244587,58 + 598.53 ∗ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 + 691,24 ∗
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 562,00 ∗ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑓 + 637,53 ∗ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟

(8)

For dataset B, the performance is best when three variables are used. Although only 2 of the
four indicators used perform best with three algorithms, as the RMSE and MAE perform better
with four variables, the consistency in performance between the different training- and test
sets makes three variables the best option. See also appendix 7 for the graphical
representation. This results in the following formula:
P𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 1306976.57 + 763,49 ∗ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 + 94219,90 ∗
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑟 − 629,50 ∗ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠

(9)

The formula 8 and 9 have been used to predict the prices of the projects within the dataset
(see table 10 and 11). The predicted prices are compared to the actual prices to determine the
accuracy of the algorithm. According to Phaobunjong (2002) the expected accuracy for a
definitive estimate of a building project is within a range of +15% to – 5% and the expected
range of a conceptual estimate should be within +50% to -30%.
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The margin of error of the predicted prices in table 10 and 11 are too high for a definitive cost
estimate. However for a conceptual estimate the algorithms perform acceptable. Only four of
the predicted prices are not within the acceptable range for a conceptual estimate. All of these
are predicted based on dataset A and are houses.
Where the performance indicators of dataset A have shown that the consistency increases as
the dataset becomes larger, the predicted prices of dataset B shows the increased accuracy
when only the same type of residential buildings are used. Calculated based on the absolute
error in percentage of the predicted price, the average error is 12.4%. As the dataset A has an
average error of 25.6%, the dataset B is clearly more accurate.
Table 10: Predicted prices of dataset A

Name

Nieuwbouw 14 rijenwoning
Groenoord
Nieuwbouw 22 rijenwoning Dronten
Nieuwbouw 31 rijenwoning
28 appartementen De Haere
Appartementencomplex de barchaan
44 apartementen de parkwachters
29 appartementen boven winkels
Woontoren met 40 appartementen
Allardhof te buren
17 appartementen Oudenbosch
49 seniorenappartementen Dronten
15 stadswoningen Maastricht
Appartementen Winterswijk
A.ifc
B.ifc
C.ifc
D.ifc
E.ifc
F.ifc
G.ifc
H.ifc
I.ifc
J.ifc
K.ifc
L.ifc

Actual price

Predicted price

Error in %

€ 2.178.000,00

€ 2.716.914,40

25%

€ 2.005.310,00
€ 3.892.552,00
€ 3.380.015,00
€ 2.641.105,00
€ 5.665.615,00
€ 4.623.110,00
€ 4.924.405,00
€ 2.414.120,00
€ 1.622.132,71
€ 4.386.824,70
€ 2.396.184,79
€ 4.228.964,40
€ 2.267.617,99
€ 3.712.303,91
€ 2.511.492,54
€ 2.620.614,11
€ 3.315.522,11
€ 2.929.378,37
€ 989.262,70
€ 540.782,18
€ 441.135,74
€ 1.888.289,88
€ 3.560.412,73
€ 681.174,41

€ 2.650.061,01
€ 4.224.521,49
€ 3.428.232,40
€ 2.020.371,10
€ 5.736.949,05
€ 3.331.576,18
€ 5.179.953,88
€ 2.904.671,53
€ 1.713.252,40
€ 5.577.792,45
€ 2.944.541,78
€ 5.531.734,93
€ 2.146.674,34
€ 2.703.719,54
€ 2.771.172,88
€ 2.799.981,48
€ 2.736.052,49
€ 2.062.372,84
€ 1.721.203,55
€ 817.820,01
€ 839.490,85
€ 1.858.531,98
€ 3.651.175,18
€ 1.302.045,02

32%
9%
1%
-24%
1%
-28%
5%
20%
6%
27%
23%
31%
-5%
-27%
10%
7%
-17%
-30%
74%
51%
90%
-2%
3%
91%

Actual price

Predicted price

Error in %

€ 3.380.015,00
€ 2.641.105,00

€ 2.933.956,56
€ 2.029.967,85

-13%
-23%

Table 11: Predicted prices of dataset B

Name
28 appartementen De Haere
Appartementencomplex de barchaan
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44 apartementen de parkwachters
29 appartementen boven winkels
Woontoren met 40 appartementen
Allardhof te buren
17 appartementen Oudenbosch
49 seniorenappartementen Dronten
Appartementen Winterswijk
B.ifc
C.ifc
D.ifc
E.ifc
J.ifc

6.6.

€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

5.665.615,00
4.623.110,00
4.924.405,00
2.414.120,00
1.622.132,71
4.386.824,70
4.228.964,40
3.712.303,91
2.511.492,54
2.620.614,11
3.315.522,11
1.888.289,88

€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

5.913.629,92
4.006.705,04
4.873.810,76
2.519.090,69
2.189.812,24
4.473.685,05
4.406.424,78
3.338.541,54
2.774.966,32
2.736.779,24
3.076.425,48
2.660.717,79

4%
-13%
-1%
4%
35%
2%
4%
-10%
10%
4%
-7%
41%

Conclusion data analytics

In the previous chapter already appeared that the quality of the BIM models is an issue for
automated quantity take off with the purpose of data mining. In this chapter a new issue was
found. After applying the data mining algorithms on the dataset, no usable relations between
the data could be found.
The proposed reason for the issue was that the dataset was too small and that there was too
much variation in the design of the buildings as both apartments and houses were used in the
dataset. To test this assumption, addition data was collected from project analyses available
in databases. These additional data have been used to create two new datasets. One dataset,
where all the data of both the original data and the new data were combined and another
dataset with only one type of buildings in the dataset, namely apartments.
These new datasets were tested by applying the previously used linear regression algorithm.
From the results of the algorithm it could be concluded that the made assumptions were
correct. The dataset with all the data showed that more data give a more consistent result,
where the dataset with only apartments shows that the accuracy of the prediction are
acceptable for conceptual cost estimation if only one type of buildings is used in the dataset.
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7.

Discussion

The main objective of this research was to evaluate the effectiveness of a knowledge
management system using BIM data and the data mining process. To realise this goal, two
different approaches have been used, a literature study and a practical implementation. At
first the literature study has been conducted. This study has shown the theoretical potential
of such system. However during the practical implementation approach, it was found that the
implementation of such system encountered some problems. To solve this problem additional
data was collected, which resulted in a useful model for cost estimation.
Part of the scientific relevance of this research is that it has shown an alternative way to use
building information modelling. In the recent years more attention has been paid towards
using BIM as the knowledge source in knowledge management, as shown in the literature
review. However little of these researches has resulted in practical implementation. Also this
research has shown some of the implementation problems with the current state of BIM
models. It has been made clear that there is a gap between the scientific potential of BIM
models and the potential for implementation at this point. More attention is necessary toward
improving the quality and correctness of data in BIM models if the AEC industry want to use
the full potential of BIM.
The practical relevance of this research is that it has shown what improvements are needed
for BIM to reach its potential for the application of data mining process. As will be discussed
in the next chapters, it is necessary to focus on improving the way BIM models are shared and
how they are modelled. Over the whole building process the BIM model should be kept up to
date and shared in predefined format.
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8.

Conclusions

In order to answer the research problem, five research questions were defined. In this chapter
the answers to these research questions are given. After answering these research questions
the research problem will be answered.

Research question 1: Which are the steps the data mining process consists of?
The data mining process can be divided in two parts and has a total of nine steps. The first
part is the data engineering part. It starts by understanding and defining the problem. In this
research the problem of the data mining process is to create knowledge to predict the building
costs of residential buildings in the early phase of the design process. After the problem is
made clear, the data which will be used in the data mining process need to be collected and
extracted into a useable dataset. For this research BIM models with corresponding costs data
were collected and the data of the BIM models were extracted to a dataset in form of a
quantity take off. The next step is to clean and explore the data. As the quality of the data in
this research appeared to be quite low, a lot of cleaning had to be done. Following the data
exploration the dataset had to be converted into a subset which will perform best with the
used algorithms. As the dataset available in this research was very small, it was chosen to test
the performance of multiple subsets. The subsets were created based on a ranking method
for feature selection. After the data have been engineered the data mining process continues
to the next part, data analysing.
This part starts with the engineering of the algorithm to be used. Because the goal of this
research is to create new knowledge for cost estimation a machine learning algorithm is
needed. It was chosen to use both a regression algorithm as a classification algorithm. This
was chosen because both have been successfully applied in the past to predict cost estimation
for building costs. This process is continued with the running of the algorithm. In case of this
research both the regression as the classification algorithm were run. The next step is defined
as refining the data and problem. As the evaluation of the performance of the data mining
algorithms was that no reliable relations were found within the dataset and it was concluded
that the most probable cause of this was that the dataset was not large enough and the used
building project were to different, additional data has been collected. This data has been used
to create two new datasets that were applied in the data mining algorithm. One dataset which
exists of all data both from the old dataset as from the newly gathered data, showed that
adding more data to the dataset results in more consistent results. The other dataset also exist
of both the old dataset and the newly acquired data but it only had the projects that were
apartments to have more homogenous content in the dataset. The results of the application
of the data mining algorithm on this dataset showed that useful relations can be found if the
dataset contains data of building from a similar type. The last step of the data mining process
is to use the results. To test the usefulness of the results, the results were used to estimate
the costs of the buildings within the dataset. Although the results were close enough to use
the generated cost estimation model to calculate a conceptual estimate for building project,
the cost estimation model was only tested on the dataset that was used to create the model,
so it should be noted that it is yet unclear how precise the model will be on unseen data.
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Research question 2: Is the IFC data format a suitable BIM data format to extract a
dataset for the data mining process?
In the literature review it was shown how Ma et al. (2013) used the IFC model to extract a
quantity take off in the format of the Chinese mandatory specification of cost estimation in
the tender phase. This suggested that the IFC data format was indeed a suitable BIM data
format to extract a dataset for the data mining process. This was confirmed during the
practical implementation. The part of the BIM models that were modelled correctly could be
extracted from the model automatically using an extraction script. Due to limitations in the
script the information embedded within the BIM model about the area of the different spaces
within the building could not be extracted. However this is not a result of the IFC data format
but a result of the applied script.

Research question 3: Is the current quality of the BIM models good enough to
automatically extract a dataset for the data mining process?
A lot of effort has been made to create an extraction script that can automatically extract the
dataset from BIM models. However to get the extractor script to extract an acceptable dataset
a lot of code had to be written especially for one of the IFC models. In one of the IFC models
three different IfcBuildingStorey elements were created for every floor level. This makes the
automatic interpretation of floor levels not possible without writing a code for the script that
can interpret multiple IfcBuildingStorey elements for one floor level. Because of the similarity
between the height of the different IfcBuildingStorey elements, it was not possible to analyse
and merge the levels by height. As a solution, some code has been written that allows the
script to interpret the IfcBuildingStoreys for the IFC model that had this problem, but for other
IFC models with a similar problem the script will not be able to interpret this correctly without
changing the code.
As already concluded in the previous part of the research, another problem with the IFC
quality is the export of the BIM authoring tool model into the IFC model. All but one of the
BIM models were modelled with Revit, the other model with Allplan. Of all those models four
contained the necessary information about the organisation that exported the BIM file. All of
them were the contractor of the building projects. Another five of them were exported by the
author of the presented research.
One of the mentioned problem with the IFC models was that three different IfcElements were
found to represent a stair, namely: IfcStair, IfcFurnishingElement, IfcBuildingElementProxy.
This is a problem because as the name IfcFurnishingElement suggests, this type of IfcElement
is a generalization of all furniture related objects (buildingSMART, nd). Another problem found
was that more than one level of height per building storey was used in the BIM model. This is
not necessarily a problem if only one of the levels of height was modelled as the main level
and the other levels of the storey as a sub level. However this was not the case and therefore
the BIM model was exported to the IFC data format with too many building storeys. All these
problems could be solved if all the organisations within the building project that model within
the BIM model would work according to the BIM Basis ILS.
The loss of necessary information is also a problem. In good practise some building elements
like walls are modelled as one building element composed of different construction products
(see figure 11). As this is a relatively easy way of modelling and it even saves time compared
to modelling all the different construction parts separately, it is plausible that the building
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elements were modelled as one element although they are composed of different
construction products. In the IFC models however, all these different construction products
were already decomposed to standard IfcElements. This makes the interpretation of these
elements much harder. In most exporters provided by the BIM authoring tools, this problem
can be solved by changing the setting of the exporter.

Figure 10: Building elements composing of different construction products (source: Ma et al. (2013)

Research question 4: Can the data mining process be used to predict the costs of
residential buildings in the early stages of the design process?
The research question: Can the data mining process be used to predict the costs of residential
buildings in the early stages of the design process? has been answered both via literature
review as via practical implementation. However the answers differ. Based on the literature it
can be concluded that it is indeed possible to use the data mining process to predict the costs
of residential buildings in the early stage of the design process. The BIM model can contain
enough information about the buildings. With an extractor this knowledge embedded in the
model can be made explicit and with a machine learning algorithm this knowledge can be used
to create new information that allows us to predict the costs of buildings.
In the practical implementation part of this research however it became clear that there are
two implementation problems. First of all the quality of the BIM models does not meet the
same level as is necessary for automatic extraction of the required dataset, as discussed in the
answering of the previous research question. Another problem is the amount of BIM models
available. The data mining process needs data to analyse and generally the more data it can
analyse the better the data mining process is able to find patterns within the data. It has been
shown that 12 BIM models do not provide enough data to find these patterns. So, even when
the AEC industry would create BIM models of the quality necessary for data mining, also a lot
of models are needed of a specific building type with the above mentioned quality.
In this research it was chosen to add additional data from public available project analyses to
create a larger dataset. This data proved to be very useful and it resulted in a cost estimation
model that was precisely enough to calculate the conceptual building costs of the buildings
within the dataset.
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Main research question: “Can the use of a knowledge management system using
BIM data and the data mining process create a more efficient process of cost
estimation for residential buildings?”
The literature review has shown that the data mining process is an effective tool to create a
knowledge management system. It is especially useful because it can be made into an
automated computer process, where little maintenance is required. The literature review has
also shown that BIM data have a great potential to serve as the data source. These are created
in almost every project and they contain all the physical information of the buildings. These
data can be converted to the dataset necessary for the data mining process by creating a
quantity take off. In previous researches could be found that automated quantity take off from
BIM models is possible. From this all it can be concluded that a data mining process can
efficiently estimate the costs of residential buildings and therefore used as a knowledge
management system for cost estimation.
However during the practical implementation it became clear that there are both qualitative
and quantitative problems with the available BIM models. As mentioned above additional
data were added to test viability of the data mining process for cost calculation for residential
buildings. With this additional data the data mining process could predict the costs of buildings
within the dataset precisely enough to be a conceptual cost estimate. Nonetheless until the
qualitative and quantitative problems of BIM data are solved the knowledge management
system will still need the manual input of additional data to be able to estimate the costs of
residential buildings.
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9.

Recommendations

In this chapter the recommendations are given. First the recommendations for
implementation are discussed. Thereafter the recommendations for further research are
given.

9.1. Recommendations for implementation
9.1.1. Implementation of the IFD format
It has been concluded that the biggest obstacle to overcome before the proposed knowledge
management system can be implemented is the quality of the BIM models.
Part of the problem is that for the IFC format in order to be an effective format to export data
to, it allows various data to be shared in various ways. If the receiver of the information, in
this research the extractor, wants to be sure to be able to utilize the information he receives,
the sender and receiver need to be in agreement which and how the information is shared
(Bell & Bjørkhaug, 2006). For this purpose buildingSMART already created the International
Framework of Dictionaries (IFD). The Dutch implementation of this is the Nederlandse
Conceptenbibliotheek voor de bouw (CB-NL). This can be used to standardise the way
information within IFC is shared, and thus allows to use the proposed agreements to create
IFC models that allow for automated data extraction. So part of the solution for this problem
already exists, however the solution was not used in the development of the BIM models that
were available in this research. Consequentially it is recommended that the IFD is
implemented within all organisations within a building project. To facilitate this, the
government should start demanding that IFD is used like the Dutch government has done with
IFC in their DBFMO contracts.

9.1.2. Implementation of the Information Delivery Manual(IDM)
Another way to ensure better quality of BIM models and more specifically IFC models is to use
Information Delivery Manuals (IDM). IDM can be used for the documentation of existing or
new processes and describes the associated information that needs to be exchanged between
parties. The main purpose of IDM is to make sure the relevant data are communicated via a
structured way such as the data can be interpreted by the software on the receiving side
(buildingsmart, nd.). For the Dutch AEC industry the ‘BIM basis informatieleveringsspecificatie
(ILS)’ is defined and it has already been adopted by many companies. As has been shown
during the practical application most of the problems of the quality of the IFC models would
have been prevented if the BIM Basis ILS would have been used.

9.1.3. BIM as-built models
Even if the IFD format or another ontology and the IDM would systematically be applied not
all quality problems of the BIM models would be solved. The IFD format would not prevent
that the BIM models are not modelled as built. In order to accomplish this the BIM model
should be updated consequently during the whole building process. This can only be ensured
if all companies involved would have an incentive to update the BIM models. As the
information that can be extracted from the BIM models to a dataset is limited to the
information located within the BIM models, it is very important for the application of data
mining on BIM models that all the information is modelled.
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9.1.4. Use of additional data
Next to the quality of the BIM models also the number of BIM models available is a problem
for the proposed knowledge management system. To overcome this problem in this research
additional data has been added to the dataset. If one wants to implement the proposed
knowledge management system within the organisation the dataset can be manually enlarged
with data from projects of which no viable BIM model is available. Although it is desirable to
have little to no human effort needed to maintain the KMS it allows the KMS to be
implemented. With the current trends of BIM modelling a lot more BIM data will come
available in the upcoming years, and thus the BIM data can eventually replace the use of
additional data.

9.2. Recommendation for further research
9.2.1. Quality of BIM models
In the recommendations for implementation it is suggested that the quality of the BIM models
can be improved by implementing an ontology. However the focus of this research was aimed
at the implementation of BIM models in a knowledge management system. More research is
needed to provide more ways to improve the quality of BIM models.

9.2.2. Other goal of KMS
This research has focussed on the implementation of a KMS for cost prediction. However other
goals for a KMS system based on BIM data and the data mining process are possible. For
example a goal for a KMS system could be to predict the energy consumption of buildings.
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Appendix 1: Structure of the IFC data format

Figure 11: Structure of the IFC data format
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Appendix 2: The extractor script
Start script
0_start_script_new.py
1
import glob
2
import subprocess
3
import sys
4
import os
5
import os.path
6
import csv
7
import datetime
8
9
# Get directory of script_dir
10
script_dir: (os.path.dirname(os.path.realpath(__file__)))
11
12
# Creating file to write
13
timestamp_date: datetime.datetime.now().strftime("%Y%m%d")
14
timestamp_time: datetime.datetime.now().strftime("%H%M%S")
15
16
save_path: script_dir+"/"+timestamp_date+"/"
17
if not os.path.exists(save_path):
18
os.makedirs(save_path)
19
20
dataset_csv: os.path.join(save_path, timestamp_time+"_dataset.csv")
21
22
with open(dataset_csv, "wb") as f_csv:
23
csvWriter: csv.writer(f_csv)
24
csvWriter.writerow(["Filename", "areaGroundFloor",
"areaUpperFloor", "areaRoof", "countStair", "areaExternalWalls",
"areaExternalOpenings", "areaInternalWalls", "countInternalDoors"])
25
26
for fn in glob.glob("*.ifc"):
27
# if fn not in processed_files:
28
print fn
29
subprocess.call([sys.executable, "1_QTO_new.py", fn,
dataset_csv])
30
print "File processed"

Actual extractor
1_QTO_new.py
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

import
import
import
import
import

os
os.path
glob
sys
math

from operator import itemgetter
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

OCC.gp
OCC.Geom
OCC.Bnd
OCC.BRepBndLib
OCC.BRep
OCC.BRepPrimAPI
OCC.BRepAlgoAPI
OCC.BRepBuilderAPI
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17
import OCC.BRepAlgo
18
import OCC.TopOpeBRepTool
19
import OCC.ShapeExtend
20
import OCC.GProp
21
import OCC.BRepGProp
22
import OCC.GC
23
import OCC.ShapeAnalysis
24
import OCC.TopTools
25
import OCCUtils
26
27
from OCC.TopoDS import topods
28
29
import ifcopenshell
30
import ifcopenshell.geom
31
32
import operator
33
34
import csv
35
36
import re
37
38
# Specify to return pythonOCC shapes from
ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape()
39
settings: ifcopenshell.geom.settings()
40
settings.set(settings.USE_PYTHON_OPENCASCADE, True)
41
42
43
# Some helper functions to map to the list of walls
44
def create_shape(elem):
45
return ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape(settings, elem)
46
47
48
def calc_volume(s):
49
props: OCC.GProp.GProp_GProps()
50
OCC.BRepGProp.brepgprop_VolumeProperties(s.geometry, props)
51
return props.Mass()
52
53
54
def calc_area(s):
55
props: OCC.GProp.GProp_GProps()
56
OCC.BRepGProp.brepgprop_SurfaceProperties(s.geometry, props)
57
return props.Mass()
58
59
60
def calc_length(LProps):
61
props: OCC.GProp.GProp_GProps()
62
OCC.BRepGProp.brepgprop.LinearProperties(LProps.geometry, props)
63
return props.Mass()
64
65
66
def count_windows(product):
67
if product.is_a("IfcWindow"):
68
global ifcwindow
69
ifcwindow += 1
70
71
72
def count_doors(product):
73
if product.is_a("IfcDoor"):
74
global ifcdoor
75
ifcdoor += 1
76
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77
78
def count_stories(product):
79
if product.is_a("IfcBuildingStorey"):
80
global ifcstorey
81
ifcstorey += 1
82
83
84
def create_levels(product):
85
if product.is_a("IfcBuildingStorey"):
86
level: product.Elevation
87
if level is not None:
88
floor_levels.append((level))
89
else:
90
level: 0
91
floor_levels.append((level))
92
93
94
def get_bounding_box_minimal(bbox):
95
bbmin: [0.] * 3;
96
bbmax: [0.] * 3
97
bbmin[0], bbmin[1], bbmin[2], bbmax[0], bbmax[1], bbmax[2]:
bbox.Get()
98
return OCC.gp.gp_Pnt(*map(lambda xy: (xy[0]), zip(bbmin,
bbmax)))
99
100
101 def get_bounding_box_maximal(bbox):
102
bbmin: [0.] * 3;
103
bbmax: [0.] * 3
104
bbmin[0], bbmin[1], bbmin[2], bbmax[0], bbmax[1], bbmax[2]:
bbox.Get()
105
return OCC.gp.gp_Pnt(*map(lambda xy: (xy[1]), zip(bbmin,
bbmax)))
106
107
108 def get_zvalue(product):
109
if product.Representation is not None:
110
shape: ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape(settings,
product).geometry
111
bbox: OCC.Bnd.Bnd_Box()
112
OCC.BRepBndLib.brepbndlib_Add(shape, bbox)
113
bounding_box_minimal: get_bounding_box_minimal(bbox)
114
bounding_box_maximal: get_bounding_box_maximal(bbox)
115
return (bounding_box_minimal.Z(), bounding_box_maximal.Z())
116
117 def get_xvalue(product):
118
if product.Representation is not None:
119
shape: ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape(settings,
product).geometry
120
bbox: OCC.Bnd.Bnd_Box()
121
OCC.BRepBndLib.brepbndlib_Add(shape, bbox)
122
bounding_box_minimal: get_bounding_box_minimal(bbox)
123
bounding_box_maximal: get_bounding_box_maximal(bbox)
124
return (bounding_box_minimal.X(), bounding_box_maximal.X())
125
126 def get_yvalue(product):
127
if product.Representation is not None:
128
shape: ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape(settings,
product).geometry
129
bbox: OCC.Bnd.Bnd_Box()
130
OCC.BRepBndLib.brepbndlib_Add(shape, bbox)
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131
bounding_box_minimal: get_bounding_box_minimal(bbox)
132
bounding_box_maximal: get_bounding_box_maximal(bbox)
133
return (bounding_box_minimal.Y(), bounding_box_maximal.Y())
134
135 def get_values(product):
136
if product.Representation is not None:
137
shape: ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape(settings,
product).geometry
138
bbox: OCC.Bnd.Bnd_Box()
139
OCC.BRepBndLib.brepbndlib_Add(shape, bbox)
140
bounding_box_minimal: get_bounding_box_minimal(bbox)
141
bounding_box_maximal: get_bounding_box_maximal(bbox)
142
return (bounding_box_minimal.X(), bounding_box_maximal.X(),
bounding_box_minimal.Y(), bounding_box_maximal.Y(),
bounding_box_minimal.Z(), bounding_box_maximal.Z())
143
144 # creating temporary file
145 script_dir: (os.path.dirname(os.path.realpath(__file__)))
146 save_path_temp: script_dir + "/temp/"
147 if not os.path.exists(save_path_temp):
148
os.makedirs(save_path_temp)
149
150 # Open the IFC file using IfcOpenShell
151 ifc_file: ifcopenshell.open(sys.argv[1])
152 name_file: str(ifc_file)
153
154
155 print "Calculating Height of Elements"
156
157 products: ifc_file.by_type("IfcBuildingStorey")
158
159 levels: []
160
161 for product in products:
162
product_str: str(product)
163
product_string: product_str.lower()
164
count: product_string.count(",")
165
abc: product_string.split(",")
166
tempH: abc[-1]
167
if count > 10 :
168
placement: abc[6]
169
else:
170
placement: abc[5]
171
name: abc[2]
172
tempSplit: tempH.split(")")
173
h: tempSplit[0]
174
h1: float(h)
175
height: h1 / 1000
176
if height > -0.5:
177
level: [placement, height, name]
178
levels.append(level)
179
180 levels.sort(key=lambda x: x[1])
181
182 products: ifc_file.by_type("IfcLocalPlacement")
183
184 localPlacement: []
185
186 for product in products:
187
188
product_str: str(product)
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189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249

product_string: product_str.lower()
abc: product_string.split(",")
temp1: abc[0]
temp1Split: temp1.split("(")
temp: temp1Split[0]
temp0: temp.split("=")
temp1: temp0[0]
temp2: temp1Split[1]
temp: [temp1, temp2]
localPlacement.append(temp)
for index, level in enumerate(levels):
test1: level[0]
for item in localPlacement:
test2: item[1]
if test2:= test1:
tempList: []
test3: item[0]
tempList.append(test3)
if any(option in tempList for option in level): continue
level: level + tempList
levels[index]: level
products: ifc_file.by_type("IfcWall")
WallProductsPerLevel: []
for level in levels:
list: []
WallProductsPerLevel.append(list)
for product in products:
product_str: str(product)
product_string: product_str.lower()
abc: product_string.split(",")
temp: abc[-3]
for index, level in enumerate(levels):
if temp in level:
WallProductsPerLevel[index].append(product)
products: ifc_file.by_type("IfcSlab")
SlabProductsPerLevel: []
SlabAreaPerLevel: []
for level in levels:
list: []
SlabProductsPerLevel.append(list)
for product in products:
product_str: str(product)
product_string: product_str.lower()
abc: product_string.split(",")
temp: abc[-4]
for index, level in enumerate(levels):
if temp in level:
SlabProductsPerLevel[index].append(product)
print "Calculating IfcSlabs"
for index, list in enumerate(SlabProductsPerLevel):
products: list
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250
251
# vocabulary IfcSlab
252
wideSlabFloor_options: ["gewapend beton"]
253
hollowCoreSlab_options: ["pbh prefabvloer", "kanaalplaat",
"leidingplaat"]
254
groundFloor_options: ["begane grondvloer", "gewapende betonvloer
berging"]
255
ribbedSlab_options: ["ribcassette bg-vloer", "tempex bg-vloer"]
256
prefabSlab_options: ["balkon", "gallerijplaat"]
257
creeds_options: ["afwerkvloer", "cementdekvloer"]
258
insulationSlab_options: ["isolatie"]
259
roof_options: ["dak"]
260
slab_ignore_options: ["tegelvloer", "vergaarbak", "gras",
"asfalt", "4e verdiepingsvloer"]
261
262
# attributes IfcSlab
263
wideSlabFloor_area: 0
264
hollowCoreSlab_area: 0
265
groundFloor_area: 0
266
ribbedSlab_area: 0
267
prefabSlab_area: 0
268
creeds_area: 0
269
insulationSlab_area: 0
270
roof_area: 0
271
undefinedSlab_area: 0
272
VolumeSlabs: 0
273
274
z_levels: []
275
276
area_groundFloor: 0
277
area_RoofFlat: 0
278
areaIgnore_options: ["isolatie"]
279
280
281
for product in products:
282
z: get_zvalue(product)
283
if z is not None:
284
z0: z[0]
285
z1: z[1]
286
thickness: z1 - z0
287
if thickness < 0.15: continue
288
# Create geometry for these windows
289
shape: create_shape(product)
290
291
# Calculate their volumes
292
volume: calc_volume(shape)
293
abs_volume: abs(volume)
294
VolumeSlabs += abs_volume
295
296
area: abs_volume / thickness
297
298
product_str: str(product)
299
product_string: product_str.lower()
300
if any(option in product_string for option in
wideSlabFloor_options):
301
wideSlabFloor_area += area
302
elif any(option in product_string for option in
hollowCoreSlab_options):
303
hollowCoreSlab_area += area
304
elif any(option in product_string for option in
groundFloor_options):
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305
groundFloor_area += area
306
elif any(option in product_string for option in
ribbedSlab_options):
307
ribbedSlab_area += area
308
elif any(option in product_string for option in
prefabSlab_options):
309
prefabSlab_area += area
310
elif any(option in product_string for option in
creeds_options):
311
creeds_area += area
312
elif any(option in product_string for option in
insulationSlab_options):
313
insulationSlab_area += area
314
elif any(option in product_string for option in
roof_options):
315
roof_area += area
316
elif any(option in product_string for option in
slab_ignore_options):
317
pass
318
else:
319
undefinedSlab_area += area
320
321
totalarea: wideSlabFloor_area + hollowCoreSlab_area +
groundFloor_area + ribbedSlab_area + prefabSlab_area + roof_area +
undefinedSlab_area
322
323
level: levels[index]
324
nameLevel: level[2]
325
heightLevel: level[1]
326
listArea: []
327
listArea.append(totalarea)
328
SlabAreaPerLevel: SlabAreaPerLevel + listArea
329
330 sumSlabArea: sum(SlabAreaPerLevel)
331
332 if sumSlabArea != 0:
333
for index, item in enumerate(levels):
334
i: index
335
i2: i + 1
336
try:
337
NextLevel: levels[i2]
338
heightToNextLevel: NextLevel[1] - item[1]
339
340
if 1.85 <= heightToNextLevel <= 1.95 or
heightToNextLevel < 0.11 or 2.524 < heightToNextLevel < 2.526:
341
SlabArea: SlabAreaPerLevel[i] + SlabAreaPerLevel[i2]
342
SlabAreaPerLevel[i]: 0
343
SlabAreaPerLevel[i2]: SlabArea
344
345
except IndexError:
346
pass
347
348
SlabAreaPerLevel2: []
349
350
for area in SlabAreaPerLevel:
351
if area > 0:
352
SlabAreaPerLevel2.append(area)
353
354
areaRoof: 0
355
try:
356
for index, item in enumerate(SlabAreaPerLevel2):
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357
index2: index + 1
358
roof: item - SlabAreaPerLevel2[index2]
359
if roof > 0:
360
areaRoof += roof
361
except IndexError:
362
pass
363
364
sumSlabArea: sum(SlabAreaPerLevel)
365
366
areaGroundFloor: SlabAreaPerLevel2[0]
367
areaRoof += SlabAreaPerLevel2[-1]
368
areaUpperFloor: sumSlabArea - areaGroundFloor - areaRoof
369
370 else:
371
SlabAreaPerLevel: []
372
for index, list in enumerate(SlabProductsPerLevel):
373
products: list
374
375
# vocabulary IfcSlab
376
slab_ignore_options: ["tegelvloer", "vergaarbak", "gras",
"asfalt", "4e verdiepingsvloer", "ontgraving"]
377
378
# attributes IfcSlab
379
wideSlabFloor_area: 0
380
hollowCoreSlab_area: 0
381
groundFloor_area: 0
382
ribbedSlab_area: 0
383
prefabSlab_area: 0
384
creeds_area: 0
385
insulationSlab_area: 0
386
roof_area: 0
387
undefinedSlab_area: 0
388
VolumeSlabs: 0
389
390
z_levels: []
391
392
area_groundFloor: 0
393
area_RoofFlat: 0
394
areaIgnore_options: ["isolatie"]
395
396
for product in products:
397
z: get_zvalue(product)
398
if z is not None:
399
z0: z[0]
400
z1: z[1]
401
thickness: z1 - z0
402
# Create geometry for these windows
403
shape: create_shape(product)
404
405
# Calculate their volumes
406
volume: calc_volume(shape)
407
abs_volume: abs(volume)
408
VolumeSlabs += abs_volume
409
410
area: abs_volume / thickness
411
412
product_str: str(product)
413
product_string: product_str.lower()
414
if any(option in product_string for option in
slab_ignore_options):
415
pass
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416
else:
417
undefinedSlab_area += area
418
419
420
421
totalarea: undefinedSlab_area
422
level: levels[index]
423
nameLevel: level[2]
424
heightLevel: level[1]
425
listArea: []
426
listArea.append(totalarea)
427
if totalarea > 0:
428
SlabAreaPerLevel: SlabAreaPerLevel + listArea
429
430
areaRoof: 0
431
try:
432
for index, item in enumerate(SlabAreaPerLevel):
433
index2: index + 1
434
roof: item - SlabAreaPerLevel[index2]
435
if roof > 0:
436
areaRoof += roof
437
except IndexError:
438
pass
439
440
sumSlabArea: sum(SlabAreaPerLevel)
441
442
areaGroundFloor: SlabAreaPerLevel[0]
443
areaRoof += SlabAreaPerLevel[-1]
444
areaUpperFloor: sumSlabArea - areaGroundFloor - areaRoof
445
446 products1: ifc_file.by_type("IfcBuildingElementProxy")
447 products2: ifc_file.by_type("IfcFurnishingElement")
448 products: products1 + products2
449
450
451 stair_options: ["nl0-dht_nl+1-oht_2kwart", "trap blok b 2", "trap
blok a 1", "vwn_houten trap-dk"]
452 stair_ignore: ["trapleuning","traphek"]
453 countStair: 0
454
455 for product in products:
456
product_str: str(product)
457
product_string: product_str.lower()
458
if any(option in product_string for option in stair_options):
459
countStair += 1
460
461 listOfStairs: []
462 products: ifc_file.by_type("IfcStair")
463
464 for product in products:
465
product_str: str(product)
466
product_string: product_str.lower()
467
468
abc: product_string.split(",", 3)
469
abc2: abc[2]
470
if any(option in product_string for option in stair_ignore):
continue
471
listOfStairs.append(abc2)
472 countStair += len(listOfStairs)
473
474 print "Calculating IfcWalls"
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475 products: ifc_file.by_type("IfcWall")
476
477 # vocabulary IfcWall
478 prefabWall_options: ["prefab beton_100", "prefab beton-90"]
479 insulationWall_options: ["isolatie", "steenwol", "rockpanel",
"isover", "kingspan"]
480 brickwork_options: ["metselwerk", "mets.", "baksteen", "terca",
"uitstekende kop", "vlakke kop", "mw 100"]
481 limestone_options: ["kalkzandsteen", "kzst."]
482 timberFrame_options: ["hsbwand", "hsb wand", "hsb_100mm",
"hsb_150mm", "hsb_214mm", "21hsb_150"]
483 cellularConcrete_options: ["cellenbeton", "gasbeton", "ytong", "gas
beton"]
484 gypsum_options: ["gibo"]
485 insideWall_options: ["binnenwand"]
486 ignore_options: ["ms-wand", "privacyscherm", "gaas met hedera",
"wandtegels", "staal_10mm", "gasbeton_100/g4_600", "beplating", "31
paneel_kozijn",
487
"41_beplating_15", "21_kozijnrekje 80mm",
"20_zink", "stucwerk", "21_stijl en regelwerk 18+71", "betonnen
kantplank_100mm", "multiplex",
488
"foamglass", "berging", "schutting", "hekwerk",
"tegelwand", "prefabplint", "fundering", "houtregel"]
489
490 prefabWall_area: 0
491 insulationWall_area: 0
492 brickwork_area: 0
493 limestone_area: 0
494 timberFrame_area: 0
495 cellularConcrete_area: 0
496 gypsum_area= 0
497 insideWall_area: 0
498 undefinedWall_area: 0
499
500 limestone_cs36_300: 0
501 limestone_cs36_214: 0
502 limestone_cs36_150: 0
503 limestone_cs36_120: 0
504 limestone_cs36_100: 0
505 limestone_300: 0
506 limestone_214: 0
507 limestone_150: 0
508 limestone_120: 0
509 limestone_100: 0
510 limestone_undefined: 0
511
512 VolumeWalls: 0
513 errorCount_wall: 0
514
515 products: ifc_file.by_type("IfcWall")
516
517 for product in products:
518
try:
519
x: get_xvalue(product)
520
y: get_yvalue(product)
521
z: get_zvalue(product)
522
523
x0: x[0]
524
x1: x[1]
525
526
y0: y[0]
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527
y1: y[1]
528
529
z0: z[0]
530
z1: z[1]
531
532
l: x1 - x0
533
b: y1 - y0
534
h: z1 - z0
535
536
if l > 0.5 and b > 0.5:
537
length: math.sqrt((l*l)+(b*b))
538
elif l < b:
539
length: b
540
else:
541
length: l
542
543
area: length * h
544
545
shape: create_shape(product)
546
volume: calc_volume(shape)
547
abs_volume: abs(volume)
548
VolumeWalls += abs_volume
549
550
product_str: str(product)
551
product_string: product_str.lower()
552
found: 0
553
if any(option in product_string for option in
prefabWall_options):
554
prefabWall_area += area
555
elif any(option in product_string for option in
insulationWall_options):
556
insulationWall_area += area
557
elif any(option in product_string for option in
brickwork_options):
558
brickwork_area += area
559
elif any(option in product_string for option in
limestone_options):
560
limestone_area += area
561
if "cs36" in product_string:
562
if "300mm" in product_string or "e300" in
product_string:
563
limestone_cs36_300 += area
564
elif "214mm" in product_string or "e214" in
product_string:
565
limestone_cs36_214 += area
566
elif "150mm" in product_string or "e150" in
product_string:
567
limestone_cs36_150 += area
568
elif "120mm" in product_string or "e120" in
product_string:
569
limestone_cs36_120 += area
570
elif "100mm" in product_string or "e100" in
product_string:
571
limestone_cs36_100 += area
572
else:
573
limestone_undefined += area
574
else:
575
if "300mm" in product_string or "e300" in
product_string:
576
limestone_300 += area
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577
elif "214mm" in product_string or "e214" in
product_string:
578
limestone_214 += area
579
elif "150mm" in product_string or "e150" in
product_string:
580
limestone_150 += area
581
elif "120mm" in product_string or "e120" in
product_string:
582
limestone_120 += area
583
elif "100mm" in product_string or "e100" in
product_string:
584
limestone_100 += area
585
else:
586
limestone_undefined += area
587
elif any(option in product_string for option in
insideWall_options):
588
insideWall_area += area
589
elif any(option in product_string for option in
timberFrame_options):
590
timberFrame_area += area
591
elif any(option in product_string for option in
cellularConcrete_options):
592
cellularConcrete_area += area
593
elif any(option in product_string for option in
gypsum_options):
594
gypsum_area += area
595
elif any(option in product_string for option in
ignore_options):
596
pass
597
else:
598
undefinedWall_area += area
599
600
except Exception as ex:
601
template: "An exception of type {0} occured.
Arguments:\n{1!r}"
602
message: template.format(type(ex).__name__, ex.args)
603
errorCount_wall += 1
604
605 areaExternalWalls: brickwork_area+ timberFrame_area
606 areaAllInternalWalls: limestone_area + cellularConcrete_area +
gypsum_area + insideWall_area + undefinedWall_area + prefabWall_area
607 areaInternalWalls: areaAllInternalWalls - areaExternalWalls
608
609 if areaInternalWalls < 0:
610
areaInternalWalls: areaAllInternalWalls
611
612 print "Calculating IfcDoors"
613
614 products: ifc_file.by_type("IfcDoor")
615
616 # vocabulary IfcDoor
617 externalDoors_option: ["fit_deur", "31_do_deur", "vision trend
merk", "31_deur", "31_stoldeur", "deur-hout_by", "deur-hout_stoldeur",
"buitendeur", "garagedeur"]
618
619 # attributes IfcDoor
620 externalDoors_area: 0
621 countInternalDoors: 0
622
623
624 for product in products:
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625
product_str: str(product)
626
product_string: product_str.lower()
627
abc: product_string.split(",")
628
629
h1: abc[-2]
630
h2: h1.split(".")
631
h3: h2[0]
632
b1: abc[-1]
633
b2: b1.split(".")
634
b3: b2[0]
635
636
h: float(h3) / 1000
637
b: float(b3) / 1000
638
area: h * b
639
if any(option in product_string for option in
externalDoors_option):
640
externalDoors_area += area
641
642
else:
643
if area > 1.5:
644
countInternalDoors += 1
645
646 areaExternalWalls += externalDoors_area
647
648
649 print "Calculating IfcWindows"
650
651 products: ifc_file.by_type("Ifcwindow")
652
653 # attributes IfcDoor
654 externalWindow_area: 0
655
656 for product in products:
657
product_str: str(product)
658
product_string: product_str.lower()
659
abc: product_string.split(",")
660
661
h1: abc[-2]
662
h2: h1.split(".")
663
h3: h2[0]
664
b1: abc[-1]
665
b2: b1.split(".")
666
b3: b2[0]
667
668
h: float(h3) / 1000
669
b: float(b3) / 1000
670
area: h * b
671
externalWindow_area += area
672
673 areaExternalWalls += externalWindow_area
674
675 areaExternalOpenings: externalDoors_area +externalWindow_area
676
677 with open(sys.argv[2], "ab") as f_csv:
678
csvWriter: csv.writer(f_csv)
679
csvWriter.writerow([(sys.argv[1]), areaGroundFloor,
areaUpperFloor, areaRoof, countStair, areaExternalWalls,
areaExternalOpenings, areaInternalWalls, countInternalDoors])
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Appendix 3: Code of the k-Nearest Neighbour
k-Nearest Neighbour
setwd("C:/test")
require(9825)
mydata: read.csv("dataset2.csv", header: TRUE, sep: ";", dec: ",")
set.seed(1)
gp <- runif(nrow(mydata))
mydata2 <- mydata[order(gp),]
normalize <- function(x) { return( (x - min(x)) / (max(x) - min(x)) ) }
data_n <- as.data.frame(lapply(mydata2[,c(2,3,4,5,6,7)], normalize))
data_train <- data_n[1:9, 1:5]
data_test <- data_n[10:12, 1:5]
data_train_target <- mydata2[1:9, 7]
data_test_target <- mydata2[10:12, 7]
m1 <- knn(train=data_train, test=data_test, cl=data_train_target, k=1)
m3 <- knn(train=data_train, test=data_test, cl=data_train_target, k=3)
m5 <- knn(train=data_train, test=data_test, cl=data_train_target, k=5)
data_train_target
data_test_target
m1
m3
m5
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Appendix 4: Additional project data
Nieuwbouw 22 rijenwoning Dronten (source: casadata.nl)
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112

113

114

Nieuwbouw 31 rijenwoningen (source: casadata.nl)

115

116

Nieuwbouw 14 rijenwoningen Groenoord (source: casadata.nl)

117

118

28 appartementen De Haere (source: bouwkosten.nl)

119

120

29 appartementen boven winkels (source: bouwkosten.nl)

121

122

44 appartementen de parkwachters (source: bouwkosten.nl)

123

124

Allardhof te buren (source: bouwkosten.nl)

125

126

Appartementencomplex de barchaan (source: bouwkosten.nl)

127

128

Woontoren met 40 appartementen (source: bouwkosten.nl)

129

130

Totaaloverzicht nieuwbouw (Kulmann, 2007)

131

17 appartementen Oudenbosch (source: Kuhlmann, 2007)

132

49 seniorenappartementen Dronten (source: Kuhlmann, 2007)

133

15 stadwoningen Maastricht (source: Kuhlmann, 2007)

134

135

Appartementen Winterswijk (source: Kuhlmann, 2007)
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Appendix 5: Price index

Figure 12: Price index residential buildings (source: Vonk, Wilde & Groot, 2016)
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Appendix 6: Graphical representation performance measures database A
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Figure 13: Correlation coefficient of database A
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Figure 14: Root mean squared error of database A
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Figure 15: Mean absolute error of database A
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Figure 16: Root relative squared error of database A
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Appendix 7: Graphical representation performance measures database B
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Figure 17: Correlation coefficient of database B
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Figure 18: Root mean squared error of database B
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Figure 19: Mean absolute error of database B
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Figure 20: Root relative squared error of database B
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